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PREFACE.

The rapid advancement which has taken place in all

branches of agriculture during recent years, has in no

department been more evident than in sheep husbandry.

The improvement in the breeds of sheep, and the increased

supplies from abroad of both mutton and wool, have

necessitated the adoption of improved systems of manage-

ment. Formerly, sheep-farming could be carried on

profitably in a comparatively easy way; but things have

changed, and it is now essential to study more closely the

science of breeding and feeding.

A modern hand-book on the subject has been urgently

called for, and it is hoped the one now produced may, in

some measure, supply the want. Considering the import-

ance of sheep and the amount of wealth they represent, it

is surprising how little really applicable has been written

about their management. At any rate, the books on

practical sheep-farming are fewer than they ought to be.

The reason for this is, perhaps, that no single individual is

experienced enough to cover the entire field. There are

hundreds of methods being practised every day, which no
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book on sheep can ever fully explain. No other branch of

farming admits of so great a variation in management, and

no hard and fast rule can be laid down as a guide for every

locality. It is the surrounding circumstances which govern

the method pursued, and these will be found to vary suffi-

ciently to render even the most exhaustive work on the

subject incomplete.

Our object, therefore, is to give an outline of the chief

points and operations generally encountered. Throughout,

facts have been dealt in more than theories, and while the

experiences of others have not been overlooked, many years

of work amongst the flock enables the writer to express his

views from a practical standpoint.

The collie dog being an indispensable help in the

management of sheep well deserves a share of notice. A
good collie is of great value on the sheep farm, and there is

little doubt that his services are too often unappreciated.

Cullivait, Dumfries.



INTRODUCTION.

ROM the earliest times the value of the sheep has been

appreciated by the human race. It is supposed to

have been the first animal domesticated for the use of man,

and we read in almost the first pages of the oldest records

that a man’s possessions or wealth were computed by the

number of his flocks and herds. It does not appear, however,

that in those times sheep were valued much as an article of

food. They were principally regarded on account of their

wool
;
and doubtless they held much the same position with

the ancients as they now do in some parts of the world

where the species are still unimproved, or where they are

yet reared solely on account of their wool.

With regard to the earliest existence of sheep in Britain

we have no authentic record. They were not much known

until after the invasion of the Romans, and it may be presumed

that previous to that time sheep either did not exist at all in

this country, or only occupied a very insignificant position.

Julius Ctesar never alludes in the most distant manner to the

sheep, or the employment of its wool, when he describes the

habits and employments of the inhabitants of Britain. But
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the conquerors soon turned their attention to the improve-

ment of the country, and established a woollen manufactory

at Winchester, which produced cloths that equalled any
other in the Roman Empire. In later years, as the feudal

system declined, the quantity of the sylvan game decreased,

and better laws were made for the protection of property,

the attention of the flockmaster was directed more to the

improvement of the carcase than the fleece. It was not,

however, until the middle of the last century that any real

progress in sheep husbandry was effected. Previous to-

that time farming had been exceedingly primitive, and more
especially in the breeding of stock. But as more peaceful

times began to dawn, so did agricultural pursuits begin to

receive greater attention. Sheep, which formerly were

reared in an almost wild condition, were now more
thoroughly domesticated, and counted upon as a source

of industry and wealth by the farmer. They became more
and more an article of food, and have now for fully a
century been bred and reared more on account of their

mutton than for their wool. The day has long passed when
wool-growing of itself could be made profitable. We can-

not compete with the colonies and foreign lands, where
limitless grazings afford a cheaper and more congenial

opportunity for the production of this staple.

The sheep being adapted for every locality in the British

Isles, it received much attention from the farmer, because

it could be raised with greater ease, and in situations where
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other animals could not exist
; making a better return than

other animals, as supplying to the nation a staple article

of food, and giving employment to thousands of artisans by

converting its wool into manufactured goods. Where Nature

is left to herself she always produces animals suitable to her

vegetation, from the smallest sheep in the highest moun-
tains to the largest sort on the richest pastures. But good

husbandry admits of our increasing the value of the one in

proportion to that of the other
; and as improvement in the

production of the soil has progressed, so have improved

breeds of sheep come into existence. The flesh and wool

of the sheep are but the products of the soil, and contain

only what has existed in the plants which the sheep have

consumed. Thus it comes that we have so many different

sizes and breeds of sheep. Soil and climate exert an all-

powerful influence on the character of the animals which

inhabit any particular locality; and by great care and

observance of these facts, man has been successful in

propagating and distributing various breeds over the face of

a variously constituted soil, until it may now be said that

every description of soil and climate has its own variety of

sheep.

Sheep-keeping is, after all, but a means to an end, that

end being the conversion of the green crops of the farm into

marketable produce. It subserves, at the same time, the

double purpose of maintaining and increasing the fertility of

the soil. But before stock can be kept, there must be some
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crops grown to feed them. In too many cases, however,

it is found easier to grow cattle crops than to dispose of

them with profit. Simple as farming seems to be, it pre-

sents a peculiar difficulty in the secondary manufacture

which is involved in the feeding of stock. 1 his is at once

the most important, as well as the most difficult, branch of

farming. Crops that can only be disposed of by selling

them to the live stock of the farm, have no determinable

value until realised in the meat, wool, and manure which is

in turn produced. This secondary manufacture, moreover,

with all its uncertainty, is not carried on without much addi-

tional outlay of both time and capital, which must needs be

reckoned in taking account of the raw crops. It is one of

the reasons why meat manufacture on pasture land with a

smaller head of stock, is oftentimes more profitable than

sheep-feeding on arable land.

The ways and means by which sheep husbandry can

be made profitable require years of practical study, just

as any other business must be learned before the man

engaging in it can reasonably expect to master it. It is

supposed by many that sheep are more easily managed than

most other farm stock. They fancy that sheep can very

well take care of themselves, and any further attention is

simply waste of time and labour. Those, however, who

entertain such ideas are very greatly mistaken. Indeed

there are no other animals on the farm more difficult tO'

manage than sheep, and there are none which will so quickly
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respond to the treatment they receive, be it good, bad,

or indifferent. Single animals, such as the horse or cow,

for example, are much more easily taken care of than any

large number of the same. Where animals are kept separate

their food can be duly apportioned, each receiving its

proper share
;
and should anything be amiss in the health

of the animal, it can at once be detected, and the remedy

applied. With a large flock of sheep the same facilities

for providing all with an equal share of food do not exist,

and according as there may be any scarcity of food, or

insufficient accommodation for the whole flock, a like pro-

portion of the sheep will be unprofitable. Now no flock,

be it large or small, can afford to retain these unprofitable

members. For every sheep kept a certain return ought to

be made
;
but when the average results are reduced by a

large number of thriftless culls, the profits from the whole

are consumed. In sheep-farming, therefore, one of the

most important points is in having every sheep a source of

profit. This, however, can only be done by great care in

everything pertaining to the supply of food ; and yet, where

a large flock is maintained, it is equally essential to study

economy so as to avoid waste. Next to a sufficiency of food

it is necessary that it be fed in the best possible manner,

securing to the timid as well as the more forward of the

flock their due share
;
and the skill of the shepherd is best

shewn in the methods he adopts in carrying forward his

flock from one season to another. At certain periods of the
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year there is abundance of keep, and at others it may be

scarce
; but the experienced feeder looks ahead, and calcu-

lates how to provide a regular fare throughout the year, so

as to prevent either an over or under supply, and thus

maintain his sheep at all times in an even and thrifty con-

dition. Sheep cannot be profitably kept in any other way,

and the more knowledge put in force in aiming at such

results, the greater will be the chances for success. If well

managed, they are fully more certain to yield a profit than

any other description of stock. In the course of a year they

give two returns,—the lamb, and the fleece; and things

are sadly out of joint indeed, if they do not leave something

over the cost of their keep. But, on the other hand, with

injudicious treatment, they may prove a source through

which money may be squandered.
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PRACTICE OF SHEEP-FARMING.

BREEDS OF SHEEP.
The origin and history of the various breeds of sheep
would no doubt be exceedingly interesting, but for the

present we can only briefly enumerate and classify the

principal varieties, as typical of the different regions they

occupy. As to the extent of territory occupied, or the

numbers of each breed, we can form no definite idea. From
the Agricultural Returns we only ascertain that the total

number of sheep in the country amounts to fully thirty

million head, and that may be reckoned about the general

average maintained. The numbers occasionally vary a few
millions from different causes which nobody knows very

much about. When sheep are dear they are apt to be
pretty freely marketed, and in this way the total numbers
may be considerably reduced

;
whereas, on the other hand,

when they are cheap, farmers do not sell more than they can
help, and thus an increase takes place. The numbers are

also affected by disease and unfavourable seasons, but we
can give no account of the actual losses from such causes,

which is much to be regretted. Farmers do not care to give

a statement of their losses, and seem to consider such a

question a reproach on their management. If they do not

choose to tell their losses, it would at least do no harm to

give a description of the breeds of stock kept, and that

A
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information, in addition to the numbers given in the Returns,

would be greatly welcomed by all breeders of live stock.

The different breeds may be classed as follows :
—

Lowland Breeds.

1. Leicester.

2. Lincoln.

3. Border Leicester.

4. Cotswold.

5. Kents or Romney Marsh.
6. Devon Long-wools.

7. Wensleydales.
8. Roscommon.

Down Breeds.

9. Southdown. 12. Oxford Down.
10. Shropshire. 13. Suffolk.

1 1. Hampshire Down.

Upland Breeds.

14. Dorsets.
|

16. Half-Breds.

15. Exmoors.

Mountain Breeds.

17. Cheviot. I 19. Herdwiclc.
18. Blackfaced.

|

20. Welsh.

The Lowland breeds are typical of a great variety of

soils. The Down breeds represent the driest and warmest

soils. Then the Upland breeds occupy a higher region, while

the Mountain breeds are typical of the very highest grazings.

There are still some other breeds not mentioned, but the

above include all the better known varieties. Within the

last few years there has been considerable shifting in the

relative importance of the breeds, which is still in progress,

some gaining in favour, others losing, and we need never be

surprised to see entirely new breeds contesting for honour

and recognition. At the present time the Cotswold-Hamp-

shire cross in England, and the Leicester-Cheviot or half-

bred in Scotland, are attracting much attention, and there is
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no doubt but that both of these crosses will yet come to be

widely known. The latter has received partial recognition

from the Highland Society, as we notice they have this year

been honoured with a place in the prize-list for the first

time. New breeds of sheep, or any other variety of stock,

ought to be recognised and encouraged by every agricultural

society, instead of, as is usual, debarring them until they can

no longer be kept out. Nearly every one of the most
valuable breeds has had to fight against public opinion for

years before our national societies would entertain their

claims to a place in the prize-lists
;
and when we look

back and observe the benefits which have been derived

from these sheep which were so strenuously opposed, it

seems absurd to find certain individuals ever ready to dis-

courage new varieties, that may probably have greater merits

than any breed now in existence. It should be the object of

every society to encourage new breeds, and unless that be
their line of march they become a hindrance instead of a

help to those they pretend to benefit.

The Lowland breeds are chiefly remarkable for their great

size of carcase and length of wool. None of them are

considered as producers of the finest quality of mutton,

there being too large a proportion of fat in their meat. They
have the merit, however, of growing an enormous quantity

of both meat and wool, which in a measure counterbalances
the deficiency in quality. Their wool is long and coarse,

and usually brings a low price in the market. Each breed
is adapted for a different region, and one breed is found to

thrive where others do not succeed at all, but, as a rule,

they are best suited for rich and heavy soils.

Of the Down breeds, the Southdown, a model of symmetry,
is the type and original. It has been extensively used in

crossing and improving other breeds, and is especially well

suited to the dry soil and climate of the eastern and
southern counties, though it answers well on the lighter
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class of soils over the greater part of England
;
but on the

heavier soils, and in the humid climate of the North, and
in very cold and exposed situations, some other breeds are

found to do better. For quality of mutton the Southdown
is equalled by very few other breeds, and is surpassed by
none. They mature early, are apt fatteners, and thrive on
the barest keep, though some growers complain that they

are large consumers in proportion to the increase of mutton
made by them. Their small size is perhaps their only
fault, and is certainly much against them in any comparison
with some of the heavier breeds.

The other Downs are all of them larger but coarser sheep
than the Southdown, but still noted for producing excellent

mutton, and for health and endurance under hard stocking

and occasional bare keep. Wherever the land is not quite

good enough for the heavier breeds, then one or other of

the Downs will be found the most profitable. They are

also better for folding on roots and green crops than any
of the long-woolled races.

The Hampshire Down, though a larger sheep than the

Southdown, does not mature so early, and is not such a

kindly fattener. It is also a large consumer, but is ex-

tremely hardy and strong in constitution, and adapted to a

wide geographical range. The ewes are not very prolific,

but they are in great request for raising early lambs. The
improved Hampshire owes all its good qualities to South-

down blood. When fully matured they make heavy

weights, but their fleece is generally rather light.

The Shropshire is of similar size to the Hampshire, and

is a more handsome sheep, whilst it is equally hardy. It is

a lighter consumer, makes better mutton, with less offal in

proportion to meat, and clips about a pound more wool.

The ewes are very prolific, and capital nurses. For quality

of mutton, the Shropshire, by universal opinion, comes next

to the Southdown. It is the most popular sheep of the
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day, and has of late years proved itself well adapted to thrive

under great varieties of soil and climate.

The Oxford Down is still larger than the Shropshire,

whilst it' is an equally apt fattener, comes as early to

maturity, and carries a heavier fleece. Both the wool and

mutton are, however, coarser than that of the Shropshire.

The Suffolk is a similar sheep to the Shropshire, and
the formation of a Suffolk sheep society is likely to bring

this breed into greater prominence. Like the other Downs
they possess the peculiarity of having black legs and
faces, which the butchers take much pleasure in exhibiting

to their customers. The wool of the Down breeds brings

the highest price in the market, from its being of a generally

fine quality.

Among the Upland breeds the Dorset horns are famous
for rearing early fat lambs. No other breed can excel

them for this purpose, and they are also the only breed

which will bring two crops of lambs the same year. The
Upland breeds are all of them hardy, and well adapted for

high-lying arable farms. Their mutton and wool is of

medium quality and weight, and altogether they form a sort

of go-between sheep, dividing the Lowlands from the

Highlands.

The Mountain breeds excel all the others in hardiness,

which makes them adapted for situations where other races

could not exist. The Cheviot occupies the lower and
grassy hills on the Borders, and is found more or less

throughout Scotland. The Blackfaces are the typical Scotch

heath breed, and possess a wonderful stamina for enduring

severe weather, whilst at the same time subsisting on
meagre fare. The Herdwicks are confined to the mountains
ip the north of England, and although they are a small

sheep they hold their position on these hills against all other

breeds. The Welsh sheep are also indigenous to their own
country, and no imported breeds can oust them from their
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position. The Mountain sheep are also celebrated for the

flavour of their mutton, which invariably brings a high

price.

DENTITION.
In sheep the teeth are not only of extreme importance,

but may be said to overlie the whole question and economy
of food and feeding. Their function is to bite and masticate

the solid parts of the food, and in proportion to the ease

and perfectness with which this is performed the animal

thrives, and profits by the consumption of a given quantity

of food. When this function becomes impeded or sus-

pended, either through accident, wear, or natural decay of

the teeth, the animal will often pine with hunger, because

it can no longer bite or masticate, and fails to appropriate

the aliment contained in what it eats
;
so that except under

altered conditions it can no longer be fed and nourished

without a direct loss and waste of food. In a state of

nature the teeth of the animals which man has domesticated

to his own use would probably continue fitter for mastication

until a much later period of life than they do, now that their

natural moist and soft food has been changed for that which

is hard and dry. The coarser and harder the food, the

earlier the teeth become worn down, and so much more

complete the loss of function. In the case of sheep fed on

turnips, cake, and corn, the ewes of the flock have to be

drafted when a year or two younger than is necessary where

they are only grass fed. The practical reason and effect of

this is, that, with the ewe so artificially fed, the teeth begin

to loosen and fall out, or get broken, almost before the

animal is full-mouthed
;
and, as a rule, it does not pay to

keep ewes until they begin to fail in condition from this

cause, as they are no longer fit to rear a lamb without

extra nursing, and would soon be very difficult to fatten for

the butcher.
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There are two sets of teeth in all the domestic animals,—

•

a first deciduous or milk dentition, and a second permanent

or adult dentition. Each set when complete consists of

incisor, canine, and molar teeth. The incisor or front

cutting teeth are easily distinguished by their sharp chisel-

like edges, and to their condition chiefly depends the

facilities for feeding. The canine or eye teeth come next.

They are never more than four in number, and are stronger

and more deeply fixed in the jaw than the incisors, but both

the canine and incisor teeth have only one fang. The other

teeth are molars or grinders. They have two or three fangs

each, and their crowns are broader than any of the other

teeth. The molar teeth are well adapted for masticating

and reducing the food to a pulp, when it is afterwards

returned to the mouth in the process of chewing the cud.

Sheep never suffer from decay or injury to the grinders.

At whatever age they may be examined the molars will

always be found sound and perfect.

The age of the sheep can be determined by the incisor or

front teeth. At a month old a lamb will have eight incisors

or milk teeth, which are temporary. At from ten to twelve

months old the centre pair of incisors will be replaced by

two larger teeth, which are permanent. At from fifteen to

twenty months the second pair will have appeared
;
the third

pair at two years and three months
;
and the fourth and last

pair at three years or shortly after. The age at which the

teeth are shed greatly depends upon the nature of the food

which the sheep receive. If fed on grass or soft food only,

the period of development will be much later than when

they are fed upon roots or other food which exert a loosen-

ing effect on the teeth. Since early maturity and precocity

have been cultivated and encouraged by breeders, the

dentition in sheep is developed at a much earlier age.

As a rule, a sheep when well fed from birth onwards will

acquire its permanent teeth several months sooner than
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one that is maintained in a poorer condition. There are,
however, instances of irregular development of the teeth,'

as has sometimes been discovered in show-yards
\ so that,

while a generally correct opinion can be formed of the
animal s age, it cannot be called definite in every instance,
yet it is sufficiently accurate to be depended upon for
ordinary purposes.

The accompanying diagrams by Prof. Brown, in the
Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
show very clearly the position of the teeth of the sheep at
the different stages of development

:

—

Incisors of Lamb at birth.

Incisors of Sheep at fifteen months. Incisors of Sheep at one year and
ten months.
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NAMES OF SHEEP.
In different localities the names or terms used to express

the age and description of sheep are somewhat ambiguous.
A North-countryman scarcely can understand the definitions

given by those of the South, and the Southerns, no doubt,
experience a like difficulty in the North. Generally speak-
ing, the age of a sheep is reckoned from the time it is first

shorn, although the first year may include two or three

months over that period. The following terms are those
used in common parlance :

—

Age. Male. Female.

Lambs till weaned.
f
Tup or wether lamb.
A lieeder.

[ A pur lamb.

Ewe lamb.
A chilver.

From weaning till

shearing.
(Wether teg, tup or

1 wether hogg.
Ewe teg.

Ewe hogg.

From first to second
shearing. '

” Dinmont ram or wether.
Shear-hogg.

k
Shearling.

Gimmer.
Theave.
Shearling ewe.

Second to third shear-

ing.

Two - shear ram or
wether.

.
Two-year-olds.

Two shear ewe.
Twinter.

Maiden ewe.

After the third shearing, three-shear or four-shear, three or
four year olds, are the definitions employed, until the sheep
are drafted, when they again assume different names. Ewes
drafted at the regular age and uncrossed are simply termed
draft ewes. When they have been crossed with rams of a
different breed, they are called crones, crocks, or milled
ewes. In buying draft ewes, by whatever term they are

named, it is also essential to know whether they are good
or bad in the mouths. The condition of their mouths is

usually given by the seller, but it is well to make certain on
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this point before buying at auction marts, as mistakes some-

times occur merely from neglect to mention the fact, even

when no intention to deceive is at all intended. Barren

sheep are termed eild, yeld, or yell ewes, and these may

imply any age. When a lot of sheep are drafted, they are

assorted according to quality before being sent to market.

The best lot are called “tops,” the next “seconds,” and

next thirds, shots, or culls. Deformed and crippled speci-

mens in Scotland are termed “ pallie lambs.” The descrip-

tive names of sheep are thus not a little confusing, and

strangers frequenting districts where different terms are

used with which they are unacquainted, require to be

careful in ascertaining the real meaning of the definitions

given.

SELECTION OF BREEDING STOCK.

To maintain a flock of sheep in an improved and profit-

able condition, it is necessary, once or twice a year, to weed

out every animal that fails to come up to the required

standard of excellence. However much attention may be

devoted to securing good rams or a few choice ewes, their

influence will entirely fail to effect an improvement, unless

the whole flock be subjected to a thorough and careful

selection. The large hole through which the profits of the

farm are constantly dropping, is the poor utterly profitless

members of the flock. The influences that are destructive

of profits are often beyond our control, but it is recklessness

of which any man ought to be ashamed to keep a leak of

this kind dropping from year to year. It is a necessary

duty of every flockmaster to examine his flock carefully,

and rid it of any unprofitable sheep it may contain. No
sheep should be kept that will not pay for what it consumes.

Turn it off as quickly as possible, and better give it away

than retain such stock on the farm. It is such an easy matter
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to cull a flock and keep it up to the highest standard, that
this element of weakness in sheep husbandry which poor
sheep represent should never be permitted to exist. It
ought to be realised that only good stock is really profitable.
hen drafting is being done, it is a very common practice

to select by numbers instead of for profit. The usual plan
of maintaining a certain number, entirely regardless of the
quality, is a decided mistake. It may be very important to
keep up the flock to a certain number, but retaining every
kind of sheep for this purpose is a wrong principle to go by.
Drafting should be done according to merit in the first
place, and if the number be afterwards deficient, never
attempt to make it up from the culls. For fatting stock
we want the best, and surely for breeding purposes the very
utmost care should be taken to select only those likely to
yield a profit.

The selection of breeding stock is a matter of the utmost
importance to the flockmaster. It is not only important to
pay great attention to the race, but individual merit must be
looked after to ensure success. As to the best breed, this is
a point that each individual breeder must decide for himself,
taking into consideration location, object in view, available
food, and preference. A man is not likely to succeed with
any breed of sheep that he has no particular fancy for. He
soon loses all interest in his flock, and neglect means failure
sooner or later.

When the intention of the breeder is to grow sheep for
show or stock purposes, animals must be selected that com-
bine the highest individual merit with the most fashionable
or favourite pedigrees. If he is not posted upon these
points, the breeder should have some reliable veteran in the
business to make selections for him. There are certain
families in all breeds of sheep that produce a greater num-
ber of first-class animals than others

; and certain crosses
will invariably show up the most important characteristics
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of a breed in the highest degree of perfection. When the
sole object is to breed for slaughter, a certain amount of laxity

may be permissible in the females of a flock, but even then a
high class male is of prime importance. One of the first and
most important principles in the breeding of our domestic
animals, is the well-known fact, that the sire and dam, or their

ancestors, transmit to their progeny the characteristics

peculiar to themselves. In starting a flock we should select

only such animals for breeders whose ancestors possess, in a
marked degree, the excellencies we desire in the progeny.

In other words, if we would have strong constitutional

vigour, a good tendency to fatten, or whatever other desirable

quality we want in the lamb, they must be possessed by its

sire, dam, and their ancestors.

In selecting a ram observe carefully the important points

of constitution, feeding quality, and good breeding. These
your sheep must have, and as much of finish, style, and
symmetry as you can afford to buy. It is in the male we
look for quality. He should show in a marked degree all

the attributes of the improved type he represents, carrying,

with a masculine appearance, a head far removed from
coarseness, and whose fine muzzle and mild eye betoken
aptitude to fatten. He need not necessarily be upon an
extra large scale. In fact we would prefer a medium-sized,

close-made, level-backed animal, fine in bone, but not weak,
with wool of the right length, thickness, and quality. In
selecting rams, notice closely whether they show a tendency,
to weakness in the hind legs. Some rams stand up as

squarely on their feet as a horse, while others are extremely
faulty. The model ram of any kind should have clean

bones, pretty straight hocks, and free motion sufficient to

carry him over any ground.

While the ram is fitly termed the head of the flock, it by
no means follows that little or no attention must be paid to

the selection of the ewes. Breadth and depth of frame are
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of paramount importance in the ewes, and, as a rule, the
short close-made ewe is not as good a stickler, or as pro-

lific a breeder, as those more rangy and of greater length.

But in selecting an animal of great length, be careful to

observe that she is strongly coupled. A ewe should
invariably have a strong constitution. The full girth around
the heart tells of lung power, strength of kidneys are told by
broad strong loins, and the round well-developed barrel

tells of strong digestion and ample room for food and foetus.

The breeders thus selected, we would develop gradually,

attempting to remedy every defect in the next generation,

by pairing the faulty individual with one of the other

sex which is free from the blemish in question. This is the

whole secret of breeding animals to perfection. AVhile,

however, this is the line on which improvement must pro-

ceed, it may be laid down as a main principle in breeding,

that the male and female cannot show too close an assimila-

tion in general characteristics, if we would keep up the
standard we have with reasonable success. Cross-breeding
with a view to improvement, although a valuable means to

that end when judiciously pursued, is often totally mis-

applied. If we have the best-shaped breed, we can obtain no
advantage on that point at least, but may very probably lose

ground by crossing. There is much prejudice in many
quarters against breeding in-and-in,—that is, inter-breeding

too closely between members of the same family,—but ifwe
set off right, feed well, and carefully select the fittest, we
may breed from the same stock, with increasing success

to the end of the chapter. The reason why many have
failed here,—why their animals suffered in size, in fertility,

in constitution,—is simply because they have ignored atten-

tion to details and principles, or never understood them.

While greater care may at times be necessary in selecting

rams for special breeding purposes, there need be no
difficulty in securing those suitable for ordinary use. When
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the flock is maintained by the home-bred ewe lambs, it is

advisable to secure at least a proportion of better class rams,

than where the flock is maintained by purchasing the

necessary number. And yet, although many breeders do
not hesitate to pay high prices for several of their rams, it is

surprising how little care many of them bestow in selecting

ewes for these rams. Instead of selecting the choicest of

the ewes for the rams specially purchased to improve their

flock, they deliberately turn good and bad rams all together

amongst the ewes. Now this kind of breeding is simply an
absurdity. The man who pays a high price for a ram, and
does not take the trouble to select his ewes, spends his

money needlessly. There is only one method in breeding

that can bring success, and that is selection of both ewes
and ram. It takes a little extra work to keep each ram, and
his ewes in separate lots, but where good results are required

no other system will be effective.

The ways and means by which sheep husbandry can be
made profitable require years of practical work, just as any
other business must be learned before the man engaging in

it can reasonably expect to find it profitable. If the follow-

ing experiences of one who has served his apprenticeship be
of any value to those less fortunate, the writer’s object will

have been accomplished.

SHEEP LANDS.
Sheep are known to prosper and thrive under nearly

every condition of soil and climate found in Great Britain.

It would be difficult to state in what part of the island sheep
arrive at their fullest perfection. Perhaps such a locality

does not exist. In every district where the same geological

formation predominates, a similar influence is effected upon
the herbage produced, and the breeds of sheep which have,
as it were, been grown from such materials, are alike well
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suited for the lands they occupy. Animals differ essentially

under the variations of soil and climate
;
but they are always

found of the fairest stature and finest flesh in localities

abounding with herbage, and moderately warmed by the

heat of the sun.

Better land enables us to keep a better class of stock, and
vice versa. There are, however, some breeders who would
have us believe in the comparative merits of the different

kinds of sheep, regardless of either the quality of soil or

food
; but it is only those who have no experience of sheep

lands that can be gulled by such doctrine. There is no
breed of sheep without some particular merit, which fits

them for certain localities and circumstances, and for which
they are peculiarly adapted

;
but while one breed may lay

claim to one or two points of superiority, it is perfectly

clear to the unbiassed mind, that the merits of any breed
entirely depend upon the conditions under which they exist.

It is possible in some localities to improve both land and
sheep to a higher degree of excellence than they can else-

where be maintained, and it is for this reason that sheep

well adapted for one locality may be very unfit for another.

Hills, downs, and high lands produce small or middle-

sized, and lively breeds of sheep, having small and hard
bones, firm, finely-grained flesh, inclining to the wild or

venison flavour. These small breeds are obviously proper
for situations where the keep or pasturage is not very

abundant; they will also thrive on good keep to a pitch

of fatness they never attain upon their native downs
;
and

they are susceptible of great improvement in bone and
size, but, probably with the loss of a considerable share of

the original flavour of the flesh, unless that can be retained

by the cultivation and use of the mountain grasses. Low-
country pastures and marshes, affording a full bite of rich

and rank grass, produce large, • bony, and fleshy animals

;

but stock on these lands is apt to over-top the mark in point
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of size, its flesh to become coarse-grained and insipid, and
to lose in flavour and nutritive power as it gains in weight.

Such animals will not thrive when transported to poor land

and short pastures. Farmers with indifferent grass land

must take care to proportion the size of their sheep to suit

the quality of their pastures
; the animals had much better

be too small than too large. Any attempt to increase their

size without improving their food, by which their size is

regulated, is a fruitless effort to counteract the laws of

nature. To increase their size under such conditions is to

make them worse in form, less hardy, and more liable to

disease. The only satisfactory and judicious mode of en-

larging the size of any breed of sheep is by maintaining

better the original stock on the farm, more especially during
their youth. In every case where the enlargement of the

carcass is brought about by cross-breeding, the cross bred
must be better fed than the native parent.

Profit from sheep, or any other stock, depends greatly

on having the proper number for- a given quantity of food.

Whether the animals be pastured or hand-fed, they require

a certain amount of food on which to produce a given
amount of meat and wool. If the food be insufficient, the

sheep will suffer and cannot possibly grow to the same value
they would otherwise do on a full diet. On the other hand,
when there is more food than can be profitably consumed,
there will be waste, and consequently loss. In hand-
feeding the rations can be served out in exact proportions,
and the maximum of results obtained with certainty, but it

is different when the animals are to be grazed. An idea
may be formed from the quality of the soil and pasture of
how many sheep per acre the grazing will maintain, yet
there are many influences at work which may consider-
ably alter the value of a pasture. The weather, for instance,
has a very great deal to do in determining results. A con-
tinued drought may affect the growth sufficient to cause
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almost starvation
;

or a very wet season will affect the
quality of the pasture, and this, together with the injury done
to the animals, may materially alter the most experienced
calculations. As we cannot form any definite opinion as to

what the season will be, we must hark back and form con-
clusions from past experiences. But every prudent grazier
will stock his land rather under its resources. Should an
unfavourable season occur, there will then be a surplus
which the sheep will fall back upon, and which may be the
means of carrying them through a trying period without
much damage being done; and should a more than or-

dinary season occur, it will give the sheep a greater abund-
ance of choice food, which will always pay in proportion
to the condition of the sheep. In sheep-farming, then, one
of the chief points in determining the profits or the excellence
of a flock depends on having the maximum number of head
for the given quality of food.

The stocking of land with the most suitable description
of stock is, indeed, one of the nicest points in the science of
farming. When sheep are the stock preferred, the next
problem is, AVhat particular breed will in the long run return
the most profit ? and this question must be viewed in strict

relation to the management that can be adopted on the
particular farm. It is not merely which breed will make
the most meat and wool, but which will make it in the
shortest time and on the least food

;
which can stand bad

weather, or hard keep, or a particular mode of management,
the best. From want of first taking all the points into con-
sideration, fatal mistakes have sometimes been made in
estimating the value of sheep lands.

Sheep pastures ought, as a rule, to be pretty well stocked,
as the younger the grass is the better they thrive on it!

This should be more particularly attended to on rotation
grasses, where rye-grass forms very often a large proportion
of the herbage

;
for unless rye-grass is kept well fed down
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it runs to seed, and as the ears of this grass are particularly

liable to ergot, it then becomes dangerous not only to sheep

but to milk cows and other cattle.

In grazing the great object is, no matter what the stock,

to carry the animals forward as fast as is desired, without

the herbage being wasted. To do this, both the land and

the stock must be carefully inspected every day
;
and fatting

animals especially are liable to suffer if this is neglected, as

it sometimes happens that, in order to keep them progress-

ing, they require an immediate change of pasture, even

where in addition they are liberally fed with oilcake and

other kinds of food.

SYSTEMS OF STOCKING.

ON ARABLE FARMS.

On arable sheep farms the rotation of cropping is gene

rally controlled by the stock, but in many cases where

sheep are not so much the object the rotation of cropping

regulates the system of stocking. In other words, the

stock is either master of, or subject to, the crop. The loca-

tion of a farm, and the nature of the crops produced, also

materially determine the number and description of the

stock. Owing to the variety of circumstances which affect

the nature of management, and the vast number of systems

practised both in cropping and stocking, the profits from

any of the methods cannot be shown from fictitious

examples. In comparing the results of two or more
systems, it is necessary that the whole working expenses of

the farm be included
;
and as these are subject to infinite

variation, it is impossible to arrive at any definite con-

clusions. What might appear, on paper, to be the most

profitable method to adopt, may in practice prove the

reverse
;

consequently we will merely show the systems
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possible to pursue, leaving each one to decide for himself
which is likely to be the most profitable.

A regular ewe stock is maintained by keeping a propor-
tionate number of the top ewe lambs, and is necessarily a
pure bred flock. On arable farms the ewes are generally sold
at four years old, after having brought three crops of lambs.
Thus a regular ewe stock consists of four different ages. In
a flock of 500 sheep under this system, the following num-
bers and ages should produce the quantity of sale stock as
shewn below :

—
KEEPING STOCK.

132 ewe hoggs.

125 two shear ewes.

120 three shear ewes.

1 15 four shear ewes.

8 rams.

500

SALE STOCK.

275 wedder lambs.

143 second ewe lambs.

1 15 draft ewes.

2 rams.

132 top ewe lambs.

500 fleeces.

The 132 top ewe lambs are retained to keep up the stock,
and there will only be two rams to purchase annually. The
sale stock are disposed of according to the system of cropp-
ing pursued

; but of course, whatever method may be
adopted in disposing of these, it will be understood that the
numbers of the keeping stock are subject to alteration, un-
less the quantity of food provided is sufficient to fatten all

the produce without encroaching on that which belongs to
the keeping stock.

With a regular ewe stock, either of the following systems
may be carried out :

—
() Selling the lambs at weaning time, and also the draft ewes, lean.
() Selling the draft ewes fat, together with their lambs, before wean-

ing time
; the balance of the lambs sold as before.

W FattlnS off the lambs as hoggs, and also fatting the draft ewes, or
parts of the same.

(d) Rearing young rams for sale at six or twelve months
; selling the

remainder of the lambs and draft ewes fat or lean.

By a running ewe stock is understood the practice of buy-
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ing-in ewe lambs to maintain the flock, and selling all the

produce. This system is followed where half-bred ewes are

kept. The expenses are much the same as with a regular

flock, but with this difference, that having to buy the ewe

lambs to maintain the flock, we should probably have to pay

a proportionately higher price for them than we could sell

the home-bred lambs at. The keeping stock would be the

same in number and ages as in the previous system, but

there would be 132 more lambs to sell
;
and the methods of

disposing of the sale stock would be as follows :
—-

(s) Selling all the lambs fat before weaning time, and also the

draft ewes.

(6)
Selling all the lambs and draft ewes in store condition.

(r) Fatting off all the lambs as hoggs, and also fatting the draft

ewes, or parts of the same.

With a running stock some prefer to buy in gimmers

instead of ewe lambs, which is probably an improvement, as

more ewes can be kept when there are no hoggs to keep.

The only difficulty about this system of buying gimmers, is

in not being able to secure so suitable a description of stock

;

in the lamb market a much better choice can be had.

A flying eu<e stock is one where the ewes are bought in

annually, and sold out again after bringing a lamb. Where

a stock of this kind is kept, the best system is to fat both

ewes and lambs
;
sometimes, however, they are both sold

lean
;
at other times the ewes are fattened, and the lambs

sold to go to keep
;
and in other cases the lambs are kept

on and fattened as hoggets.

Where the stock is subject to the crop, store sheep or

lambs are bought in, and either grazed for six months and

then fattened, or put to fatten right away
;
in other cases

they may be bought in and wintered or grazed, then sold

out again in store condition.

In some situations the farmer who grows root and green

crops ipay find it pay better to have them fed on the land
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by somebody else’s flock, than to keep one of his own for

that purpose. By doing so he can net a definite sum for

the crop he has already been at the trouble and expense to

grow, without incurring the additional risks and outlay
which are necessarily involved in the conversion of vegetable
into animal produce. Under ordinary circumstances, how-
ever, this plan is not advisable, where the farm is suitable
for the maintenance of a regular flock, and the farmer under-
stands the business of stock-keeping and stock-feeding. But
the latter is confessedly the most difficult branch of farming;
and where the farm is not well adapted to it, it may be better
to leave the risks of this secondary manufacture to another.
On arable farms where root crops are grown and no flock

is kept, it is the practice to let the roots to be fed on the
land, sometimes at a stipulated price per acre, though more
generally at a fixed charge per sheep. The charges vary a
good deal, according to the season and the crop

;
but usually

the price of turnip feeding ranges from 4d to 7d per week
for hoggs, and from 6d to rod per week for ewes and old
sheep. 1 hese prices are occasionally exceeded when turnips
are scarce, and as much as is a week is sometimes paid
in the spring for turniping old sheep

; but when it comes
to an extreme price like that, feeders quickly fall back on
other descriptions of food. On dairy or cattle farms the
winter grass is usually let to sheep graziers in the same
way, from 5s to 10s per head being charged for young
sheep, according to the quality of wintering; extra food in
the shape of hay or turnips, which is sometimes necessary
in the time of a storm, being charged also at a fixed rate.
This system is practised largely by the Kentish sheep graziers
of Romney Marsh.

On Hill Farms.

The stocking of hill farms is a much simpler affair, as it

does not admit of so much variation. A hill ewe flock is
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always regular or self-maintaining, the top ewe lambs being

retained for this purpose. Hill ewes are never turnip fed,

and keep good in the mouths longer than arable land flocks.

For this reason they are not drafted at so young an age.

Formerly the practice on hill farms was to keep six ages,

taking five crops of lambs j
but latterly keeping only five

ages,°and drafting a year earlier, has become more general.

On most hill farms the ewes have their first lambs as

gimmers, or at two years of age ;
but on some of the highest-

lying breeding farms no lamb is taken from the gimmers,

which makes them stronger ewes, and they afterwards do

better. In a good season the top wedder lambs, and a few

of the eild sheep from some of the best farms, are occasionally

sold fat from the hill, but otherwise all the stock are sold in

store condition. There is no other system but selling lambs

arid ewes at the usual time on hill farms, except keeping a

few of the best tup lambs and selling them as young rams.

A breeding flock of about 1000 sheep is made up of the

following numbers and ages, and should produce the stated

quantity of sale stock

:

—
Keeping Stock.

215 ewe hoggs.

210 two shear ewes.

205 three shear ewes.

200 four shear ewes.

195 five shear ewes.

20 rams.

1045

The 215 top ewe lambs are kept to maintain trie hock,

and 5 rams are purchased annually. If ram breeding is

pursued then there may be these extra to sell, but there

would then be fewer lambs to dispose of.

Wedder flocks are generally kept on the highest hirsel of

the farm, and are maintained from the wedder lambs of the

lower hirsels. Where wedders are kept the land will usually

Sale Stock.

360 wedder lambs.

1 45 second ewe lambs.

195 draft ewes.

4 rams.

215 stock ewe lambs.

1045 fleeces.
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graze one-fifth more of these than ewes. Wedders are
drafted at two or three years of age, and generally they
)nnS good prices for feeding purposes.
In high districts the hill farmers are dependent on low-

land farms for winter keep for hoggs. The hoggs are sent
to the low grounds from October to April, and are wintered
at a fixed sum, being about 6s to 8s a head. The ewe hoggs
are wintered on grass, and only get hay in the event of a
storm. The wedder hoggs are generally allowed a run on
turnips for a couple of months in spring, which makes them
stronger in the bone. All the lambs or their skins have
to be returned, and in some years they come back mostly
in skins. It has often been a wonder to me how it pays
at all to send them.

FOOD AND FEEDING.
In the Appendix a table is given showing the approximate

composition and the albuminoid ratio of the principal foods.A careful study of that table is the first and most important
step in the science of feeding, and every stock-man may
profitably devote a leisure hour to its perusal. Until the
stockfeeder acquires a thorough acquaintance with the
composition of the substances used as food he must continue
to grope in the dark. In every operation of nature simple
elements combine in direct mathematical ratio. One
volume of oxygen to two volumes of hydrogen are required
to produce water,—neither more nor less of either, or there
will be waste, but with just the right proportion of each
there is no waste. The same principle is true when we
consider the production of animal organisms. Every kind
of food requires an equivalent of something with which to
unite in forming a part of the organism. The food that
nourishes the animal must contain not only the right
elements, but in the right proportion. If there is a lack, the
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animal may have stored up the means of supplying the

deficiency for a season
;
but sooner or later the supply will

be used up, when the organism will collapse for want of the

missing element. This shews the necessity of a knowledge

of the composition of foods, and the value of having a

correct proportion of the different elements properly

balanced in the ration. The feeder should not forget, how-

ever, that the tables of analyses are only approximations to

real facts. Very much depends upon the quality of the

food,—the stage at which it was cut, and the condition in

which it was secured. The tables may be accurate so far as

the samples from which they were made were concerned,

but still the question arises, How nearly does the quality of

our food correspond with those on which the tables were

based? An analysis of somebody else’s fodder does not

determine the quality of ours
;
and until every feeder is able

to analyse foods for himself, he can only examine the feed

tables, however correct they may be, and guess at the

quality of his own fodders. But still the tables are not

without use. They enable us to tell what foods are rich in

nitrogen and what are rich in carbon, and about the propor-

tions of each ingredient. Then we can combine the foods

with a much greater degree of intelligence, and to approxi-

mate much more nearly the proper balance. With such

information, we would not readily commit the blunder of

feeding all carbonaceous food, or all nitrogenous food, nor

of combining two foods of the same general character.

Feeding substances may be classed under three distinct

heads :
—

( i
.)
Non-nitrogenouscompounds, which fulfil the office ofsup-

porting respiration and animal heat, and the production of fat.

(2.) Nitrogenous compounds, which repair waste of body

and build up new tissues.

(3.) Mineral matter, which forms bone, &c., and the saline

matter of blood.
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The non-nitrogenous compounds consist of legume or
woody fibre, starch, sugar, gum, oil or fatty matter. These
form the greater part of the dry substance of vegetable

productions used for food, and when received into the
animal system, become the fuel necessary for sustaining

the animal heat in the process of respiration. The breath
of animals affects the combination between combustible
materials in the blood and the oxygen of the atmosphere,
and as in this process a certain amount of heat is liberated,

the animal heat requisite for the animal’s functions is kept
up. These combustibles may be called animal fuel.

When a larger quantity of this kind of food is taken by an
animal than is required to sustain the proper heat of its

body, the excess is stored up in the shape of fat. Thus an
animal confined in a small space, and not exposed to a
chilling atmosphere, lays up fat, from the formation of this

material from the food that would otherwise be consumed
by exertion or the influence of the weather. Therefore the

members of this group of organic compounds, when used as

food, act either by supplying the animal system with warmth,
or by furnishing material for the formation of fat.

The nitrogenous compounds constitute the smaller and
choicer portion of the vegetable substances used for food.

I hey differ from the preceding ones in having a less simple
composition. They contain, in addition to carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen, nitrogen ; as also smaller quantities of the rarer

mineral substances, sulphur and phosphorus. They all

closely resemble in character the animal substance called

albumen, or white of an egg,—hence they are called

albuminoids
; and from the fact of their being the more

valuable principles of food, or that portion of it which supplies

animals with the materials of which their blood, flesh, and
structures are made, derive their more common name of

flesh-forming principles. The names of these compounds
are albumen, vegetable casein, gluten or vegetable fibrine,
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and legumine. Since it is from these nitrogenous materials

that the bodies of animals are built up and strengthened, it

follows that the nutritive value of food, as far as its power of

forming flesh is concerned, depends on the amount of those

substances it contains, provided, of course, they exist in a

condition that will admit of appropriation by the digestive

organs of the animal that receives them. The greater the

amount of exposure the animal undergoes, the larger must

be the quantity of these substances that must be given in

order to sustain its condition. In young growing animals

the proportion of these materials in the food must be still

larger. With young animals we have not only to provide

for building up new muscle, &c., but at the same time the

food must contain sufficient non-nitrogenous substances to

support respiration and keep up animal heat, and also a supply

of soluble phosphates for the formation of bone. When we

want to fatten an animal these different compounds must be

given in excess. The young lamb is nourished by milk,

Now milk is a natural and most perfect food. It contains a

proper mixture of the flesh-forming elements, along with

those of respiration and fat. It contains (i), casein or curd,

which is precisely the same as the fibrine or lean part of

flesh
; (2), fat, in the shape of butter or oil

; (3), sugar,

which is required in the process of respiration; and (4),

certain mineral substances which are connected with the

earthy part of the bones and the saline matter of the blood.

The next food a lamb has after birth is probably grass, and

here again we have all these materials,—heat and fat produc-

ing, flesh-forming, and mineral matter present, only in

different proportions
;
and the same may be said of swedes,

oats, hay, &c., each of which again is seen to vary, not in the

elements of composition but in the form of that composition.

Next to providing a sufficient quantity of nutritive matter

in the food, its bulk is to be considered, and this is

important. The function of digestion requires that the food
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shall properly fill the stomach
;
and however large the supply

of nutritive matters may be, their effect is imperfectly

brought out if the food be too small in bulk. On the other
hand, if a food be too bulky, the sense of repletion causes
an animal to cease eating long before it has obtained a
sufficient supply of nutritive matter. It is most needful,

then, to study the bulk of the food, and to consider how to

mix different substances in such a manner as to adjust the

proportions of nutritive matter to their bulk. Thus it is that

in practice we generally find a very bulky food is combined
with another of opposite properties—turnips or hay, for

example, being fed along with oil-cake or bean-meal.

Sheep and other ruminants in collecting their food, such
as grass, form it into a bolus with little or no mastication,

and with the expenditure of saliva they pass it down the
gullet into the paunch, which, when it has become distended
with a sufficient quantity, causes the animal to seek for rest

and quiet, when it generally lies down. The paunch begins
now to exert its extraordinary powers of separating a portion
of the contained mass, and to return it into the mouth,
where it undergoes a complete mastication

; being retained
from falling out of the mouth again by the numerous papilla;

or roughness of the tongue, which are pointed backwards,
and also by the ridges of the palate. When sufficiently

masticated and mixed with the saliva it is again passed down
the throat

; but instead of again entering the first stomach,
the muscular gutter forms itself into a tube, and carries it at

once into the third stomach, where, having to undergo a
further change, it is pressed into the red bag (fourth
stomach), to undergo a further solution by means of the
gastric fluid, preparatory to its being converted into nutri-

ment under the name of chyle.

Different Kinds of Foods.

Grass.—Grass as pasture is the cheapest of all foods that
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can be given to sheep, and it must ever form the staple food

supply in sheep husbandry. Wherever grass is found to

flourish, there sheep also are found to prosper. In all

countries and in all climates grass is found to flourish for so

many months in the year, but it is only in a few where it

remains green and growing for more than half of that period.

It is for this reason that the British Isles, New Zealand, and

other temperate zones, stand pre-eminent in sheep hus-

bandry. The grass, of course, can be supplemented, but

where sheep have to be fed on auxiliary foods for six months

in the year, we may rest assured that sheep farming will

never become a leading industry under such circumstances.

Pasture, then, is the chief source of food supply for sheep
;

and where it is found in greatest abundance, in moist,

temperate climates, is where sheep of the best descriptions

are likewise most numerous.

The nutritive qualities of grasses depend, to a large ex-

tent, on the nature of the soil. Where the soil is naturally

poor, or deficient in material essential for plant growth, the

pasture is of a like quality, and equally deficient in feeding

substances
;
whereas, on a rich soil, full of manure, and in a

favourable climate, the herbage has a higher nutritive value.

Nearly all kinds of grasses are relished by sheep, but neither

the very richest nor the poorest are best suited for sheep

pasture. Where the grass is most abundant, the reason of

its not being best adapted for sheep, is because the number

of sheep it is capable of maintaining is greater than the

space provides for preventing the food from becoming

soiled
;
and on a poor pasture, the nourishment provided is

generally insufficient to maintain sheep in a profitable con-

dition. Pasture that will carry from two to three sheep per

acre, will give better results than that which carries either a

greater or a smaller number. The thinner sheep are pastured

the healthier they are, and the better they will thrive, pro-

vided they receive a certain amount of nutriment. A sheep
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pasture need not be of the richest kind, so long as it

consists of a variety of grasses in sufficient quantity
;
and if

the soil and climate be favourable, there is no fear but that

the sheep will thrive. No animal, but especially a sheep,

cares to eat foul or tainted food
;
and it is generally sound

policy to be rather under than over stocked, more particu-

larly when it is desired to rear the best quality of sheep or

lambs of which any certain land may be capable. Young
grasses are better adapted for feeding sheep than old pas-

ture, and will carry a considerable number more per acre.

The closer a pasture is eaten to the ground, the greater

value will be the food. It is sweeter, and sheep prefer the

fresh growth to matured blades
;
but there is a danger in

eating pasture too close, and it is hardly possible to eat any
young or rich pasture very near to the ground without

injury to the stock. Any pasture that will carry more than
four ewes with lambs per acre is too rich for sheep, and un-

less it will pay to graze that number, it had better be stocked

with cattle.

On very rich pastures, or those specially manured for the

purpose, hurdle-grazing has been tried on several occasions,

but it never seems to become generally adopted. There is

no doubt but that a larger number of sheep per acre can be
kept, but the expense of working, it appears, is greater than

the advantage to be gained. Still, on a small scale, the

system appears feasible. With the aid of manure and irri-

gation, an extraordinary weight or quantity of grass can be
grown on a single acre of choice land, but the difficulty lies

in supplying it to the sheep cheaply and without waste.

Grass is altogether different from turnips or cabbages, which

can be folded without being trampled under foot
; but with

the former this is why it often does not pay to fold sheep on
pasture, or all such crops where there is no vacant space for

the sheep to move in. By using revolving hurdles, through

which the sheep can eat, the difficulty is partly overcome.
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But it is evident that even this method is impracticable on
anything like a large scale. The distance a sheep can eat

through a bar or a fence is so very limited, that a constant

attendance is necessary. Unless for small flocks, on the

very best quality of land, hurdle-grazing can never become
general.

This method of grazing has been practised with irrigation

at Stoke Park, near Windsor
;
at Newbattle, on the property

of the Marquis of Lothian
;
by the Duke of Sutherland, at

Dunrobin
;
and by Mr Brown, at Coiinton, near Edinburgh.

But at each of these places the system has been abandoned,
not from any fault in the system, it is said, but solely owing
to the want of facilities for carrying out the experiment on
a large scale, and also owing to the fact that proper land

had not always been selected suitable for the purpose in

view. Mr Brown, Edinburgh, who patented a revolving

hurdle for this kind of grazing, and carried out a trial of the

system on a small scale, without irrigation, drew up a

report of his experiment, which he read before a large meet-
ing of Lothian farmers in Edinburgh, October 1881, from
which the following interesting facts have been extracted :—

-

“ The land under the system at Coiinton may be described
as a strong boulder loam of medium good quality, 500 feet

above sea level. Its condition after a potato crop suc-

ceeded by two white crops, was in the spring of this year
reduced to the lowest state of fertility, or, in other words,
exhausted. It was cultivated in the usual way. No farm-

yard dung was applied, but suitable manures for the growth
of grass and clover, without any soluble constituents, were
ploughed in to a depth of nine inches, and a portion was
also harrowed in upon the surface

The weights of the ten sheep as weighed by Mr Penman
ofBonaly on the 28th of July, when put upon the grass,

gave a total of 1175J lbs., and varied between the heaviest
126 lbs. and ioo-^ lbs. the lightest. When taken off and
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weighed again by Mr Penman, the total weight was ascer-

tained to be 1463 lbs
;
the heaviest sheep weighing 155

lbs. and the lightest 127 lbs. The total gain is 288 lbs.

for the ten sheep, or a little over 3^ lbs. for each sheep per

week for the eight weeks.” In addition to the grass the

sheep were fed 1 i lbs. of cake and grain daily
;
but during

that time, owing to the grass being too early stocked, the

sheep were removed to another poor pasture for the space

of three weeks, which, it was stated, did not improve the

sheep, and consequently the gain was virtually made during

five weeks. The ordinary number of sheep on such land

varies from three to five; but Mr Brown estimated that,

under his system, with artificial rain showers, thirty-five

sheep might be reared on that space, and without irrigation

at least twenty. As previously stated, however, this experi-

ment did not meet with much favour, and like the others

was discontinued.

Hay.—Hay is the principal winter fodder for sheep.

Clover hay, or, what is better, a mixture of grasses preserved

in good condition, is a perfect food for sheep. It is, how-

ever, not so extensively used as one would suppose
;
a good

many farmers do not use it at all, even where a supply is to

be had. Its value is doubtless the reason why many do

not find it a profitable food, yet there are none who do not

admit that it is a most suitable winter food for sheep. Hay

can be fed more profitably by itself than any other single

food we could name, that is when its price is in proportion

to that of other foods. Alone it will sustain sheep in good

store or breeding condition, but its greatest value is found

when fed in conjunction with roots or grain. It is also a

healthier diet for sheep in winter than cold watery turnips,

and especially so for breeding ewes. Abortion in cows has

in many cases been traced to ergotized hay, but we have

never seen it similarly to affect ewes, although, admitting

that feeding ewes on such food would certainly favour the
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disorder. On hill farms, where hay is generally the only

winter food provided, abortions are uncommonly rare, and,

when they do occur, are not always attributable to the hay.

Bad hay, no doubt, is to be avoided in any case, and is

neither good for sheep nor any other animal, but singularly

enough we seldom hear of or see much harm being done

by feeding hay of any kind. On the contrary, many farmers

feed nothing else but hay in winter, and their ewes never

do better than when maintained chiefly on this food. The
cost of the hay crop in some districts is its greatest fault

;

still, where it can be cheaply grown, no better food can be

had. Average sized sheep fed on hay alone will consume

about three pounds each daily, but where they can get a

bite of grass, or a few roots or grain in addition, they will

thrive excellently on one pound or even less per day. But

sheep that are being fattened on roots or grain only, should

not have less than one pound of hay daily. If the cost of

hay does not exceed that of roots or grain, calculating the

value one pound of hay equal to one pound of grain or

eight pounds of roots, hay will invariably give the best

results, and especially when the sheep are to be grazed, not

fattened, the following summer.
Straw.—Straw can also be profitably used in feeding

sheep. Indeed the value of straw is not sufficiently known,
otherwise its use might become more general. One ton of

good oat straw, cut before it was over-ripe, contains of fat-

formers 952 lbs.; flesh-formers, 90 lbs. = 1042 lbs. A ton

of good linseed cake contains of fat-formers 1508 lbs.; of

flesh-formers, 582 lbs. = 2090 lbs. This comparison shows
well in favour of the straw when the difference in the price

of the two articles is considered. Sheep on roots will eat

a large quantity of straw supplied to them in racks the same
as hay, but the best mode of preparing straw for feeding to

sheep, is to put a large quantity through the chaff-cutter,

and mix it with treacle or pulped roots, which must be

c
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evenly distributed so as to permeate the whole mass, and

then fed in boxes the same as cake or grain. Its feeding

value is not of course very high, but it supplies the required

amount of dry bulk, which is so essential in the feeding

economy of roots, and as a health agent is nearly equal to

the best hay. For ewes on roots a supply of good fresh

straw uncut is invaluable in preventing abortion, which is

often caused by a too watery diet. It is not at all recom-

mended as a food upon which sheep can be fattened or

even maintained, but as a cheap and healthy material for

supplying bulk and dry substance lacking in grain and

roots.

Silage.—Ensilage must now rank as one of our principal -

foods. It has been proved that all green forage crops can

be preserved by means of the silo or stack process, and

that any loss in saving these crops in bad weather can be

entirely prevented. No further proof of the practicability of

ensilage is necessary, than to say, that wherever it has been

tried great satisfaction has been the result in almost every

instance. On arable farms, where roots involve a great deal

of labour for their successful cultivation and storage, ensil-

age can take their place, and a great saving in labour will

be gained. On clay land root culture is always attended

with very serious difficulties, but now green forage crops can

be grown in summer, and preserved until the season when

no other succulent food is available. And while ensilage

is of immense value to lowland farmers, it is even more so

to those on upland or hill farms, where, from wet weathei,

hay-making is so often an uncertainty. Ensilage will pro-

bably become the chief winter food on all sheep farms. It

has been found a most suitable food for bringing ewes

forward to lambing in good condition, and it causes an

abundant flow of milk afterwards, which makes it invaluable

in rearing early or late lambs. It will also be of great \ alue

to the wool-grower. It has been found that the change
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from pasturage to dry winter feed often injures the wool at

that period, causing a break or a weak part which destroys

its value for some purposes. The use of ensilage over-

comes many difficulties in sheep management, and when its

cost is compared with that of other foods, it again shows a

handsome balance in its favour.

Roots.—Roots form the principal winter food supply

in all cultivated districts, the most valuable of which are

turnips and mangold. Sheep will fatten on either of these

crops without the addition of any other food. It is, how-
ever, bad economy to use them alone, as experiments have

proved that a much greater increase of meat will result

when they are judiciously augmented with dry food, such

as hay or grain. Turnips contain, according to variety,

from 86 to 96 per cent, of water
;

still they are admirably

suited for the food of sheep. Yellow turnips have to a

great extent taken the place of swedes on sheep farms, and
the growers of them find that they are little, if anything,

inferior in their feeding qualities. They also keep well, and
have bulky tops. A heavier crop of white turnips can
generally be grown than of other varieties, but they are not

suitable for keeping purposes, and require to be eaten early,

or before the advent of frosts. They are most valuable in

the autumn when the pastures are beginning to fail, and
supply an enormous amount of fairly substantial feeding to

sheep when first commenced to fatten, but further than this

it is useless to go on with them, and yellows or swedes must
be resorted to.

The nutritive value of turnips varies with the variety, the

climate, the soil, and also the manures used in their cultiva-

tion. They become less nutritious after being stored for

some time than they are when newly taken up, and also

lose a proportion of the water which they naturally contain,

although storing for a certain period greatly assists in per-

fecting their maturity, which is most essential to the health of
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the animals to which they may be fed. Turnip-tops contain

a considerable amount of nutritive matter, but they are only

of value for feeding store or lean sheep. When turnips are

allowed to stand in the field until they put forth a second

growth, a deterioration in their quality is the result, owing

to certain of their elements becoming changed into indigest-

ible woody fibre. Of all varieties of turnips the swede is

probably the best. It yields a larger proportion of nutritious

food than any of them; it is the hardiest, and best with-

stands the severities of winter weather
;
and if properly stored

up in dry weather, will retain its nutritive juices long after

all other turnips have become withered and valueless.

Next in importance to the turnip for feeding purposes

during spring is the mangold
;
and, where soil and climate

is suited to its growth, even more dependence is placed on

it, as it has fewer diseases, and yields a heavier crop of

greater feeding value. It is needless to attempt its growth

if the soil and climate are not suitable,—for which reason in

Scotland it is seldom grown. In England and Ireland,

again, it is extensively grown, and is highly valued for its

productiveness and excellent feeding qualities. At the time

of lifting the crop in October and November, however,

mangold is not good food, as they are too full of sap at that

time, which is of an acrid nature, and acts injuriously on the

health of sheep fed on them. But in spring, when turnips

lose much of their nutritive properties, mangolds are

excellent in condition, having, from keeping, lost much of

their watery nature, and gained in saccharine richness.

Potatoes are also well adapted to the fattening of sheep,

if used in combination with other food. When given raw,

which is the preferable way to ruminating animals, they are

served in the same manner as turnips
;
but care must be

taken to begin with them gradually, as they are apt to scour,

and injure the animals at first. Like other roots, they are

most economically given along with cut dry food. Three
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or four pounds of potatoes and half a bushel of chaff will be a
fair allowance for a breeding ewe, and their palatability and
nutritiveness will be beneficially raised by adding a little

cake or grain to the mixture. So long as potatoes are not
fetching more than 50s. a ton, it pays to use them for sheep
and convert them into meat, rather than sell them in
their natural state. Potatoes contain about 75 per cent, of
water, and from 2 to 3 per cent, of flesh- forming ingredients,
consequently dry food rich in these elements should be used
in combination with them.

Two-year-old sheep folded on roots will require about ten
weeks to fatten them for the butcher. In that time 100
wethers will consume 80 tons, which is equal to five acres
of an average crop of 16 tons. The same number of ewes
will consume rather more, and will also require a month
onger to fatten, so that they will not eat less than eight acres
of a similar crop in that time. Younger sheep or lambs will
eat proportionally less, but these figures make no allowance
for waste or destruction from bad weather. Sheep on an
average will consume about 28 lbs. of roots daily. It is
generally believed that frosted turnips are not so good or so
fattening as when they are fresh or unfrosted, but experiments
have somewhat contradicted this belief. Mr John Caverhill,
Greenburn,. Berwickshire, read a paper before the agricul-
tural association of that county, on the results of experi-
ments he conducted to ascertain the relative value of frosted
and unfrosted turnips in the feeding of sheep. He selected
two lots of ten sheep, which each weighed 1256 lbs. The
rst were fed on stored turnips, and weighed at the end of

t ree weeks 1305 lbs.
; and the second, which were fed on

frosted turnips, weighed 1292 lbs. At the end of six weeks
the first lot weighed 1431 lbs., and the second 1390 lbs.
I he total gain of the first lot, fed on stored and unfrosted
urmps, was 175 lbs.; and the second lot, fed on frosted

turnips, was 134 lbs. When the two lots were killed, they
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each yielded an equal amount of dead meat,—viz., 707 lbs.

The quantity of frosted turnips consumed by the second lot

was one-sixth more than that of the stored and unfrosted

turnips eaten by the first lot. Dr Aitken, chemist to the

Highland and Agricultural Society, analysed the frosted and

unfrosted turnips. The first contained 90.7 per cent, of

water and 9.3 per cent, of solid matter, while the latter

contained 91.5 per cent, of water and 8.5 per cent, of solid

matter. He was of opinion that the frosted turnips were the

better feeding material.

The root crop of Great Britain is an extensive as well as a

very valuable one, and it follows that the extent to which it

is used in feeding sheep must also be very great. Roots

are fed in every possible way, cut and uncut, with other

foods and without, and by all of these methods good

results have been given
;
but, on the other hand, their too

free use has often been fraught with disastrous events, both

from an economical as well, as a health point of view. We
will not here discuss their cost, but any one who investigates

the point will find they are a most expensive food. It has

long been supposed that without roots it was impossible to

keep up the fertility of a farm, but recent scientific re-

searches have shewn their value in this respect to have

been overestimated. As to their being a healthy food we

do not deny, yet it is well known some of the severest losses

amongst breeding ewes have been traceable to their over or

injudicious supply. Swedes have been oftener blamed for

causing abortion than yellow turnips, owing to their being

deficient in saccharine matter, and the nitrogenous element

abundant, causing irritation of the bowels and foetal de-

rangement; but let the same conditions or unripeness be

present in any kind of roots, and their effects will be much

the same. There are many flockmasters who practise flush-

ing their ewes at tupping-time, and it is very customary with

them to fold their ewes on green or unripened turnips.
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Now at that time, which is early in the season, there is

scarcely an acre of turnips in the country fully matured, and
as a consequence we continually hear of abortions among
ewes. That is a long time previous, some may say, and no
doubt it is, but our best veterinary authorities tell us that
abortion in its very worst forms can easily be traced to the
period of conception. At any time there is a danger in

feeding ewes solely on turnips, but when they are well

ripened, there is never as much harm done if they are fed
clean and free from an undue amount of dirt. Again, in

winter they are liable to get frosted, and to feed them largely

in that condition is not unfrequently the cause of ewes
aborting. There are other fatal disorders attributable to

feeding too many roots, and it is evident that a certain

amount of caution is required, taking care always to augment
them with an addition of dry food. Still there are some
who feed them in almost every conceivable way, regardless

of all experiences, and have met with no mishaps. But
these are more lucky than prudent, as they may yet find to

their cost.

There are two methods of consuming roots with sheep.

The first, is turning the sheep on to them where they grow;
the second, is pulling and carting them into heaps, where
they are sliced and fed in boxes. Which system is best to

pursue will depend on the kind of sheep being fed, the
nature of the soil, and the system of rotation followed.

Full-mouthed sheep can very well be allowed to eat them
whole, but for old sheep, or those not good in their mouths,
and lambs or hoggs that are also not strong toothed, the
better plan is to cut the roots and feed from boxes. If the
soil be light and subsoil porous, no injury will be done by
folding on the land

;
but if wet or of a clayey nature, then the

roots are better carted off and fed on dry ground. By either

method of feeding, when the roots are consumed on the
ground, the manurial value of the crop will be equal, but if
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necessary the turnips can be carted to where the soil is most

in need of enriching. The labour involved by the first

mode of consumption is comparatively trifling, much less

than by the improved modern way of pulling and cutting
;

and the whole operation we may briefly describe.

After fixing on a certain breadth or portion of the turnips,

called a “ break,” the extent of which is regulated by the

number of sheep to be put on, pull two or three drills of

turnips around the intended space, which facilitates the

setting up of the nets, and likewise leaves no temptation for

the sheep to put their heads through the meshes of the net

to nibble the tops of the fresh turnips, or the shoots of the

thorn hedge, should there happen to be one along the end

or side of the break. A clear space being made round, a

cart is brought up with the requisite quantity of “stakes and

nets,” which on going round lays out a net at intervals of

fifty yards, or whatever may be the length of the net, and the

stakes are laid out in bundles of about as many as a man
can carry on his shoulder. The man then, provided with a

“gavelock” or “piercer,”—a strong iron bar rounded and

sharpened at the heavy end,—makes holes at intervals of

eight or ten feet for the reception of the stakes all round the

break. Having completed this, he next shoulders a bundle

of the stakes, and walking smartly on, deposits one in each

of the holes previously made, all the way round; this

finished, he gets his wooden “ mall,” and with a stroke or

two fastens the stakes in their holes
;
next he fastens on the

nets, and the break is ready for the flock.

Having the work carried on as described, an active man,

and one who knows how, will set a great length of nets in an

incredible short space of time. After three or four days the

shells or bottoms of the turnips will want picking up, and

after another day or two the sheep will want a fresh break,

which can be provided as already described, though more

nets will be required, as those set round the first break must
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be allowed to stand until a third break is wanted, to enable

the sheep to fall back and pick up all clean, which they will

do to a nicety if the weather be dry, leaving nothing but the

smallest top roots. By the above mode of consumption an
active man will, with the assistance of a boy or woman at

picking shells, manage 600 full-mouthed sheep.

The process of cutting and feeding in troughs requires

more labour, and consequently entails a much heavier

expenditure. In carrying out this system, the first operation

is to pull the turnips, cut off tops and roots, and cart into

heaps of one, two, or more loads all over the field
;
and this

ought to be done when the weather is dry and without frost,

so that the roots may be stored in good condition, to keep

them sound during the winter. Some prefer to pull only as

wanted for feeding. The turnips being pulled and stored,

the nets set as before, and immediately adjacent to a row
of heaps, the turnips are then sliced and put into the

troughs, and the nets removed as the heaps are finished.

By this system of feeding the sheep have always the

advantage of a clean bite, but the extra outlay is consider-

able. A moderately active man can tend from 200 to 300
sheep, but he should have assistance on Sundays.

Green Crops.—On good land cabbages make excellent

sheep food, and also stand the winter well. An acre of

these, if a fair crop, will equal nearly two acres of turnips,

and they are also a more healthy food. In the autumn,
when the pastures are failing, a few cabbages carted out to

the flock will keep them going on cheaply and well. On
many accounts they are a superior crop to turnips. They
are not subject to so many diseases, or liable to so many
failures

;
they grow above ground, and less dirt is eaten with

them. They are easier taken up if necessary, and they

never need to be cut for the sheep, which is a great saving

of labour. On wet soils they must not, however, be eaten

where they grow, but cut and carted out to a dry pasture.
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Sheep will fatten on cabbages alone, but the addition of a

little dry food, such as hay or grain, will give a better

return for food consumed. A sheep will consume from
20 lbs. to 30 lbs., or three or four good cabbages, daily.

Thirty to forty tons per acre is not an unusual crop. They
are also preferable to turnips for ewes at lambing time, and
are very “milky.” Those who make a practice of growing
field cabbages, find they cannot get on without a supply all

the year round, and accordingly plant out in spring and at

midsummer, as well as in autumn, for successional crops.

For early spring feed and summer fattening, green crops

of rye, trifolium, trefoil, rape, vetches, sanfoin, mustard,

and lucern, will be found invaluable. There are other

crops, such as peas, beans, and maize, which are also used
in a green state for feeding sheep. As to the relative

merits of these crops we do not profess to decide, but they

all have their advocates, which no doubt depends a good
deal on the nature of soil and climate of the district in

which they are grown. All of them have been found to

succeed, and each one must decide for himself which will

be most suitable. A variety is best, however, and those

who go in for summer green crops can have no difficulty in

securing it here. There is at least little doubt that any
of them would be better than a summer fallow, and in many
cases they may be made to leave a greater profit than
almost any other kind of crop that could be grown. Most
of all green crops may be folded with sheep, but some of

them are better adapted for the soiling system. They are

all, also, capable of being converted into silage, and the

time is not far distant when by this process they will

supersede the present methods of growing turnips and hay-

making. In a good climate, with good land, a regular

succession of green crops may be grown, and a continuous

draft of fat sheep taken from the farm every week in the year.

The quantity of green forage required to maintain a
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sheep varies according to the purpose in view, and it neces-

sarily varies among different breeds. It will be sufficiently

correct, however, to reckon on an average sized sheep

consuming twenty-eight pounds of green food daily. At

this rate nearly five tons will be required for its yearly

maintenance. This quantity will not be required when an

allowance of dry food is substituted.

Cake and Grain.

—

Of concentrated food in the shape

of cakes there is an almost unlimited variety and supply,

nearly all of which are suitable for sheep. Cake is, more

strictly speaking however, better adapted as food for cattle

than sheep, as we have observed that more beef than

mutton can be made from a given quantity, and more

especially when only one kind of cake is used. Of all the

cakes manufactured we would prefer linseed for sheep.

Linseed cake, or oil-meal as it is sometimes termed, is

always relished by a sheep, as it is soothing in its effects, and

exceedingly nutritious beyond the percentage of oil in it.

Nearly all the other cakes are too heating, and if largely fed

will bring the wool off the sheep. Linseed will not do this.

It will, instead, increase the growth of the wool and add to

its lustre, as well as nourish the body. The yolk in wool

is nothing else than a certain kind of oil which perspires

from the body through the fine tubes called staple of wool,

and upon which the growth of the wool depends. Now all

sheep-men know that unless the wool on the sheep’s back

is moist and strong in the staple, the sheep is not thriving.

When the wool becomes dry and weak, and hangs down by

the sides of the sheep, it is a sure sign that the animal is

being insufficiently nourished. It is thus that linseed, from

the oil it contains, proves so valuable a food. But while

linseed may be the best single cake we could use, it is not

recommended to use it alone. A far better sheep, and a

heavier growth of both mutton and wool, can be obtained

by feeding a mixture. A change of diet always works well,
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and more especially in high feeding. This point is not

so fully appreciated by farmers as it ought to be, as many
suppose that one kind of food is all that is necessary.

Nearly all the grains raised are healthy for sheep un-

ground, with the exception of millet, which is probably

neither healthy nor economical when fed unground
;
because

of its hard husk and small size it is not masticated nor

digested, but mostly passes through the animal whole. And
while all other grains can be given profitably, oats and peas

are probably most relished by the sheep. But, like the cake,

only one kind of grain should not be fed. Sheep are fond

of a mixture, and feed faster when allowed a variety.

They never do well when fed wholly upon dry food
;
and

besides a combination of cake and grain, require a certain

amount of succulent and bulky material, such as roots, grass,

or green forage. When the green food is scarce linseed is a

good substitute, as it is laxative and nutritious, and prevents

feverishness so apt to accompany heavy feeding on dry food.

The quantity of cake or grain fed to a sheep should never,

in any case, exceed two pounds per day, and generally from

one to one-and-a-half pound is sufficient. The most

economical and appropriate combination of foods will in

measure depend upon their cost. The cereal grains contain

on an average rather more than six parts of total non-

nitrogenous to one of nitrogenous compounds, and the

leguminous seeds often not much more than two parts to

one. Oil cakes and foreign corn contain rather more than

six-sevenths, and home-grown corn rather less than six-

sevenths, of their weight of dry substance.

Feeding Experiments.

The whole art of feeding sheep lies in a judicious com-
bination of foods

;
and by having these intelligently supplied,

in suitable proportions and at the proper time, success is

virtually assured. On a farm all kinds of food and several
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kinds of sheep may be found. The problem then is, how
to consume the food so as to give the largest increase of
weight in the sheep. If the sheep cannot be made to

increase a certain amount in weight and value for every
pound ' of food consumed, the operation had better be left

alone, and the sheep and food disposed of in some other
way. A profit, of course, cannot always be reckoned upon,
for as long as farmers will persist in buying and selling their

live stock by guess instead of by weight, no definite calculation

can be made of what the real value of the fattened beast
will be. It entirely depends on the cost of the lean animal
to begin with, for making a profit out of the feeding. If

the cost of the lean beasts per pound be in proportion to

what they will fetch when fat, the fatting process is then a

certain operation
;
but when, as it often happens, that lean

sheep are bought at gd per pound live weight, and sold

when fat at 6d a pound, no man on earth, be he ever so

good a feeder, can make it pay. However, no one need
have any doubt about the profit and loss of converting farm
produce into mutton, as by having a full knowledge of the

food analysis, a very nearly correct estimate can be made
of how much meat may be produced from a given quantity

of food.

According to Sir J. B. Lawes, “ fatting sheep, fed liberally

upon good food, composed of a moderate proportion of cake
or corn, some hay or straw chaff, with roots or other succu-

lent food, and well managed, will on the average consume
about 15 lbs. per week, and should yield over a consider-

able period of the time one part of increase in live-weight

for about nine parts of the dry substance of their food.

If the food be of good quality, sheep may give a maximum
amount of increase for a given amount of total dry sub-

stance of food, even provided the latter contains as much
as five parts of total non-nitrogenous to one of nitrogenous

compounds.”
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Feeding experiments showing the amount of increase from

different compounds of food are among the most important

that can be made, and it is rather unfortunate that farmers

do not, as a rule, make this a greater study. They are apt

to study only the best they can do with what food they

have at command, without considering whether it would be

advantageous to purchase the elements necessary to give the

highest percentage of increase from food consumed. Tests

of this kind, made by Prof. Brown, at the Ontario Experi-

mental Farm, are most interesting, the results of which are as

follows :

—

Oats and Hay in Sheep Feeding.

Results per head per day, with four head for fifteen weeks

beginning 10th November 1883 :—The sheep in this test,

and all the others hereto noted, are Oxford Downs and

Shrops grade wether lambs, dropped on an average in

March 1883, and, with the exception of the high and low

feeding, were alternated to the different foods in pens, as

described.

The average wether lamb receiving if lb. oats, 2§ lbs. of

clover hay, and id lbs. turnips, gave a daily increase of

fully -g- lb., at a cost of 9 cents per lb. to the added weight

of the animal.

Peas and Hay in Sheep Feeding.

Results per head per day with four head for fifteen

weeks :

—

In this experiment the average wether lamb consumed

fully i-| lb. of peas, nearly 2J lbs. of hay, 2™^ lbs. turnips

per day, and increased in live weight at the rate of f lb.

per day; cost 12 cents per lb. added weight.
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Beans and Hay in Sheep Feeding.

Results per head per day with four head for fifteen
weeks :

—

The daily consumption by this ration was ii lb. beans,
2 tjt lbs. hay, and lb. turnips, and the increase to live
weight scarcely i lb. per week, which makes a cost of 10
cents to produce every pound added to the live weight of
the average wether lamb.

Low Feeding of Sheep.

Results per head per day with four head for fifteen
weeks :

—

Upon a daily ration of 2\ lbs. of clover hay, i lb. pea
straw, and 4 lbs. of turnips, the average wether lamb
increased in weight at the rate of nearly f lb. per week
and the cost of producing x lb. to live weight amounted to
22 cents.

High Feeding of Sheep.

Results per head per day with four head for fifteen
weeks :

—

Food consumed. V
cl a 13

E

Oats. Peas. Beans. Bran. I Hay. Roots. Oilcake. Thorley

u

’rt

n
Weekly

inci

Weight

c

average

ani

at

finish.

lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

•507 '354 •IOI 601
1 1 -992 1 '269 •27 •2

|

*2
1 '4 I25

The food above enumerated is the daily ration as con-
sumed by the average wether lamb, upon which it increasedm weight at the rate of i lb. per day; cost of production
12^ cents per lb.
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Comparative Results in Sheep Feeding.

Wether Lambs.

Weekly
increase per

head

Weight at

finish.
Cost per lb.

lbs.

2‘6o

lbs.

143

Cents.

9

i '75 124 12

'95 117 19

•63 1 1

2

22

1*40 I2S 12J

Analysis.

The rapid and cheap production of mutton in winter has

been attained best by the use of oats and hay
;
and, second,

by peas and hay ;
this places six wether lambs as equivalent

to one two-year-old steer. The average of these two only

distinct ordinary forms of feeding sheep in this test equals

i
lb. per head per day, and 10^ cents for the added lb. in

weight.
.

Beans do not seem to act as profitable grain for sheep,

as the rate of growth of the average wether is little over

half, and the cost of production is double, that of peas.

That poor feeding is expensive feeding is well illustrated

here ;
not one-third the ordinary rate of progress, and twice

the cost of production, must be very much the position of

those who practise what they consider economy.

The case of what is called “high feeding,” although

apparently good in results, is yet not equal to moderate

management of lambs, which can evidently be expensively

fed for their age, and even kept back by a high pressure

process.

Another report of the Ontaria Experimental Farm gives

details of some experiments in feeding grade shearling

wethers of the various breeds, embracing Cotswolds, Leices-
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•>

ters, Oxford Downs, and Southdowns. The lambs were got

by pure-bred sires of the above mentioned breeds, and

out of common mixed -bred Canada ewes. They were

dropped about the middle of March, and weaned ist July.

The exact date when the weights and measurements were

made is not given, but it is not especially material, as these

were all taken at one time, and simply for the purpose of

comparing the various breeds with each other. The mea-

surements were as follows :

—

Heart; Girth. Flank: Girth. Length.
Ft. in. Ft. in. Ft. in.

Cotswolds, • 4 3 4 °i 4 2

Leicesters, • 4 I 4 1 4 O

Oxford Downs, 4 oj 3 11 4 O

Southdowns, • 3 3 hi 3 IO

The Cotswolds averaged 199 lbs .

;

Leicesters, 198 •
1

ford Downs, 177 ;
and the Southdowns, 157. In comment-

ing on the above result, the report states :
—•

Practically the two long -wools are equal in weight as

shearlings, and even to ourselves this result has been some-

what surprising, because we have been accustomed to look

upon the Cotswold as a slower and more irregular fattener.

That they are so in the latter respect we have already seen
;

and while they do not want in weight, they certainly do not

give it proportionally to size of bone, of length and height

of frame. The two Downs are, relatively to height, very

much greater in girth than either of the long-wools.

Counting the cost of all food, attendance, keep of dams,

casualties, &c., the report estimates the cost as follows :

Cotswolds, 9.30 dols.; Leicesters, 8.10 dols.; Oxfords, 7.40

dols.
;
and Southdowns, 6 dols. The value of the wool is

given, in the order above named, as 2.52 dols., 2.24 dols.,

2.80 dols, and 2.40 dols.
;
and of the mutton, naming them

in the same order, 9.50 dols., 9.90 dols., 10.62 dols., and

10.20 dols.,—which leaves the balance-sheet showing a profit

D
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on the Cotswolds grade shearlings of 3.17 dols.; Leicester,

4.04 dols. ;
Oxford Downs, 6.02 dols.

j
and Southdowns,

6.60 dols.

The report sums up by stating that Most of our farmers

are well aware of the important fact, that under the best

management there is always most money in getting rid of

flit sheep as shearlings, instead of holding them on for

another year. It pays best,—(1) in earlier returns, (2) in

greater weight proportionally to time, (3) in quality of flesh,

and (4) in quality of wool. On an average of kinds, the

increased weight, during the second year, is only at the rate

of “ one-fifth ” pound per head per day,—that is, the average

shearling of 183 pounds would not exceed 250 lbs. twelve

months afterwards.

Early Maturity.

The early maturity craze has of late years been eminently

manifest among sheep breeders. The old theory that prime

mutton could only be had from three and four-year-old

wethers has exploded. Ripe three-year-old wethers are now

rarely seen in the market. Indeed the proportion of two-

year-olds is also on the decline. One-year-olds seem to be

growing more numerous every year, and are becoming the

staple mutton of the country, notwithstanding it was once

thought that sheep could not be put in first-class order at

that age. At present everybody goes in for early maturity,

and probably it is only by doing so that meat-making can

be made to pay ;
excepting, of course, in the case of old

ewes, which make up a considerable proportion of the fat

sheep killed every year, and which may under certain, con-

ditions leave a good profit for fattening. Mountain wethers

are also excepted, which are sold for fattening at two and

three years of age. When the grazier finds it profitable to

keep his sheep till three or six years of age, the fatting of

these comes under quite a different account. It is only to
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sheep that are bought or bred for the sole purpose of being

fattened that early maturity applies.

Nothing is more certain than that the age at which sheep

can be fattened is being constantly lessened. During recent

years the Smithfield and other fat stock clubs have been

compelled entirely to recast their prize lists and the arrange-

ment of classes, so as to put themselves more en rapport

with the requirements of the times, and be of greater service

to feeders of stock. Classes for lambs have been instituted,

and since their introduction they have been the leading

feature among the sheep classes, besides carrying off the

champion honours for the best sheep in the show. These

illustrations of early maturity are too strong logic for the

old-style feeders, who hold the opinion that an animal must

have completed growth of frame before it can be profitably

fattened. Alternate fatting and starving will no longer pay

in the process of making a certain weight of meat from a

certain quantity of food
;
and the system of carrying on

animals to a certain age on merely sustenance diet, before

commencing to fatten them, is also proved to be unprofit-

able feeding. These methods may be pursued in the case

of coarse ill-bred sheep that are slow to fatten, but they will

not suit improved breeds that lay on flesh early, and with

food so adjusted to meet the wants of nature that there

shall be no check in growth from birth to maturity.

It has been alleged that a sheep aged two years yields a

greater or heavier quantity of flesh than a sheep one year

old. But this is a fallacy. It is now ascertained that a

sheep from its birth till it is one year old makes as much
flesh as one double the age, provided the young sheep be

fed carefully, plentifully, and methodically; that is to say,

there shall be no starvation or short commons stoppages in

the rations. Now it is a law of physiological growth, that

the time lost by insufficient feeding or the absence of sani-

tary care in the development of animals, can never be re-
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covered. In the first year of its growth, the assimilation of

food and the formation of the tissues of the sheep proceed

the most actively. No food is thus lost in the system
;

all

is applied to build up ; nothing is demanded for repairs. At
one year old the period of development in a measure

terminates, and henceforward the animal has not only to

feed to keep up life, but to repair the daily waste of the

tissues. Thus more food is necessary to produce a pound

of flesh when, after one year old, the tissues have to be

restored, than before and up to that period, when all vitality

is not repairing waste but developing growth.

It has been demonstrated that the quantity of meat pro-

duced by sheep delivered to the butcher at the precocious

ages of from nine to fifteen months, costs exactly one-half

less expense to those retained double the time. Sheep sold

off at one year old implies a double profit in point of meat

realized for the market, the return of the capital invested in

half less time, the allowing of double the number of sheep

to be kept without any augmented demand on the food. By
bringing the animals early to the block, we reduce risks and

labour and time to the minimum. The liability to disease

is averted for one whole year, and when the average annual

mortality of sheep stock cannot be calculated at less than

five per cent., it is evident that the practice of early maturity

has many favourable aspects.

The progress achieved in the production of early maturity

animals, is illustrated by the comparison of live weights at

the Smithfield Club Show. First examine the returns given

in the year 1813 :
—
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Prize Sheep, 1813.

T3
C rt

O V U TD *2
.5? 6

3 "3
0 a jo c 1

<L> >
^ Cl H-lfe c/i cq w ^ "rt

Mr John Arnold’s three 32 months- f

lbs. lbs. lbs.

153 18 17 6 23 217
old long - woolled new Leicester-! 15SJ l6 9 6J 22i 222
sheep, fed on grass only, [ i 54i 19 l6 7 25 221

J

MrJames King’s three 20 months-old
f 99 14I 12 IO i 3i

u3
149

Southdotvn wethers, fed on grass-! 86 12 83 Si 127
only,

( 92 16J ioi 9i I2i i 4 i

From the recorded weights and ages of the different pens
of lambs and wethers shown at Smithfield, the average daily

gain of the different breeds appears to stand as follows :
—

1885.

Lambs about 10 months old.

Breed. No. Daily Gain in lbs.

Leicester, 3 pens of three lambs average 0.69
Hampshire, 7 O.69
Cotswold, 5 >> >> O.67
Crosses, 8 n • j 0.66
Kentish, 4 > > >j O.64
Oxfordshire, 4 >> >» O.63
Suffolk, 3 »> >> 0.62
Lincoln, 4 >> ji 0.62
Southdown, 3 >> If 0.56
Shropshire, 5 tf ft °-54
Dorset, 4 ff J J 0.51

Wether Sheep ABOUT 21 MONTHS OLD.
Breed.

Cotswold,

Lincoln,

Southdown,

Crosses,

Kentish,

Leicester,

Hampshire,

No. Daily Gain in lbs.

2 pens of three wethers average 0.50

7 )» ,, 0.49
6 >> .1 0.44

7 j> ,, o. 44
5 .. >, 0.43

4 >> „ 0.42

5 1. 9 1 0.41
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Breed. No. Daily Gain in lbs.

Suffolk, 4 pens of three wethers average o-39

Shropshire, 7 if 33 o-39

Dorset, 4 33 ft 0.38

Southdown, 16

rt
COCO

0-34

Breed. No. Daily Gain in lbs.

Crosses, 9 pens of three lambs average 0.69

Hampshire, 8
3 3 33 0.68

Lincoln, 8
3 3 3 3 0.66

Kentish, 3 0.65

Cotswold, 4 3 3 3 3 0.63

Oxfordshire, 9 33 3 3 0.63

Suffolk, 3 3 3 3 3 0.61

Leicester, 4 3 3 33 0.59

Southdown, 8 33 33 0-57

Shropshire, 4 3 3 3 3 °-5S
Dorset, 2

3 3 3 3 o-S3

Lincoln, 4 pens of three wethers average 0.47

Crosses, 8
3 3 3 3 0.47

Cotswold, 4 3 3 3 3 0.46

Oxfordshire, 5 3 3 3 3 0-45

Kentish, 5 3 3 3 3 0.44
Suffolk, 4 33 3 3

o-43

Leicester, 5 3 3 3 3 0.41

Hampshire, 5 3 3 3 3 0.40

Shropshire, 7 0.38

Dorset, 2 3 3 3 3 0.36

Southdown, 16 • > * 33 o'34

The highest rate of increase for 1885 in the sheep classes

at Smithfield was made by Sir Edward Hulse’s H.C.
Hampshire Down lambs, which at 384 days scaled 215 lbs.,

showing a daily gain of 076 lbs. This is 0-02 lbs. less than

was made by Mr Chappell’s Oxford Down lambs in 1884.

These weights would be much more interesting if a state-

ment were given of the kinds and quantities of food used in

the feeding of the sheep.

It is generally admitted that the weight of a lamb at its

birth is to that of its dam as 1 is to 10 or 12 ;
but much
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depends on the condition of the ewe, on the size of the

ram, and on the breed of sheep. Twin lambs do not

always weigh less than single lambs, though they do so in

many instances. The newly-dropped lamb of ewes of the

smaller breeds, such as the Southdown, Welsh, and others,

have been found to weigh from 7 to 10 lbs. and upwards
;
the

lambs of larger breeds, 12 to 18 lbs. The ram lambs, as a

rule, are slightly heavier than the ewe lambs
;
and while

there is a difference in the weight of lambs at their birth,

there is a still greater difference in the increase of their

weights afterwards. It is not unusual, indeed, to find lambs

relatively small soon attain a greater weight than others

born larger. We have found lambs increase in live weight

from birth till weaning at the rate of 3 to 4 lbs per week

on an average
;

but some lambs gained nearly 1 lb. a

day in weight during that period, or the first four months

of their lives. If an account could be kept of the con-

sumption of milk and other food by the sucking lamb, it

would doubtless be found to be relatively least where the

average increase of weight was greatest.

Now compare the live weights of the two recent years,

and we have a pretty clear idea of the advance being made.

Average weight of Wether Sheep about 21 months old.

Breed.

Weight per
head in

1881.

Weight per
head in

1884.

*Increase or

f Decrease
per head.

lbs. lbs. lbs.

Cross-breds 285 298 *43

Cotswolds 285 287 *22

Southdowns 203 214 * 1

1

Oxfordshires 274 2S4 *IO

Lincolns 294 303 *9

Liecesters 243 249 *6

Kentish 264 270 *6

Shropshire 24O 239 ti

Hampshire 247 257 +17
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Average live weight of Lambs about io months old.'

Breed.
Weight per
head in

1881.

Weight per
head in

1884.

*Increase or

fDecrease
per head.

lbs. Ibs. lbs.

Leicesters 127 CO *28

Southdowns 141 162 *21

Cotswolds 147 167 *20

Cross-breds 183 197 *14
Lincolns 177 191 *i 4
Oxfordshires 160 174 *14
1 1 ampshires I92 202 *IO
Shropshires 148 150 *4

It will be seen that the increase in the average live

weights of the twenty-one months wether sheep exhibited, has

been greatest in the Cross-breds, next in the Cotswolds, then

in the Southdowns, Oxfordshires, and Lincolns; while the

Hampshires have been lightened and refined. The most

extraordinary recent improvement in the weights attained

by ten months old lambs, appear in Leicester, Southdowns,

and Cotswolds, and next in the Cross-breds and in the

Lincoln and Oxfordshire breeds.

The great fight among the mutton breeds of sheep here-

after, must hinge on the matter of early maturity more than

on anything else. Contest after contest has demonstrated

that there is but little difference in the quantity or quality

of the mutton they yield. Indeed so close has been the

fight, that there has never been a fat stock show held in

which there was not some division of honours among the

different breeds. Under such circumstances as these it is

no easy matter for either breed long to hold any special

honour gained, a fact which heightens the struggle for

development of precocity in mutton points.
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Implements used in Sheep Feeding.

The implements required for practical use in feeding

sheep are comparatively few, and need not be expensive.

When hay is fed it should be put into racks, and not

scattered on the ground, which will keep the food dry and

prevent waste. Hay racks are best made with a light roof

and frame set on low stout legs. If mounted on wheels,

the racks can be drawn by a horse from one part of the

field to another
;
but they are equally handy without wheels,

as several of them can then be easily loaded on to a cart

or waggon and moved from place to place. The ordinary

sheep hay-rack is made to stand above the sheep, so that

they eat from under it, but unless a railing is put around

the sides to prevent the sheep from trampling what hay

they pull out, a good deal of waste will occur. A rack nine

feet long will accommodate twenty sheep. Sheep racks

can either be purchased from implement makers or made

by any country joiner, and cost from 15s to 25s each. If

well taken care of they will last many years. Whenever the

racks are taken out to the fields for use, they should be

tied to two stakes driven into the ground at alternate

corners, and this will prevent them from being blown over

and dashed to pieces by the wind. When not in use they

should be carted to some place of safety, under cover if

possible, where they will take least harm from weather or

other destroying influences. Many farmers consider hay

racks too costly, and use instead bags made of cord or wire

;

but these methods are really the most expensive in the end,

from damaged hay and less satisfaction to the sheep. Hill

farmers, who use hay only occasionally, and for indefinite

periods, seldom use racks. They either scatter the hay on

the top of the snow, or put up a double line of wire netting

on stakes, from which the sheep can eat their 'hay. This

plan is certainly better than nothing, as it at least prevents
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the hay from being trampled upon or blown away by the

wind. A different kind of a rack is necessary for feeding

ensilage. The hay-rack is slatted so closely that the sheep

cannot put their heads through the bars, but this kind of a

rack is not adapted for ensilage, and especially if the silage

be made from rougher crops than grass. An ensilage-rack

does not require to be on legs at all, nor is it absolutely

necessary that it should be roofed. They should be made
to stand low, and so as the sheep can put their heads

through the bars while eating. The sides of the manger

should be at least three feet high,—if lower the sheep will

get into them
;
the width from twenty-four to thirty inches.

Make the slats three or four inches wide, with rounded

edges. For grown sheep, nail the slats on fourteen inches

apart; for lambs, nine inches apart. This will give the

animals plenty of standing room, one slat being between

each two sheep. Such racks, without a roof, can be made
by any handy shepherd out of common fence rails.

In feeding grain, cut roots, or chaff, boxes or troughs of

different sizes are required. It is best to have different

boxes for the different kinds of food. When the same

boxes are used for both corn and roots, there is generally

much of the grain wasted from the troughs not being clean.

Corn boxes do not need to be so large as the root troughs,

but they had better be large than too small. The small

V-shaped boxes made by nailing two narrow boards

together, at right angles, although very common in use, are

not the most suitable. They are very light and easily

moved, but they are only serviceable for feeding on pasture

land. When they are used on turnip land, the sheep from

having so much mud on their feet and getting into the

troughs, are certain to dirty a good deal of their food,

which they will not afterwards eat. From their being so

very small, the food is also apt to be dropped from the

sheep’s mouths on to the ground, and trodden under foot.
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Corn boxes are best made of three boards,—having two

sides and a bottom, with a top-rail or cross section. A
trough of this kind, nine feet long, six inches deep, and five

inches wide on the inside, will be found the most suitable,

and can be used on either pasture or turnip land. Turnip

or root troughs should be made on the same principle, only

larger,—always with a cross section, about ten inches deep

and six inches wide on the bottom. Boxes of these

dimensions will cost about 5s and 7s 6d respectively. A
trough nine feet long will feed from fifteen to twenty sheep,

according to size. Ewes in lamb should never be allowed

to crowd each other, but have plenty of box-room provided

when feeding.

A large corn-bin or barrel is requisite for storing a supply

of feeding-stuff's near the feeding ground. If the fold be

adjacent to the farm granary, from whence the food can be

carried out as needed, then a bin will not be required. A
bin that will hold from four to six sacks of feed, placed by

the sheep, will give the shepherd better facilities for regular

feeding than when the food has to be carted from the barn

once or twice daily, which is an everlasting trouble and

apt to be done irregularly. The corn-bin should be made

thoroughly waterproof by having a zinc covering to the lid,

and furnished with lock and key. It may also be better to

have it made in two divisions for keeping different kinds of

food, but all the food should be mixed in the proportions

intended for feeding before leaving the barn, and not after

being taken to the field.

The implements required in sheep folding are hurdles,

nets, and stakes. Hurdles can be made of either iron or

wood. The former are the most durable, but they are more

expensive
;
still they are highly recommended by those who

have used them. Hurdles of any kind we do not favour,

and would never on any account use them for folding sheep.

They are expensive to begin with, unwieldy to handle, and
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do not make any better fence than can be made by nets and

stakes, which are much lighter and cheaper. Hurdles are,

moreover, not so safe a fence as the nets. No matter how
securely they may be set, should it happen to storm over

night, they are sure to be all down in the morning, and the

sheep all over the field. There is nothing provokes a shep-

herd more than this, and it is very hurtful to the sheep, as it

unsettles them, and for ever keeps them on the alert for a

break-out. Nets of either cord or wire are stronger and less

liable to be blown down by the wind. The wire is more

expensive than the cord, the cost per yard varying accord-

ing to strength and size of mesh. Wire is also thought to

be more durable than cord, but under certain conditions

such is not the case. When frequent shiftings are required,

the rolling out and in of the wire is apt to break it, whereas

with cord the shifting does not injure it. If the fence is

not moved too much wire will many times outlast the cord,

but not when daily shifting has to be done. In some parts

it is difficult to procure stakes. If young larch trees, from

four to six inches in circumference and about five feet long,

can be had, they are the most durable; but suitable ones can

be sawn out of timber, two inches square, and these will do

quite as well as the natural grown stakes. It must not be

thought, however, that nets and stakes are an impregnable

fence. They are quite the reverse; and if sheep once

learn the habit of getting over or through them, they will

serve a very bad purpose, in fact will not keep the sheep at

all. In setting nets care should be taken to pull or clear

away the row of turnips immediately behind where the fence

is to stand. This prevents the sheep from trying to reach

food through the meshes, which is generally the cause of

their making holes, or getting hung by the neck in the- nets.

Where there are many hares, holes will be eaten in the nets,

which the shepherd must patch up before the sheep make
them any larger, from trying to get through them. But if
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the annoyances from hares is anything serious, wire nets

only should be used,—they can’t eat holes in them. When
the nets are well attended to and kept in good repair, they

will keep the sheep quite securely; whereas, if they are

carelessly set, and allowed to become tattered from
want of mending, they become an everlasting source of

trouble.

A heavy wooden mallet and an iron “ gavelock ”
or

“ piercer” are used in setting up light fencing of this kind.

Where the ground is hard, the holes for the stakes are made
with the pointed piercer, which saves the points of the

stakes. Having the holes well pierced, and the mallet

lightly used, the stakes will last a long time; whereas, if they

are driven home from the top, they will soon be all in

splinters. The stakes are set about eight or nine feet apart.

With a handy turnip hoe or picker, for picking up the shells

of the roots, these, together with a good turnip cutter, are

about all the tools requisite for feeding sheep.

SHEEP AS FERTILISERS.
The dung of sheep is more valuable than that of horses,

cattle, or pigs. From its coldness it does not ferment, and
consequently retains its value much longer than the manure
from either horse or ox. All grazing animals extract a cer-

tain amount of piineral matter from the soil, but sheep take

the least in proportion to live weight. The experiments of

Lawes and Gilbert shew that 1000 lbs. live weight of sheep
or lambs carry off about twenty-six pounds or less of phos-

phate of lime from the soil. The quantity of phosphate is

less in a given live weight of fat than of lean animals. In
regard to each description of animal, it may be asserted that

a given live weight will contain less of every constituent of

mineral matter the more it is matured or fattened. Grow-
ing sheep will cause a greater loss to the land, or will make
a poorer quality of manure from augmented food, than those
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which have arrived at maturity. The loss of mineral matter

to the farm by mere increase • of fat is almost insignificant

;

and the estimate is made, that the increase of sheep during

the final four or six months of the fattening period will not

contain more than about i-| per cent, of such constituents.

It is also concluded that an acre of land would lose more

phosphoric acid in milk, and four or five times as much in

wheat or barley, or in hay, as in the fattening of sheep. Of

lime, the land would sustain a loss of about twice as much
in the animal increase as in hay

;
and of potash said acre

would yield only a fraction of a pound in animal increase,

six or eight times as much in milk, perhaps twenty times as

much in wheat or barley, and more than one hundred times

as much in hay. The loss to land by annual increase is

chiefly in phosphate of lime, in amount varying from five to

ten pounds per acre.

The mineral matter taken from the soil by a five-pound

fleece of wool is only 1.6 ounces in a year, and 5 ounces of

nitrogen. In order to show what part of the food is stored

up in the body of the sheep, and what is passed in solid and

liquid excrement, we will quote from the German tables of

experiments. It was found that when sheep consumed 100

lbs. of nitrogen in their food (being barley meal), 16.7 lbs.

was voided in the solid excrement, 79 lbs. in the liquid ex-

crement, and 4.3 was stored up as increase of the body.

Thus 95.7 per cent, of the nitrogen of the food was voided

in the excrement, leaving as a loss to the soil (stored up in

the body) only 4.3 percent. Of the mineral or ash constitu-

ents of the food, it was found that sheep voided in the

excrement 96.2 per cent., and used in the body only 3.8 per

cent. When sheep were fed upon good clover and meadow

hay, the solid excrement contained of ash 3.5 per cent., and

of nitrogen 0.7 per cent.
;
while the urine contained of ash

5.6 per cent., and of nitrogen 1.4 per cent.

By far the largest proportion of the fertilising substances
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contained in the turnip crop, probably about seven-eighths, is

returned to the land if the crop is consumed by the sheep on
the field, and only about one-eighth of the materials useful
as manure is carried away by the sheep in the form of bone
and the nitrogenous matters which enter into the composition
of the animal organism. The bulk of the animal is produced
from the sugar, pectin, vegetable fibre, and other non-nitro-
genous constituents of turnips, and these constituents have
no value as manuring agents. The land is left in a better
agricultural condition after the turnip crop has been con-
sumed on the ground by sheep, and the latter has been sold
off, than it was before the turnip crop, for there is but little

fertilisingpnatter carried away by the sheep, and the manur-
ing elements in the turnip crop are deposited in the shape
of sheep-dung and urine over the surface of the soil, and in
a perfectly prepared and readily available state In general
the land is more productive after a turnip crop has been
consumed on the ground by the sheep than before, but this
is a point which some doubt.

The Italians have a proverb that “ A sheep is the best
dung-cart,” and modern science tells us on what the truth
of that proverb is founded. It is because thirty-six pounds of
sheep manure are equal, as a fertiliser, to one hundred pounds
of ordinary farm-yard manure. Richer in nitrogenous sub-
stances than the manure of the horse or cow, it is scattered
upon the field, the sides and tops of the hills, in the most
desirable form to be easily trodden into the earth and mixed
with the soil. We are yearly paying enormous sums for
foreign fertilisers to secure the means wherewith our sterile
fields may be enriched, while we sometimes overlook the
best of all agencies with which nature enables us to accom-
plish that object. Pastures which are stacked to their full
capacity with cattle or horses, will still give acceptable sus-
tenance to a few sheep. Sheep will eat weeds and grasses
the dainty cow passes by; and from what would corrupt the
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pastures, they glean an abundant living, and return to us a

right royal benefaction for the little they ask at our hands.

Sheep by nature are constituted to gather up the very frag-

ments of the vegetable kingdom, and work them up into

materials of the highest use and importance to man.

SHEEP ON ARABLE LAND.

Autumn Management of Ewes.

After the lambs are weaned the ewes may be kept for ten

days or a fortnight on rather bare pasture till the milk goes

off them. There is then less danger of garget
;
and to make

sure that none of the ewes are ruined at this stage, the

shepherd ought to look out for any that seem to suffer from

inflamed udders, and take the trouble to draw a little milk

from them every other day. In obstinate cases an occa-

sional rubbing with camphorated oil may be advisable, and

in severe cases a dressing of cold tar will be beneficial.

When the milk has left them, the draft ewes should be

taken out and put on rape or other improving feed, whether

they are to be sold lean or fattened for the butcher.

Draft ewes that have been well fed while nursing their

lambs should have the feed continued, and gradually in-

creased, after the lambs are weaned. This is the best way

to prepare ewes for the butcher, and is much more profit-

able than to allow them to get very poor from nursing on

insufficient food. When ewes are in thin flesh, their feed-

ing should be begun very moderately. They cannot be

brought up in condition very rapidly without a great deal

of good food, which is expensive. It is better to start them

slowly, and after they fairly get used to the food it may be

further increased, when they will fatten rapidly, and with

profit. The quantity of grain or cake that may be given,

should be from half a pound at starting, and increased to

two pounds per ewe daily towards the finish. When the
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sequently, that we can trace, months hence, the causes of

abortion, or weak and dead lambs, and other disastrous

results. Nor is this the only evil of “ flushing ” the ewes

when they are put to the rams. From actual test we are

convinced that ewes which have been flushed one year are

never so prolific the next. Most shepherds will have ob-

served this fact. And indeed the extra number of lambs

raised in any one year by this system is, on the average, not

very great. Twenty lambs per 100 ewes is about the most

we could expect to increase the yield of lambs, by a

month’s extra keep costing ^12 for that number of ewes.

This is a heavy tax on the 20 lambs ;
and if on the other

side we throw in a little extra for the better quality of more

single lambs, and a better average condition of the whole

flock, there remains little, if anything, to be credited to the

practice of “flushing” ewes, even when no injury follows

from subsequently letting them down in condition. We are

not to be understood as advocating a poor diet at tupping

time ;
by no means, give them as good a diet as can be

sustained through the autumn and winter.

The period of gestation in the ewe is twenty-one weeks.

Where early fat lambs are reared, the rams are admitted to

the ewes accordingly. The usual tupping time for ordinary

lambing is some time in October, as best suits the locality.

The lambs should generally be made to arrive with the

grass in spring; if sooner, they are more expensively raised,

and seldom so good. The number of ewes allowed to a

ram depends on his age, and the nature of the ground. A

good strong lamb ram will serve as many as twenty-five

ewes without hurt, a shearling may be allowed from fifty

to sixty, and forty to fifty for an aged tup. If the ram be

confined and not allowed to run with the ewes, he will

serve a hundred ewes quite well
;
but it is a deal of trouble

bringing up the ewes in this way, and is only advisable

with some very special stock-ram, whose progeny are valu-
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able. The older ewes should be served first, reserving the
shearlings to the last, as these make but indifferent nurses,
and it is therefore desirable that there be plenty of fresh
grass before they begin to lamb.

I he breast of the ram should be rubbed with ochre
; and

the ewes that are served marked at the end of every week,
on the shoulder or rib with a dot of oil paint, so that the
shepherd who makes a note of the different dots he puts on
weekly, may have a key, as it were, to the order in which
the ewes will lamb.

Winter Management of Ewes.

To say how much or how little condition should be
maintained on breeding ewes in the winter season, is a
point on which depends the system of summer manage-
ment. But, as a rule, the surest guide is the condition in
which the summer grazing will sustain them. Every farm,
and indeed every field, has a certain feeding quality of its

own, which makes the sheep just so good, or bad, and this
of a remarkably distinct character. To give the best
possible return for food consumed, a sheep must be kept
near a certain level of condition

; neither higher than what
is likely to be maintained throughout the year, nor lower
than the standard we have just indicated. This, then, is

the object in view
;
and, although food may be extremely

short, every farmer should make his best endeavour to
come as near to this mark as possible.

It is the usual practice at this time of year to keep the
ewes as cheaply as possible

;
but at the same time it should

not be forgotten, that while it may seem a favourable
opportunity to practise economy, it is nevertheless a very
important period with the ewes. Up to this time they have
maintained their summer condition, but now, from a less
nourishing diet, and colder weather, they begin to lose
flesh. Of this fact a man may be aware; yet he is apt to
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consider the consequences too trifling, and is sometimes

tempted, from short supplies, to withhold the food he

would otherwise deal out liberally. A slight reduction in

condition is not at this period hurtful to ewes, most

shepherds will admit. For some reason or other, breeding

ewes that are kept too well all through winter, and never

allowed to fall off in condition, seldom acquit themselves

so well at lambing time, or bring as strong healthy lambs,

as those that have been slacked a little in winter. This is

a nice point in sheep management, and requires much skill

to bring to a successful issue. But, generally, more harm

is done in the opposite direction, by allowing too much

condition to be lost. When this is the case the final result

is never so satisfactory as might be, and will require heavier

feeding in spring, or else the ewes will be deficient in milk,

and make poor lambs.

When the grass begins to get scant, and there is any fear

of the ewes falling away in condition, they should get

something extra, and it could not possibly be begun at

a better time. Commence gradually, and do not go beyond

what will be kept up, or nearly so. In fact we could not

advise a lowering at all, and would rather choose a smaller

but steady supply all the time. As long as the pastures are

available they will be of great service while the weather

remains open. Keep the ewes spread over the fields as

thinly as possible, and in each division may be placed a

rack, and half a pound of hay allowed to each ewe. With

a small bite of grass this will keep them going along nicely,

but with a bare pasture, or in the event of a storm, in

addition to the hay, half a pound of cake or grain might be

given with advantage. A month on this keep will save a

lot of turnips, and the cost need not be great. As the

season advances and the ewes require a fuller diet, they can

then be given an allowance of turnips. These can either

be carted out to the pastures, or the ewes folded on the
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turnip break for an hour or two daily, or all night if the
turnips are plentiful. Ewes will be quite as healthy netted
on to the turnip land all the time, even if they be only
getting a small share of roots, and besides preventing them
from picking up dirt on bare fields, it will leave the manure
where it is wanted, and the pastures will be earlier in spring
from not being eaten too close in winter. The hay and
grain ration will be subject to the quantity of turnips given,

and their portions may be adjusted accordingly.

It is not uncommon to see ewes put on turnips entirely—
full turnips, as it is termed—for a month or two previous to

lambing time, and although we do not question the result,

—

some do,—it is undoubtedly expensive feeding. But full

turnips are even more expensive in spring, when the tops are

withered and the bulbs are often dry and tasteless. A few
turnips should be given all the time, but there is no
necessity for using them to so great an extent as some do,

and the relative cost of feeding between turnips and
a mixed ration of grain, hay, and turnips, is decidedly in

favour of the latter. A bad turnip year has also proved to

us that the worst results in the lambing fold are not then
obtained; in fact, it is often remarked that when turnips

are plentiful so is the death-rate in the flock. There is no
better winter food for sheep than good sound fresh hay,

and in ordinary years we question if there is any cheaper.
In Canada and Northern States of America large numbers
of sheep are kept, and in most cases they get nothing but
hay the whole winter, or nearly six months, and they thrive

excellently every year. Those who have gone in for ensilage

may bring their ewes equally well through the winter, and
cheaper on silage alone, without either roots or hay.

Bring the ewes forward to the lambing healthy and
hearty. They should not be fat, as there is then some
danger in lambing, and if they are in higher condition than
their pasture is likely to sustain them, they will fall away
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and not nurse so well. Experience has taught us that

although the ewes were put to grass in the best condition,

.even fat, they did not make the lambs so good as we

expected. The reason is plain
;
the ewes were not receiving

the same amount of nourishment from the grass as they had

from hand feeding in winter. If high feeding be practised

at all, it must be continued. Still the ewes must be kept in

good flesh, for if they are lean even worse results will be

obtained, and there is a possibility of overstepping the mark

on either side.

The Lambing Fold.

No other event during the year can in any way compare

with “the lambing” for creating enthusiasm and interest.

Not only is this so with the farmer himself, but with every

workman on the farm
;
and as to the feelings of the shepherd,

his ideas of the affair are at least sincere, if not oftentimes

sacred. It is well this is so, for when all take an interest in

anything, the effect must appear in some way or other. We
do not mean that this man or the other should be allowed to

interfere with the ewes ;
but every shepherd knows the advan-

tage it is to have a man who will, when say carting turnips

to the lambing field, instead of getting his load off all in a

heap the handiest way possible, use his best judgment in

selecting the most sheltered and cleanest part he can find,

and distribute the food carefully and evenly.

Those who have carefully watched and tended their

flocks, and who, at all times, have been careful to provide a

sufficiency of good wholesome food, will every day have

proof of reward for their untiring zeal and liberality
;
whereas

those who have been unattentive, and have grudgingly pro-

vided for them, will probably find the results correspondingly

disappointing. It is not always where we find the most lambs

per hundred ewes that we find the most successful lambing.

It is essential to have numbers, but they must also be good.
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The lambing of the ewes on an arable farm is of the very

greatest importance, and every needful preparation should

be made beforehand. The fold should be on dry ground,

and the site which combines that condition with the best

natural shelter should be chosen. A field sheltered from
the north and east offers the most desirable exposure. It

need not be level
;
in fact an incline is an advantage, the

ground keeps cleaner and sweeter, and on bright days, when
the ewes are apt to roll, there is less danger of their
“ awalding ” than there would be on the level.

Having selected the site, next consider what shelter has
to be provided. The number of the flock must determine
this; but whatever the number may be, there should be
sufficient covered pens to accommodate singly as many
ewes as can possibly lamb on any one day. Temporary
erections, which can be removed as soon as done with for

the season, and be pitched on fresh ground every year, are

found to be in every respect preferable. Some flockmasters

have sustained serious losses through permanent buildings

of this kind, and it is well to diminish the risk as far as

possible by fresh ground and a new construction every year.

Still, since becoming aware of a remedy for the most fatal

of all diseases in the lambing fold, we would not hesitate,

under certain conditions, to erect a permanent building.

Admirable lambing folds can be constructed very readily

by the shepherds, with no other materials than wattled

hurdles and straw. A fold enclosing sufficient space to hold
all the ewes comfortably is first erected. This is done by
setting a double row of hurdles, which are stuffed between
with old straw or litter so bad that the sheep will not

eat it. This will form a complete barricade against the

wind, and a fold with this provision alone would afford a

vast amount of shelter to the sheep. But with a little more
labour covered huts or pens may be formed, at suitable parts,

against these lines of stuffed hurdles. Single hurdles are
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set up transversely within, and on their tops, together with

those of the side hurdles, more wattled hurdles are laid

down flat, and straw laid overhead to form a roof, which

declining from within to without, allows no rainfall to drip

therefrom inside the fold. Thatch is then laid on, and if

the work be well executed, such a place will give every

comfort to the young lambs.

The floors of the pens will be much improved by having

them covered to about six inches deep with burnt clay or

gravel, and if the yard enclosed be raised in the same way the

whole will keep drier and healthier. The yard should also

be made large enough to allow a straw stack to be built in

the centre. This will give a great deal of warmth to the

premises. Everything needs to be kept clean and tidy, and

all the pens and yard well bedded with litter from the stack.

A root store, a small hay shed, a corn-bin, and a comfort-

able hut for the shepherd, are all requisites of the lambing

fold, and these can also be erected so as to give additional

shelter. A number of small feed boxes, suitable for feeding

the ewes in the pens, are also required. A few covered pens

in different corners of the adjacent pastures are also

necessary, for sheltering weak or hungry lambs on stormy

days. Only a single night’s shelter in these side pens is often

the means of fairly setting young lambs on their legs. •

The ewes will have been marked at tupping time for each

week’s lambing, and the first lot should be brought into the

lambing field a day or two previous. At the end of the first

week the second lot of lambers may be brought in
;
and at

the end of the second week all that are left may be brought

in, as all but a few are due to lamb in the third week.

They should have the run of the field during the day, and

be put into the fold during the night, and where the

shepherd can see them as often as necessary, having a

lantern for the purpose. In case of stormy and wet weather

the fold will be a protection by day or night.
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Two shepherds are necessary,—one for the night, and the

other for the day. When the flock does not exceed 300 ewes,

however, one shepherd has generally to suffice. Two men

can take care of 600 ewes, but in stormy weather they will

need the assistance of an active boy to attend to the hungry

lambs needing care out in the fields. A few lambs saved pays

for extra help, and the shepherds, who are already over-

worked, are sometimes unable to give sufficient attention to

everything. The flockmaster ought to make it a matter of

pride that no lamb which once sees daylight shall be lost

through any fault or failure on his part. Every lamb ought

to count one. After the ewe has passed her whole period

of gestation, it is arrant folly to allow the lamb to be lost

through neglect of some little service which could be

rendered in five minutes.

The duties of the shepherd in the lambing fold are un-

ceasing, and demand great skill and attention, both in giving

assistance to the ewes and care in reviving weak lambs.

Whenever a ewe requires assistance in delivery, he must be

there to give it. The experienced man, however, never acts

hurriedly. He gives the ewe ample time for nature to

operate, and only when he suspects that all is not well he

makes an examination. If his fears be groundless, he will

allow the ewe to take her own time
;
but when he discovers

that the presentation is awkward, he must exercise his skill in

putting the head or limb of the lamb into proper position.

There is often difficulty in such cases, and they are also so

various, and often intricate, that long experience only can

teach a man how to act. When a ewe is exhausted from

severe parturition, she is in a very critical condition, and

requires careful nursing for the next few days. She should

be placed in a dry comfortable pen, and have absolute rest.

The lamb, if alive, is put beside her, but if her lamb be dead, as

it not unfrequently happens, the ewe should not be troubled

with another until she is completely recovered in health.
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The hospital pens should never be used for newly lambed
ewes. 1 hey should be kept solely for this special purpose,
and always thoroughly clean. Foul pens are generally the
originators of inflammation, and when once it begins, the
premises should be daily disinfected with a weak solution
of carbolic acid and water, which will usually arrest further
spread of the infection.

Reviving weak lambs is likewise a delicate task. Those
naturally pmny need to be kept in good shelter for some
days, and if their dams have plenty of milk they will soon
get strong. The usual trouble with young lambs is cold
and hunger. A lamb so chilled that the thumb and finger
held on opposite sides of the chest can scarcely detect the
heart-beats, can be restored by an immediate plunge into
blood-warm water. But this should be resorted to only in
desperate cases, for the water is likely to obliterate the scent,
by which alone the ewe recognises her offspring. For the
same reason it is equally dangerous to wrap the lamb in
mal-odorous cloths, and allow it to lie before a fire. It will
probably be a long time in recovering, and the chances are
that the natural scent will be lost; then there will be trouble
in establishing relations again between it and the mother.
Then too the lamb will most likely have to be fed on cow’s
milk, which is the greatest evil that could happen. If at all

possible the lamb should never be removed from its mother.
Carry out soft woollen wraps, well warmed, and wrap it up,
letting the head remain out where the ewe can smell and
lick it when disposed

;
she will thus keep up her acquaint-

ance with it. The sooner some warm milk is given it the
better. The creature may be so chilled that it cannot suck,
yet it may not be advisable to carry it to the fire. Catch
the ewe gently with the crook; lay her on her left side,
yourself being squatted at her back

;
lay the lamb on its

right side
; with the thumb and finger of the left hand hold

the jaws apart, and milk a few drops into the mouth. Still
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holding the jaws apart, rub the throat with a downward

stroke, and it will swallow. If it cannot swallow, it will

probably have to be carried to the kitchen. But try every

expedient before carrying the lamb away from the sight and

touch of its mother. Never give a young lamb more than a

tablespoonful of milk at a time
;
and a teaspoonful every ten

minutes will be more effective still, when life is but a spark.

The number of lambs reared varies considerably. In

untoward seasons, or with bad management, the lambs often

do not exceed 100 per cent, of the ewes. There are

instances in some years where the percentage of lambs

exceeded 160 per cent, on arable sheep farms, while on the

same farms in other seasons only 60 per cent, of Iambs

were reared, the deficiency being caused as much by abor-

tions as by barrenness of ewes. Some breeds are, of course,

more prolific than others
;
but twins, or couples, in the

proportion of one-third to one-half of the ewes, may be

expected where the keep is good and the management

judicious. The following statistics of several different flocks

may be accepted as affording evidence of fairly average re-

sults. In a flock of half-bred ewes the percentage of lambs

is 140; in a small flock of Southdown ewes the number of

lambs is 130; in a larger flock of Oxford Down ewes it is

129 ;
in another large flock of Shropshire ewes it is 145 ;

in

a flock of 500 cross-bred Hampshire ewes it is no; and in

a flock of 600 Southdown ewes the percentage of lambs

reared is 109.

It is well to give the shepherd a bonus of sixpence or a

shilling for every lamb above the number of ewes at weaning

time. This encourages him to do his best to bring the

lambs safely through the most risky period of their lives.

The Lincolnshire Agricultural Society gives prizes to the

shepherds who have reared the largest percentage of lambs

from ewes put to the tup. The prizes are distributed in

three classes :
—A, for shepherds whose flock exceeds 300
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ewes, at least one-fourth of which must be shearlings; B,
for those whose flock has between 150 and 300 ewes

; C,
those whose charge is below 150, but above 40 head.

'

By
far the best percentages are those from flocks of the middle
size

; shewing that, if a shepherd be overtaxed, or have so
small a charge as to lead to his having to follow other em-
ployments, the returns are less than where a man has enough
to occupy his whole time fairly, but no more. The best
returns made in 1885 shew that from a flock of 156 Lin-
colnshire long-wools 244 lambs were reared, while another
flock of 260 ewes had 388 lambs; both very good results,
considering that breed has never been deemed very prolific.
The feeding of the ewes while in the lambing fold is not the

least important matter in leading to success. If they are
short of milk, it is better to feed the ewes on a little grain
than have endless trouble with starving lambs. Yellow
turnips are better for milk than swedes, but they should not
be fed alone. Fewer roots, with a handful of oats and a
little hay, can be fed more economically. The common plan
is to give daily three moderate cartloads of turnips to about
80 ewes. But we have found one cartload of turnips, with
two bushels of oats and 40 lbs. of hay, give equally good
results, and at a less cost. Charging turnips at say 5s. per
load of 10 cwt., oats at 2s. 6d. per bushel, and hay at is. 6d.
per 40 lbs., the mixed ration costs 3 s. 6d. per day less than
the full turnip ration, and this on 80 ewes is a saving of
nearly 3-|d. per ewe per week.

\\ hen the lambing is over, and the ewes dispersed into
different fields, the hand feeding must be kept up until they
have a full bite of grass.

Let us now add that nothing is more conducive to a
successful lambing than a good shepherd. And we can say
this of those of our acquaintance, that, compared with other
agricultural labourers, they stand a head and shoulders
above their fellows for intelligence and faithfulness of trust.
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Management of Ewes and Lambs.

The management of ewes and lambs differs very much,

according to the time of the lambing and the climate and

food supply of the district. On the hills in the north, for

example, the ewes and lambs never get a change of pasture,

and rarely or never any extra feeding. On the arable lands

in the same districts the management is still very simple,

owing as a rule to the small variety in the crops to be fed.

The lambs begin to arrive while there are a few turnips still

on hand, and when the last of these are consumed there is

seldom any choice of sheep keep, except perhaps between

first year’s grass seeds and second or third year’s grass.

The seeds in the north consist largely of rye-grass, and the

younger they are the earlier the spring growth, and the

more esteemed they are for ewes and lambs. As the first

year’s seeds are not enough for the entire flock, it is

customary to put the “ couples ” into them, and the ewes

with the single lambs go upon the older grasses. Meadow
grass, though quite as early as first year’s seeds, is usually

too scarce in such districts, where the flocks are large, to

count for much. When the spring is late and the grass

backward, the only resource open to the northern farmer

under these circumstances is to give corn or cake to the

ewes and lambs on the pastures.

Very different is the practice of the southern farmer. He
would think he was badly placed indeed if he had only the

choice of turnips or grass to produce early and fat lambs
upon. Although the lambing time is earlier with him than

it is in the north, he takes care to provide a nice piece of

winter rye or barley for the ewes to turn upon, long before

the turnips are finished, and long before there is a bite of

young grass even. The rye is soon followed by trifolium,

vetches, cabbage, &c., and by the cultivation of the two
latter only, no sheep farmer in any part of Britain need ever
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be in want of good keep for his flock at any season of the

year.

When the spring is a forward one, turnips are worth little

for ewes and lambs after the middle of April, before which

time the rye or other green food .
should be available. In

open seasons the rye will indeed often afford a good bite

early in February, in which case the blade should be eaten

down, and a second growth will be ready to feed in April.

Toward the end of April or beginning of May the winter

vetches or tares will be fit for feeding, and by the time the

tares are eaten off the trifolium, clover, sainfoin, &c., will

be ready to receive the flock.

In a late spring it may happen that the turnips are all

consumed, and also the first bite of rye, before there is any

feed of vetches or clover. Under such circumstances the

grass on the water - meadows or marshes, if the farm be

fortunate enough to possess any, will be of the most signal

value, and will indeed often afford a good bite to a sheep

at the beginning of April. Where there are no water-

meadows on the farm, it is a prudent measure, against a

backward spring, to have in reserve a winter-hained old

pasture, which the ewes and lambs can fall back on. Some-

times a forward piece of wheat may be fed down with

advantage, and will help to lengthen out a supply of green

food until the vetches or a second bite of rye is ready.

Then by shifting from one to another of these, the lambs

may be carried forward in good condition in the most

backward of seasons. It is management of this sort that

shews the good farmer. A resort to corn and cake in such

circumstances is no doubt possible, but that means a

heavy expense, which a better manager would try to avoid,

while yet keeping his sheep well.

When folded on turnips the lambs should be allowed a

pen ahead of the ewes, so that they may have the first

nibble at the fresh tops. This is easily accomplished by
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bringing into use one or more “ creeps.” It is indispensable

to the prosperity of a breeding flock that the ewes, during

the time of suckling, should be kept in a healthy and
thriving state. For this purpose they should be thinly

stocked on the sweetest and best suckling pastures the farm
will afford

;
but by no means selecting the most fattening

pastures, as in such case they will accumulate fat, and
decrease in their milking properties. The lambs will, if

thus thinly stocked, have room to roam about in search of

such varieties of food, or of such natural grasses, as instinct

appears to direct them to, for their better sustenance
;
at

all events we know that the more pasture-room lambs have
to roam over, the better they thrive.

The ewes should be shorn before the middle of June.

This will cause both ewe and lamb for a short time to

improve fast in condition. The ewe, having no fleece to

support, will yield more and richer milk, and will also add
to her own fattening considerably. As this proceeds her

milk will slightly decrease, and it will soon become desirable,

and may be sufficiently evident, that the time for weaning
has arrived. The lamb, which will now be larger and
require more milk, will be constantly teasing the ewe, and
abstracting every drop of milk from her udder. This con-

stant application, and consequent drawing of the udder, will

begin to shew detrimentally on the ewes; and it then

becomes requisite, and in accordance with good manage-
ment, to wean the lamb immediately, for which contingency
every good breeder will have made provision.

We have previously referred to the variable percentage of
lambs reared, but a high percentage in mere numbers is

not everything. A fair crop of good lambs is better than a

larger number of inferior ones. The latter are not only

worth less relatively to begin with, but are more subject to

misfortunes and diseases of every kind, and all the care and
trouble which it is possible to bestow upon them will never
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succeed in making them good lambs. They are a loss in

every way, as a rule, from first to last, and the sooner they

are off the land generally the better.

In taking note of the percentage of lambs, let it be

remembered, however, that many discrepant returns might

be reconciled were a uniform system of reckoning to be

adopted. Thus while some flockmasters count all the

lambs dropped, others reckon only the number of lambs

castrated and tailed, while others again do not take stock of

their lambs at all till they come to be weaned. Now it is

unquestionable that a very large percentage of lambs die

before the time of weaning arrives, and that even in the

best managed flocks and under the most favoured circum-

stances. What must this loss then amount to under adverse

circumstances and bad management ? Speaking generally,

and for all classes of farmers, we do not suppose it can be

put at less than io per cent. This loss, be it recollected,

occurs within a period of three or four months, and is not

on the whole year. The death-rate amongst young lambs

is greater than among sheep of any other age, and it is

greater amongst hoggets than amongst old sheep. In the

absence of statistics the actual loss cannot of course be

arrived at. If however we are nearly right in assuming

the average loss of lambs before weaning to be to per cent.,

which is well within the mark, then the average loss of tegs

or hoggets between weaning and first shearing will be about

7 per cent.
;
of one-shear sheep, 6 per cent. ;

of two-shear

sheep, 5 per cent.
;
and of three and four-shear sheep, 4 per

cent. Occasionally the loss of old sheep does not exceed 1

or 2 per cent., but that is rare, and generally greatly below

the average, even in the best seasons.

The difficulty with lambs in most cases begins with over-

stocking. Any one who has tried it knows that a good lamb

cannot be raised where this is practised. Not only is there

a greater “tail” among the lambs, but the death rate is
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higher. “ Over-sheeped ” land has become too common in

some parts of late years, and has shewn itself in nothing

more clearly than in its effects upon lambs.

There is also much wet-bottomed land in various parts of

the country, which is ill suited for rearing lambs. On these

lands the lambs, whether store or fattening, are sure to go

wrong unless they are skilfully managed. The only safety,

and the only chance of rearing good lambs in such cases,

lies in thin stocking, and giving a liberal supply of dry

nourishing food. Even store ewes and lambs will require

half a pound of corn or cake per head daily to keep them

right on such lands.

To the flockmaster no earthly scene can bring more joy,

or tune his thoughts to sweeter satisfaction, than to see his

lambs at play. Neither is it altogether this show of sportive-

ness in the young flock that brings him all the pleasure.

It is the fact of knowing the food he has provided for them

is being put to good use ;
that his labour and expense has

not been in vain; that their well-doing means his prosperity.

A prettier sight one cannot see

Than lambs at play round rock or tree ;

Their gambols tell of buoyant health,

Of thrift, of growth, and future wealth.

There is, however, another side to the picture, where we

see “lambs at work,” aye, and hard at work, with not a

moment to spare, busy all day nibbling at the scant and

withered blade, trying their very best to keep life and limb

together.

Their lambkin life is doomed to toil,

By some hard master of the soil,

Who neither feeds his land nor stock,

Nor tends with care the bleating flock.

A thrifty lamb means money, a poor starved thing money
thrown away. Who can take pleasure in pallie scrubs or

even penny murts? Years ago a certain individual con-

F
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ceived the bright idea of teaching his horse to live on a

straw a-day
;
but alas ! the pony died before completing its

education. This is not the age of chance or happy-go-lucky

golden sheep days
;
these times are gone, but they have left

us in possession of the knowledge that he who would keep

sheep must keep them if he would have them keep him.

Thus lambs that play the rent will pay,

Ancl fatter grow from day to day

;

But he that grudgeth lambs their keep,

Will lose his all, and curse the sheep.

Rearing Early Fat Lambs.

In certain districts rearing early lamb is extensively prac-

tised. In the south and west of England, and on arable

farms in the neighbourhood of larger towns, the date of the

lambing is a mere question of management,—-where the

climate is favourable for winter cropping and the production

of early spring food, and where provision can otherwise be

made for tiding the flock safely through the early spring

months. In Devon and Wilts there are numerous sunny

glades and warm sheltered vales where, assisted by the hot

vapours of the Gulf Stream wafted across the Atlantic by

south-western breezes, the grass is ever green. This is

probably the leading reason why it is considered in this part

of the kingdom, that lambing and the New-year should

commence concurrently, or at least fall tolerably close

together. Many, however, do not wait for the balmy breezes,

and have their lambing, or yeaning, take place at a much

earlier period. In Dorset and the Isle of Wight lambs are

looked for in September, and are fit for the butchers by

Christmas.

All breeds are not equally fitted for rearing early lambs.

The Dorset Horns have long been pre-eminent for this pur-

pose, but latterly the Hampshire Downs have come into

repute. Nor can all the art of the flockmaster avail in im-
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parting this valuable characteristic to any other breed

;

neither are there any other ewes capable of forcing their

progeny so quickly into the market for slaughtering; nor are

these propensities the consequence of any local circum-

stances, influenced, as may be supposed, by rich, stimulating

food. In all situations these two varieties will be found to

drop their lambs three months before any other breed, pro-

duce a great number of twins, and yield a more abundant

supply of milk
;
and it is no uncommon occurrence for a

flock of Dorset ewes to produce two crops of lambs in one
year,—but the practice is not to be recommended, as nature

becomes the sooner exhausted, and the value of the ewe
consequently deteriorated.

Formerly there was no choice between “ house lamb ”

and “grass lamb,” but now the earliest fat lambs go to

market long before the grass comes, and yet the old house

lamb system is pretty much abandoned. With artificial food

at command, and with a greater variety of root and green

crops available for cultivation, the possibilities in the direc-

tion of open-air feeding have correspondingly increased. It

is not implied that on the whole the most artificial system

pays best. Grass-fed lambs usually make capital prices
; as

much as 57s. 6d., and even 60s. each sometimes, when they

have had some artificial food on the grass. Each lamb com-
monly sells at from 9d. to rod. per lb. live weight, while Christ-

mas lamb not unfrequently makes is. or more per lb. These
prices are all the very highest that can be obtained, but

whether they leave a satisfactory margin to the feeder entirely

depends on the cost of production. There can be no doubt,

however, but that lambs of these ages make a large quantity

of meat in the shortest time possible
;
and if the ewes can be

cheaply maintained during the remainder of the year, there

ought to be at least a fair profit from the transaction. Fatting

the ewes along with the lambs would seem to be the surest

mode of receiving a full return for food consumed, but we
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still think a good deal might be made from a “ ewe dairy
”

after the lambs are weaned. This point is noticed under

ewe milking.

To be successful in rearing fat lambs for Easter or earlier,

it is obvious that a proportional quantity of winter cabbage,

rape, carrot, rye, &c., in addition to the usual mangolds,

must be provided. It is of no use to have young lambs so

early in the season unless abundance of succulent food of

some kind can be depended on, otherwise their dams would

give little milk, and the lambkins themselves, when big

enough to eat a little solid food, would famish, there being

none to partake of. The water-meadows of the south-

western chalk country are in many parts the source of food

supply upon which large finely matured lambs are reared,

the small streams which trickle through the valleys being

utilised for this purpose. Most of the large farms have a

few acres of such land, the advantage of which enables them

to depend on a crop of fresh succulent grass, even in the

depth of winter, at a very small cost. On dry land, how-

ever, quite as good succulent feeding can be obtained by

cultivating thousand-headed kale. The value of this plant

is only slightly known to sheep farmers as yet, but one

extensive breeder of Hampshire rams in Kent finds that by

growing it largely he can afford to bring his ewes to yean as

early as those who have water-meadows to fall back upon.

In feeding kale it should never be allowed to grow sticky and

hard before being consumed. When it is fed down close to

the ground ere becoming too much advanced, the plants will

sprout again, which prevents any waste and trouble in

carting such from the ground. Vetches and trifolium may

come in between the rye and the grass for ewes and lambs

after Easter.

To fatten lambs rapidly, the utmost care must be given to

their feeding. When folded on green crops they should feed

in advance of the ewes, by having “ creeps ” provided,
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with space between the rounds to allow the lambs to pass

through freely, without being sufficiently wide to admit the

ewes. Feeding should commence as soon as the shepherd

can see in the morning, giving hay first to both lambs and

ewes
;
after which the troughs may be filled with cut roots,

taking care to have them cut finest for the lambs, which is

done by passing them twice through the cutter, a plan which

reduces the food into a state which the lambs can readily

consume, and induces them to eat at the earliest period,

without loss of time and without waste. After the roots

have been fed, a supply of oil cake and peas should be

given, the ewes getting nearly one pound each, and the lambs

just as much as they will eat up clean. The troughs should

in all cases be made with a cross section, to prevent the

lambs from getting into them with their feet, or dropping

the food on to the ground, and the cake should be broken a

suitable size not too big for them to chew easily. Feeding

should be done three times a day, and great regularity

observed in the attendance. The ewe lambs may be kept

separate from the rams, and the couples favoured with a

better dietary if possible. At a month old the ram lambs

should be castrated.

Weaning.

To keep the lambs improving after taking them from the

ewes is the problem of weaning. The ewes in their natural

and free state would continue to suckle the lambs for about

nine months in the year. Experience has shown, however,

that the amount of nourishment so given is not equal to

what can be supplied in a cheaper form, and that the cost,

or drain on the condition of the ewes, is greater than the

benefit derived from the lambs. Whether the lambs be

intended for immediate sale or further keep makes little

difference as regards the economy of nursing
;
keeping up

the condition of the ewes is an important consideration in
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either case. The state of the market, as well as the supply

of food, are also important factors in determining the date

of weaning. There are buyers for all lambs in their season,

and weaning, as a rule, goes on during several months.

When the lambs are strong and healthy at weaning time,

it is a sign they have been well nursed, and will require keep

in proportion. Poor, ill-nursed lambs will not require so

much food, nor as rich, to keep them progressing. Inferior

lambs have been reared on inferior food, so that what would

be sufficient to improve them after weaning, may be alto-

gether inadequate to maintain condition in better lambs-

This shews us that, whatever may have been the condition

of the keep previously, we must improve on it after weaning if

the lambs are to be successfully managed. It does not pay

to let lambs fall off in condition after weaning. Every

sheepman will grant this, yet it is surprising how little it is

guarded against in actual practice. Neither lambs nor any

other young stock can be profitably kept at only sustenance

point,—they must be kept gaining in flesh and weight, or they

will not leave a profit for the food consumed.

When lambs are weaned, they should be put on a clean pas-

ture, where no other stock has been very recently, and where

they can get a full clean bite. They must have clean pasture,

and plenty of it; yet it must not be too rich, for fear of

bringing on scour. Young shoots of grasses and clovers, on

land that has been previously folded and allowed to freshen

up, are particularly to be avoided. This second growth of

grass, from the droppings of previous stock on the same

land, often harbours the germs of various diseases, and par-

ticularly those of filaria and tapeworm. A change of pasture

every three or four days will do much to keep the lambs

healthy
;
and nice clean old pasture is preferable to better-

looking young seeds, if they have been previously heavily

stocked. When grain or cake is fed to lambs there is less

danger of disease, and they can with greater safety be put
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on succulent food. Plenty of good clean water, easy of

access, is also very essential for lambs newly weaned.

Wintering and Fattening Hoggets.

Lambs intended for fattening purposes should be good to

commence with after weaning, and they should be carried

right along by box-feeding. A quarter of a pound of grain

or cake and bran per head daily will take the place of the

ewe’s milk, and will easily repay the expense by the con-

tinued growth in the lambs. Frequent changes of green

fodder and a daily supply of dry food is the right material

for making fat hoggets. Keep them improving all the time,

and never give them more than will do them good.

When tegs or hoggets come to be put on roots it should

be before the grass gets too bare, beginning with white

turnip, to be followed by yellow turnip, swedes, or mangold,

as the case may be. Roots should never be fed before they

are matured, but where it cannot possibly be avoided,

their insipidity can be remedied by pulling them a few days

in advance of the sheep. In teaching them to eat turnips,

a break, in size suitable to the number of sheep, should be

netted or hurdled off, and the hoggets put on the turnip for

several hours daily, and in a few days all will have learned

to eat; but until they get accustomed to them they are

better not to get full turnips for the first fourteen days; after

that they may be netted on where the turnips grow, and

have as many as they can eat. 1 hey should also have hay

in racks. The size of the breaks should be caculated to

serve a week or ten days at longest ;
but in the event of a

hard frost, they should only have what they can eat daily,

shifting the nets or hurdles every morning, the shepherd

picking up the shells in the afternoon. In this way there is

no waste, and the hoggets do better in such weather than

on a larger break.

These remarks apply to store hoggets, and to fattening
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hoggets as well, during the first fourteen days
;
but for the

latter, after that time, the turnips should be cut and put in

boxes, being stored previously and protected from frost.

Assuming they have since weaning been fed on cake or

corn, this feeding must still be continued, and the quantity

increased,—say, from A lb. linseed cake daily when put on

turnips, they should now have added to that -j lb. of Indian

corn, oats, or, what is better, peas, and the mixture

increased gradually, until at the finish they are getting

from i to 1 1 lbs. daily, along with as much hay as they can

eat. If this system is properly carried out, the hoggets will

be prime fat by Christmas, or they may be carried on to the

end ofMarch if thought desirable, and shorn before being sold.

As regards store hoggets, after being folded on turnips

as above described, they begin to lose their teeth about

February, when they too should have their turnips cut and

put in boxes, taking care this is done before they suffer

from the loss of teeth. Store hoggets should always have a

part of hay along with their root, but it may not be advis-

able to allow them any grain until the spring, when half a

pound of oats and linseed cake will be a decided advantage

in keeping them healthy and growthy at a time when there is

comparatively little nourishment in the roots. When a full bite

of grass can be had, the corn may be gradually discontinued.

Feeding in Yards.

Shed or yard feeding is now much practised in winter,

and with considerable advantage when extra feeding is to

be given
;
but the system requires a great deal of attention.

It will, however, in all probability become quite general on

clay-land farms, when green forage crops converted into

ensilage take the place of roots. On such farms the diffi-

culty in keeping sheep is on account of poaching the land,

by feeding them over the roots or other crops grown
;
but

now since ensilage has given such satisfactory results, it is
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with every reason of feasibility that growing green crops and

shed feeding may be practised. In exposed situations, too,

there is little doubt but that shed feeding might be carried

out beneficially. In the course of a year a tremendous

waste occurs from the sheep being exposed to the severity

of the weather, and the economy of feeding must be greatly

improved by sheltering such sheep as are intended for the

butcher. Exposure to a single storm will consume enough

feed for fuel to add several pounds’ weight, and with sheep,

as well as all other animals, one step backward is harder to

recover than to take a dozen steps forward. A fatting

sheep in the open field will gain several pounds weekly in

dry weather, while in bad weather it will not gain at all,

however well it may be fed. The loss which may thus

occur in a single week in a large flock, is far more than is

required to provide artificial shelter for the whole of the sheep.

The following is the theory of this subject, and in the

whole compass of the art there could not be a more satis-

factory instance of scientific explanation :
—“ One hundred

sheep in the turnip field during the four winter months

from November to February will inhale about 1,400,000

cubic feet of air at an average temperature of perhaps 38 ,

weighing therefore 100,000 lbs., which will burn within

them about 6000 lbs. of carbon, corresponding to 100,000

lbs. of turnips, or 40 per cent, of their whole consumption,

and thus maintain the heat of their bodies. Now if this

heat was maintained artificially, or, to speak within bounds,

if the waste of it by excessive external cold were diminished

by shelter against wintry winds, the necessity for this

enormous loss by combustion within the lungs of these

animals would also be diminished, and a great saving of

food would follow. And not only the necessity, but the

possibility also, of so great a consumption would be avoided;

for as shelter and confinement produce warmth, they will

rarify the air breathed
;
and even supposing the animals to
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inhale an equal bulk of it, this will no longer represent an
equal weight, or a quantity of equal ability to burn up the

food they consume.”

It is, at the same time, perfectly possible to injure sheep
by too much shelter. There is no animal stands crowding
in sheds worse than sheep. In fact they had ten times

rather be exposed to the very worst storms than huddled up
in a close shed, where they have neither room to breathe

freely, to exercise, nor to lie down comfortably. If they are

closely confined in an ill-ventilated shed over night, with

no room to move about in during the day, they will make
slow progress in fatting. All the shelter that a sheep requires

is protection from rain and cold winds, and a partial shelter

is to be preferred to one where the sheep would be crowded.

For fatting sheep it is best to have their shelters portable, so

that they may be shifted when required, although in some
situations permanent erections may be constructed. There
are now so many light roofing materials,—such as the Wil-

lesden roofing paper, galvanised iron sheeting, &c.,—that a

comparative light framework is needed. The sides may
either be weather boarded, or covered with iron sheeting.

Where other materials are wanting, nothing is more suitable

for sheep than thatched hurdles. All that is needed is to

make a close fence of the hurdles, behind which the sheep

and lambs can find shelter. A lean-to-hurdle against a side

wall or fence will sometimes be the best plan
;
and another

plan is to set up two or more rows of vertical hurdles, the

rows four or five feet apart, and lay others horizontally on
the top of them to form a roof. If a more permanent erec-

tion is required, it may still be covered with straw. A straw

covered roof, however, requires a sharp pitch to prevent

leaking. But thatching is understood by most farm labour-

ers, and the principles upon which good work depends are so

simple, that any handy man will make a light roof after a

little experience. There are several methods of using straw
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to form the sides or walls of the sheds. A convenient way,

when the shelter is not intended to be portable, is to set

upright poles about eight inches apart, and draw wisps of

straw round each, so that both ends of the wisp shall be out-

side. It is best to lay these in horizontal courses, and beat

down each course as it is laid, keeping it uniform and tight.

As the filling-in with straw progresses, there may be a split

pole woven in, once in three feet or so, to hold the uprights

in place. The straw has finally to be raked down on the

outside, as as to shed rain well. The inner side is quite

even, and it may be sprinkled with mud if there is danger of

the animals pulling out the straw to eat.

For the accommodation of a hundred sheep, a shed sixty

feet long and eight feet wide, with a yard at least four times

that size, must be provided. The yard and sheds should be

divided, by a railing four feet high, into five compartments,

so as to separate the sheep into lots of twenty. Troughs for

ensilage or roots should be placed in the yards, and boxes

and racks for corn, cake, or hay should be fitted up around

the outside walls, and the floors of the sheds should be kept

well bedded with plenty of dry straw. Keep the shelters

clean. Of all farm animals sheep are, perhaps, the most

quickly and seriously injured by filth, which cannot be in

a situation worse for sheep than in their shelters. If manure

is allowed to accumulate therein, it will get into the cleft of

the foot and produce scald
;
and while scald may not pro-

gress into foot-rot, it at least favours it. Clean out the

manure every morning, and bed liberally. It is no economy

to be sparing of bedding in the shelters.

A flock of one hundred sheep in the yard will nearly

occupy a lad’s whole time, as if turnips are fed they must all

be cut, and carried to the troughs. In feeding, the sheep

should only get as much food as they will eat up clean, and

no more. As soon as they have done feeding, the troughs

should be swept out and kept fresh for the next feeding time.
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The food should always be given at stated hours. Feed at
a certain hour, and then stick to that time; for where feed-
ing is done regularly, you can go among them, and the
sheep will not pay any attention to you until the feeding
hour. 1 he allowance of cake or grain may vary from £ to
io- lb. per head per day

;
half the quantity to be given in the

morning, and while they are eating it the keeper should be
filling the troughs with what green food they are getting, and
during the time the sheep are feeding he should clean out
the sheds. The fresh hay should be put in the racks, and
their water attended to. To feed successfully, sheep should
have water accessible at all times. The fold should then be
closed, and the animals left in quietness till the next feeding
time, which should be about noon. The second allowance
of cake or corn should now be given, and turnips to follow,—
adopting the same process as in the morning. They should
again be fed late in the afternoon, with fresh hay, and their
boxes left full for the night. Quiet and rest are the two grand
requisites in yard feeding, with regularity and cleanliness.
Sheep versus cattle have not unfrequently been tried in yards

during such times as when the lung plague was prevalent,
and many found sheep quite as profitable as cattle, kept in
the very same yards. Six lambs will tread down as much
straw, and make it into as good manure, as a full sized two-
year-old bullock. One acre of roots, an average crop, will
fatten twenty-five lambs; old sheep would consume more,
and twenty per acre wrould be a fair estimate,—that is,

when the roots are cut and fed in boxes, and the sheep
receiving in addition an allowance of cake or grain.

HILL FARMING.
Hill grazings are of a most variable character

; still they
can generally be classed under two heads,—soft land, and
hard land. The former produces the heaviest and most
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valuable sheep, and carries a greater number of them, the

soil in most cases being composed of deep clay, moss or

peat, and bog land
;
the latter consists generally of a more

variable soil, patches of light, rocky, and heathery land

alternating with a limited quantity of peat and bog. Pro-

vided this land be not overstocked, it makes equally as

well-conditioned sheep as the former, though not so heavy.

Good deep soils are the best and most healthy. There is

a great deal of hill-land which has only a few inches of soil

overlying a subsoil of a different nature
;

that sort of land,

with a hard wet bottom, always makes an inferior sheep.

Not two grazings are alike. They may be found of the

same size, the same altitude, and the same rent; but two

farms with the same mixture of soils and grasses, the same

exposure, and the same situation, are not in existence.

Again, there are many farms that can produce sheep of

equal quality with similar management, although some of

them would appear vastly superior to the other. It is on

these points that many are deluded, especially those who

are not thoroughly acquainted, from experience, with all the

different situations, soils, and grasses most suitable for sheep,

in offering rents for such farms. Sheep of all kinds do best

with a mixed pasture
;
but the health, the size, the quality,

and the number of sheep the land is capable of carrying, all

depend upon the nature of the soil.

The time of entry to hill farms is at the Whitsunday term.

In most cases the ingoing tenant takes the stock on the

farm at valuation, otherwise it is sold by auction. Hill

stocks should always be fixtures on the farm. The sheep

having been bred and reared upon the ground for many

generations, are perfectly acclimatised and domiciled, so

that they know their heaf, and will not wander therefrom.

Bringing strange sheep on to new ground is surrounded with

many dangers. They may not have been accustomed with

the same kind of soil and pasture, and when such is the case
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are very liable to disease and death. It is very seldom
sheep can be moved from one hill farm to another with
success. They do not know the ground, and there being
usually few or no fences to confine them, they are liable to

wander
; and from being unsettled in their feeding, it is not

to be expected that they will thrive so well as those

acquainted with their heaf. The transference of hill stocks

by valuation has very many favourable aspects. It enables
the outgoing tenant to get a cheap and quick sale of all his

stock, and the ingoing tenant has an equal advantage in

getting a full stock of all the appropriate ages, and is thus
saved much trouble in securing others from a distance,

which in most cases he would fail to accomplish, at least

satisfactorily.

It is questioned whether Whitsunday term is the most
favourable time to enter a hill farm. At that term the
incomer takes possession when the largest amount of capital

is required. He is obliged to take not only the stock ewes,

but the whole cast of the farm for that year, which he had
no hand in producing, and has to pay for what he may
probably never realize. The farm may happen to be under-
stocked or over-stocked, and the period of most sickness

and death in the flock immediately follows. But the
greatest objection to a Whitsunday entry and valuation, lies

in the impossibility of correctly judging what the price of
sheep and wool will be the following summer. At that

time there are no public sales for that description of stock,

and the arbiters have to take a retrospective as well as a
prospective view to guide them in their decisions. These,
methods of arriving at a conclusion have in so many cases

proved unsatisfactory, that a change from Whitsunday to

Martinmas entry is being strongly advocated by many hill

farmers.

At the Teviotdale Farmers’ Club, February 1886, Mr
James Oliver, auctioneer, read a most interesting paper on
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this subject. To prove his case, Mr Oliver gave sixty-seven

valuations, extending over the past ten years
;
and basing his

calculations on these and the average prices at the autumn

sales for the same number of years, he shewed that the

Whitsunday valuations have been 17 per cent., or 10s.

a-head, too high. As no one enjoys greater facilities for

arriving at a right estimate of the facts in question than Mr

Oliver, his figures are most valuable, and worth preserving.

They give a complete history financially of hill sheep

farming during the last ten years, and are as follows :
—

No. 1.—Valuation of Cheviot stock at Whitsunday for

ten years from 1876 to 1885 :
—

1876.

Shaws, Ettrick ...

Ewes and Lambs.

55/-

Ewe Hoggs.

35/"

Falnash 59/- 43/6

Penchrise 60/- 45/-

Limeycleuch ... 55/- ... ... 36/-

Nether Cassock ... 63/- 44/-

Tinnis ... 52/- ... 38/-

Leithen Hall 55/6 32/-

Whinshiels, Hutton 59/- 4 i/-

Average 57/3S ••• 39/35

Wester Essenside

1877.

50/6 .... 38/-

Kirkstead 49/- 36/-

Stewartshiels 55/3 35/-

Craikhope 54/- 37/-

Stiddrig ... 56/- 33/6

Average 52/nt ••• - 35/i°f

Raeshaw

1878.

53/- ... 38/-

Caplefoot ... 58/6 - 39/9

Hyndhope, Ettrick ... 58/- ••• 41/-

Do. do. 52/- 41/-

Average 55/4* - 39/9
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1879.

Ewes and Lambs. Ewe Hoggs.

Catslackburn Si/- 36/-

Dryhope 53/- 39/-

Lewishope 5°/- ... 36/-

Mosspebble S°/- ... 36/6
Twiglees 53/- 37/-
Lyneholm 5°/- ... 36/6

Billholm 49/6 35 /“

Weslerkirkmains 52/6 ... 38/-

Average ... 5 i/i 4 ... 36/9

1880.

Carlenrig 47/- 35/-
Cossarshill 48/6 30/-

Chaplehope 49/- 33/-
Barraburn ... 51/- ... 35/6
Cottonshope, Burn foot 49/- 33/-
West Redder 47/6 30/-

Plashetts ... 48/6 ... 33/-
Phaup ... ... 46/6 ... 37/-

Average 48/3$ - 33/35

1881.

Bush (ewes) ... 48/6 ... 34/-

Gilmanscleuch ... 57/6 37/-

Singlee 54/6 39/-

Waterhead ... 51/- 33/-

Bumfoot (ewes) ... 55/6 39/6
Annleshope 55/- 42/-
Whitslacle 54/6 39/-
Ramsaycleuch 55 /- 39/6

Average 53/2i ••• 37/io4

1882.

Wauchope 59/6 44/-
Gorrenberry 59/- 42/-
Braidlee, Roberton 57/6 42/-
Woodburn, Roberton ... 56/- ... 41/6
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1882.

Ewes and Lambs.

Thirlestanehope ... • 54/6 .

Midgehope 59/-

Lyneholm 55/6

Blough ... 56/-

Longbedholm 57/- •

Average 57/iJ

1883.

Arkleton • 69/-

Roan ... 60/-

Braidlee, Liddesdale 66/-

Netlier Stennieswater 64/6

Granton, Moffat ... • 67/-

Gubhill, Closeburn 60/-

Average 64/5

1884.

Hyndhope, Ettrick 57/9

Lewinshope 55/-

Chanlockfoot 66/-

Roundstonefoot, Moffat . 52/-

Sailfoot, Moffat ... .. 56/-

Average .. 56/11

iss 5 .

Burnmouth 46/-

Borthwickbrae, Burnfoot 46/6

Renneburn 45/-

Moss fern 49/3

Dalpeddar .. 48/6

Whilecleuch 51/-

Average 47/74

67 valuations—average over

the whole ten years 54/4

i°5

Ewe Hoggs.

39/6

42/-

37/-

38/-

40/-

40/8

46/6

40/-

43/6

44/6

46/-

38/6

43/2

37/9

39/-

4°/-

34/-

34/9

37/

30/-

34/6

33/-

36/-

35/-

37/-

34/3

37/io

G
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No. 2.—Averages struck by the Teviotdale Farmers’ Club
for ten years from 1876 to 1885 :

—

Year. Top
Wedder
Lambs.

Second
Wedder
Lambs.

Mid Ewe
Lambs.

Shot
E. andW.
Lambs.

Draft
Ewes.

Wool per
Stone of

24 lbs.

1S76

1877
187s

1879
isso
1881

1SS2

1883
18S4
1885

Average

13/6

14/9
15/6

13/6

13/9

0/6
19/6
20/-

13/9
12/-

9/9
10/9

12/6

8/9
10/6

10/9
1 7 /-

16/-

10/-

s/-

21/6

21/6

18/6

1 5/-

14/3

19/9
21/3

22/9

15/9
12/6

SI-

716
10/6

3/6

8/9
81-

13/6
11/-

«/-

5/-

33/3
31/6

37/-
21/6

31/-

30/6
42/-

38/9
29/6

18/9

29/-
29/-

29/6

19/9

27/6
22/-

20/3

19/-

18/6

17/6

is/- 1 i/S 1S/3 8/44 31/44 23/24

Following the example of Mr Oliver, Howpasley, in his
paper with regard to the rent of hill farms, read to the club
on 1st October 1881, I suppose a farm with a holding of
1000 sheep at Martinmas, consisting of 890 ewes from one
to five years old and 210 ewe hoggs, and deducting 13 per
cent, from the hoggs and 7 per cent, over the whole flock
for deaths, there remain for delivery at Whitsunday 747ewes and gimmers with 598 lambs (being 80 per cent.) and
183 hoggs. On this data, and on the averages of Whitsun-
day valuations and of autumn sales, my calculations are
based. I he eild sheep are made 7s. a head less than the
ewes and lambs, and the shots in each class one-third less
than the tops.

.

No
- 3-—Value of a Cheviot stock at Whitsunday, accord-

ing to the average of the last ten years, there being to
deliver, after deducting deaths, 747 ewes with 598 lambs
and 183 ewe hoggs :

—
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568 Ewes and lambs at 54/4

39 Shots at 36/3 ...

170 Ewe hoggs at 37/10

13 Shots at 25/3...

138 Eild ewes and gimmers at 47/4 ...

II Shots at 31/6 ...

107

.../I543 1 4

54 7 6

321 11 8

16 S 3

326 12 o

17 6 6

£2277 7 3

Returns from the above stock, and value thereof at

Martinmas

:

—
200 Top wedder lambs at 1 5/—

66 Second wedder lambs at 1 1/5

60 Mid ewe lambs at 18/3 ...

62 Small ewe an 1 wedder lambs at 8/44

130 Draft ewes-at 31/4^

10 Shot ewes at 21/-

138 Stones of wool (34 lbs. per fleece) at 23/24

Amount of gross returns

£150 o o

37 13 6

44 15 0

25 19 3

203 18 9
10 10 o

160 2 9

• ^642 19 3

Charges.

Herding for half year, 84 per cent. ... ^26 15 9

Marketing, 24 per cent ...
16 1 5

Taxes 7 10 °

Half-year’s rent, at rate of 8 per cent, per annum 200 o o
250 7 2

£392 12 I

Value of Stock at Martinmas.

790 Ewes and gimmers at 34/44 »
being 3/-

a head more than the drafts, allowing

for the different ages at 5/—, 4/-1 3h>

2/-, and 1 /— ... ••• ••• •£ i 357 0

210 Ewe hoggs, allowing 6/— a head more

than the mid ewe lambs, at 24/3 254 12 6

^2005 o 10
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Cost of Stock at Whitsunday
Autumn returns and valuation at Martinmas

* o
rate of io per cent per annum

Deficiency

... £2279 7 3

... 2005 0 IO

£274 6 5

,
at

... 113 19 4

... £388 S 9

This shews that the valuations for the last ten years,
without interest, have been 12^ per cent, too high, and add-
ing interest as above 17 per cent.

—

Note. Credit has been
given for every ewe and lamb delivered, but the discount of
6d. p.p. generally allowed will cover any deaths from Whit-
sunday to Martinmas.

No. 4.—Losses sustained in the first six months by those
who entered farms 1884 and 1885 :

—
1884.

Cost of Stock at Whitsunday.

568 Ewes and lambs at 56/2 ... ... •.^1595 2 8
30 Sheep at 35/6 S3 S o
160 Ewe hoggs at 37/1 ... ... ... ... 3I5 4 2
13 Shots at 24/9 ... ... ... ... ... l6 , 9

138 Eild ewes and gimmers at 4S/9 ... ... ... 335 y g
11 Shots at 52/2 ... ... ... ... j- j, I0

^2333 14 11

Autumn Returns.
200 Top wedder lambs at 13/9 ... ... ... ^137 i 0 o
66 Second wedder lambs at 10/- ... ... 33 o o
60 Mid ewe lambs at 15/9 ... ... . 47 5 o
62 Small ewe and wedder lambs at 8/- ... ... 24 16 o
130 Draft ewes at 29/6 .. ... ... ... I9I jj Q
10 Shots at 19/6 9 15 o

13S Stones of wool at 18/6 ... ... ... ... 127 I3 Q

£S7 l 14 °



Herding, 8A per cent.

Marketing, 2 Jr per cent.

Taxes

Half-year’s rent

HILL FARMING.

Forward,

Charges.

109

£571 14 °

£23 16

14 S

7 10

200 o

24S 12 3

Value of Keeping Stock.

790 Ewes at 32/6 ... ... ^ I2^3

210 Ewe hoggs at 21/9 ... ••• 228 7

Cost of Stock at Whitsunday

Autumn returns and valuation at Martinmas ...

Add half-year’s interest at 5 per cent, on capital

Loss ...

No. 5.—1886 :
—

Cost of Stock at Whitsunday.

568 Ewes and lambs at 47/7J

30 Shots at 31/- ...

170 Ewe hoggs at 34/3

13 Shots at 32/10

138 Eild ewes and gimmers at 40/7J

11 Shots at 27/1

Autumn Returns.

200 Top wedder lambs at 12/-

66 Second wedder lambs at 8/-

60 Mid ewe lambs at 12/6 ...

62 Shot ewe and wedder lambs at 5/-

130 Draft ewes at 18/9 ... •

10 Shots at 12/6 ...

138 Stones of wool at 17/ r •...

£326 I 9

0

6— i5 12 2 6

^1838 4 3

• •• ;£2333 14 II

... 1838 4 3

£415 IO S

... 58 6 6

- £553 17 2

£i35 2 II 0

... 46 IO O

291 2 6

14 l 6 IO

2S0 6 3

14 17 11

^2000 4 6

... £120 O O

26 8 0

37 IO 0

IS IO 0

121 17 6

6 5 0

120 15 0

^448 s 6
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Herding, 8| per cent.

Marketing, 2^ per cent.

Taxes

Half-year’s rent

Forward, . . . ^448 5 6

Charges.

£18 13 6

11 4 o

7 10 o

200 o o
237 7 6

£210 18 o

Value of Keeping Stock.

790 Ewes at 21/9 ... ... ... £859 2 6
210 Ewe hoggs-at 18/6 ... ... 194 5 o

1053 7 6

£1264 S 6

Cost of Stock at Whitsunday

Autumn returns and valuation at Martinmas ...

Add half-year’s interest at 5 per cent, on capital

... £2000 4 o

... 1264 5 6

^735 19 °

50 o o

Loss £785 19 o

No. 6.—Capital required at Whitsunday and Martinmas:—
Amount required at Whitsunday, on an average of the

last ten years ...

Do. at Martinmas ...

Less capital required at Martinmas

Capital required at Whitsunday 1S84

Do. at Martinmas 1884

Less capital required at Martinmas

Capital required at Whitsunday 1885

Do. at Martinmas 1885

£2279 7 3

1612 8 9

£666 18 6

£2333 14 11

1512 2 6

.£821 12 s

.£2000 14 6

1053 7 6

£947 7 °Less capital required at Martinmas
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No. 7.
—According to the average returns, what should

have been the rent for past ten years ?

Vide No. 3 £642 19 3

Charges.

Herding, 8£ per cent, on sales £53 II 7i

Marketing, 2| per cent. 16 I 5i

Draining and mowing, at £6 per 600 sheep 10 0 0

Lambing, at £4 per 600 sheep 6 13 4

Dipping, keeling, &c., at ltd. per sheep 6 5 0

Wintering tups 15 0 0

Taxes, say IS 0 0

Repairs on houses and fences 15 0 0

Interest on capital at 5 per cent. 1 14 0 0

Management, 5 per cent. ... 114 0 0

Rent for 1000 sheep ... ... £277 7 10

Or 5/6J per head.

No. 8.—Taking the prices of last autumn, what should

be the rent for the current year ?

Amount of returns ... ••• ••• ••• ^44^ 5 6

Charges.

Herding...

Marketing

Draining and mowing

Lambing

Dipping, keeling, &c.

Wintering tups

Taxes, 15 ;
repairs, £15 ...

Interest on capital and management, 10 p. c

Rent for 1000 sheep ... ... ••• ;£ : 3i If> 6

Or 2/7J per head.

£37 6 7

1141
10 o o

6 13 4

650
1500
30 o o

. 200 O O
316 9 o

From the above figures it will be seen that the Whitsunday

term is not the time of year when a correct valuation of

the stock can be made. It is the middle of the year, so to
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speak, when the work of the farm has advanced to the
stage that it cannot be altered, and must be carried out
whether it be right or wrong. A Martinmas entry, on the
other hand, gives a better opportunity for arriving at the
true value of the flock. The autumn sales have just then
been held, and a fairer valuation could not possibly be
made than according to current prices. There would be no
young lambs to take, the ingoing tenant could breed as
he thought fit, and he would also be able to winter his
stock as he pleased. Another great advantage of a Mar-
tinmas entry lies in from one-half to a third less capital
being required to begin with. Martinmas, properly speak-
ing, is the beginning of the year on a hill farm. The stock
is then reduced to their minimum number, and the ingoing
tenant pays for nothing but what is really necessary, and
the chances are he would not be called upon to pay above
market price, or the proper value of the sheep. By a Mar-
tinmas entry, of course, several other changes would also
be necessary. The away-going tenant would have to be
bound to leave a certain amount of winter provender on the
farm, to be taken at valuation by the ingoing one, and some
other arrangements such as engaging shepherds

; but these
are obstacles which would soon conform to the require-
ments of the other, although at the first a difficulty is

possible. How such a change could be effected, is the
knotty point. Tenants who entered at Whitsunday term
are entitled to quit at that term

j
and as it gives them a

larger sale than a Martinmas outgoing, they will not forego
that advantage unless by special arrangement. It then
comes to be more a landlord’s question than a tenant’s.
In fact the whole thing is in the owner’s power, and unless
he sees it to be an advantage to pay the difference between
the two valuations, or arrange to carry on the farm for the
summer six months, it will be some time before any such
change need be looked for. It is at least evident that
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the farm offering a Martinmas entry would stand a much

better chance of letting than the same would do at Whit-

sunday, and it may safely be assumed that the farm showing

the best inducements to entry would also bring the best rent.

The method of calculating the rent of a hill farm is based

upon the number and quality of sheep the holding is

supposed to keep. Having ascertained the numbers, and

estimated the value of what stock there would be to sell,

the expenses of working and management, with every pro-

bable outlay and interest on capital invested are deducted,

and what remains will be the amount chargeable as rent,

which if divided by the total number of stock will give the

rate at so much per sheep. The rents of Cheviot sheep

farms can be seen at a glance of former tables. Black-

faced sheep farms run from is to 6d a sheep less rent; but

both are subject to great fluctuation, according to the

quality of the grazing and the price of sheep. At the

present date, March 1886, good Cheviot sheep farms are

now letting at 3s, and Blackfaced stocks at about 2s 6d per

sheep. The same farms a few years ago could have been

let at three times more money.

When the stock on a hill farm is taken at valuation, the

out and in-going tenants each appoint an arbiter to fix the

value of the stock. These arbiters mutually choose a third

party, to settle any disagreement. A certain day is fixed

for the valuation to take place, which is devoted by the

neighbouring farmers and shepherds in giving a farewell to

the party leaving, and a welcome to the new tenant, by

assisting in collecting the stock for the inspection of the

valuators. A number of the farmers present are deputed

to make a count of all the stock as soon as passed upon by

the arbiters. When this has been completed, the company

adjourn to the house, where a lunch is provided
;
and while

the valuators are discussing the price to put upon the stock,

the others amuse themselves by speechifying and drinking
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toddy. The price is not always agreed upon that day
;
the

valuators sometimes considering it advisable to wait for a

time before deciding.

The routine of management of hill-flocks is simple and
unvarying. Of course, on any kind of farm, there is always

something that can be done
;

still, no class have more time

in which to do their work than hill farmers. They have
short spells of busy periods, such as lambing and hay-time,

but for other work they take it at their leisure. The chief

operations will be described in detail, but the sortings, &c.,

are performed in the same manner as with arable flocks,

and, therefore, we will here only give them as they occur.

Let us suppose it is the month of November. The first

work to be done is to have all the lambs, or hoggs as they

are now called, ear-marked with the stock and age “ bit
;

”

then the whole flock should be dipped and afterwards

“keeled.” Every farm has its own particular stock and
keel mark. On high-lying farms the hoggs are usually sent

to wintering about this time. The rams are put out with

the ewes about November 22d; and taken in at the en<J of

the year. Sixty ewes are allowed to each ram. Lambing
time thus commences about the 17th of April, and finishes

at Whitsunday. It is an anxious time with the shepherds,

and much depends on the condition of the sheep and the

state of the weather for a successful lambing. Castration

and docking of the lambs takes place when they are from

a month to six weeks old. AVashing and clipping begins

about the last week in June and the first week in July

respectively. Hill farmers assist each other with this work,

so as there may be only one gathering of a hirsel. A good
hand can clip four score of hill sheep in a day. After the

sheep are clipped the hay season ensues, and requires the

active attention of the farmer, so that no opportunity may
be lost in securing as much as possible for the sustenance

of the flock during the winter months. In wet seasons hill
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farmers will, we hope, not forget that they can provide

winter provender equally as well and cheap by making

ensilage, although hay is probably to be preferred when it

can be got. There is no other food that can be given to

hill sheep in the time of a storm equal to hay or ensilage.

In the month of August the lamb sales commence ;
as

many of the best ewe lambs as are required to keep up the

stock are retained, and all the wether and the second ewe

lambs are sent to the market. The wedder lambs go to

make up wedder flocks, and at two or three years old are

sold from the hill, and afterwards finished off on turnips

in the lowlands. The second ewe lambs find a ready

purchaser in breeders who cross the Cheviot ewe with the

Leicester ram. On this account the mid ewe lambs are as

valuable as the top wedder lambs, or worth about 3s a head

more than the wedder side of their own class. The ewe

lambs for keeping are herded apart from their dams for ten or

twelve days, when they are put back to where they were bred.

A new system of not weaning the keeping ewe lambs at

all, has lately been practised on some hill farms, and those

who have tried it speak very favourably of the result, in

helping to check sickness or braxy, which in many districts

is most fatal to the lambs in autumn. In the month of

September the ram sales take place, and what breeding

tups require to be sold or bought are attended to at this

time. The draft ewes are next sold in the month of

October
;
and this finishes the sales of stock for the year,

with the exception of a few eild ewes and old rams, which

are sent to the butcher. The wool is sold at any time

during the year, but it is generally best to dispose of it at

the wool fairs held in July.

Thus proceeds the work of hill sheep farming from year

to year, the farmer, as a rule, when prices are good, leading

a comparatively happy and enjoyable life. A great deal

depends on the shepherd for bringing out the sheep in good
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condition
; and it is but right to say, that in most cases the

shepherd is fully as anxious as his master that his flock
should do well.

The following synopsis of average prices of hill stock, as
struck by the Teviotdale Farmers’ Club, from 1859 up till

the present time, will have a general interest :

Cheviot Sheep.

Year.
Top

Wether
L-unba.

Second
Wether
Lambs.

Mid
Ewe

Lambs.

Shott Ewe
and

Wether
Lambs.

Draft
Hill
Ewes.

Draft Ewe
brut. H.B.
Lambs.

Top H.B. Hill
Lambs, E.

and W.

1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868

1869
1870
1871
1872

1873
1874

187s
1876
1877
1878

1879
1880
1881
1882

1883
1884
1885

10/3
I3 /9
10/9

10/6

13/3
16/9

18/9

W/-
8/6

8/9
1 1/3
1 1/8
16/6

19/4
17/-

10/6

-13/9

13/6

14/9

15/6

13/6

13/9

13/6

19/6
20/-

13/9
12/-

7/9
8/-

t/6

8/9

13/6

15/3
12/6

61-

6/6

8/3
8/1

13I6
15 16
1 1/9

7/-

9/6

9/9
10/9
1216

8/g
10/6
i°/g

17/-
16/-

10/-
8/-

10/3

12/3
1 1/6

13/10
19/-
20/-

20/6

ixl-

8/6
11/-

13/-
16/-

19/6

23/4
1 1/6

22/-

21/6
21/6

18/6

15/-

14/3

19/9
21/3

22/9

15/9
12/6

5/6

5/3

6/3

7/3
8/2

11/-

13/6
8/-

4/8

4/6
6/6

6/9
10/6

10/6

9/-

3/2

7/-
8/-

7/6
10/6

3/S

8/9
8/-

13/6
11/-
8/-

5/-

20/6

21/6
22/-

23/-

24/3
27/-

33/3
28/6

19/-

17/6

25/9
26/6

36/6

36/-
32/6
26/-

36/—

33/3
3 l/6

37/-
2l/6

3 l/-

30/6
42/-

38/9
29/6
I8/9

28/9

23/6
16/6
I3?3
2l/-

22/6

31/-

28/6

24^3

22/6

3o/-

27/-
25/-

32/3
17/3

27/6

25/9

37/6

33/3
28/6
l8/-

17/s

24/-

27/6

25h
14/9
13/6
21/-

21/6

27/6
31/-

27/6
20/-

Ewe. Wed.
34/6 27/6

27/3 24/6
31/- 25/-
31/- 28/-

22/6 22/-
23/- 22/-
25/6 23/-
31/6 39/-
30/3 3°/-
28/- 24/-
21/- 21/-

Lambing on the Hill.

A successful hill lambing depends very much upon two
things,—the state ofthe weather during the lambing season,
and the condition of the ewes at that period. Hill ewes are
never in too high condition

; the danger is all the other
way. If the winter has been a mild one the flock may
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come to the lambing in fair condition without having been

hand-fed, but in severe winters extraneous feeding must be

the chief dependence ;
and it is a question for consideration

whether, in mild winters, it would not pay to hand-feed with

hay or ensilage, at least more than is commonly done.

On hill farms the regular lambing season begins about the

third week in April. It is held better to be late than early

in this matter in high districts, so that there may be a full

bite of grass on the hills when the lambs begin to arrive.

When such is not the case, the ewes have no milk for the

lambs, and then troubles and difficulties begin. Hill ewes

when in good condition are kind mothers, but when they

are very lean they not unfrequently drop their lambs, and

never own them, which becomes a serious matter for the

shepherd. When a ewe refuses to attend to her lamb, the

only way of restoring her affection is to take her along with

the lamb and pen them up together. This of course is no

small job, if the ewe happens to be away miles out on the

hills, and far from any stell or keb-house, when at the same

time there may be several such cases demanding similar

attention, and equally far apart.

Hill sheep are allowed the full range of their pasturage

during lambing time, as at other seasons
;
but it is a great

convenience to have one or two fields enclosed on the

earliest ground of each hirsel. A few weeks before lambing

time the weakliest of the ewes should be drafted into these

enclosures, and later on ewes with twins, and any others

which seem to need assistance with single lambs, and there

sheltered and hand-fed until they are strong enough to go

back to the hill. Couples are in very small proportion

amongst hill sheep, and, when they do come, are generally

broken up to fill the places of dead lambs. A lamb for

every ewe on a hill farm is very extra luck, and yet in some

seasons it has been exceeded, but more generally the crop

of lambs on a hill farm does not average more than from
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85 to 90 per cent, of the ewes. Five per cent, is the very least

that will run eild, and the loss of young lambs no fewer in

any year; while in a bad season the number of lambs reared

may be reduced by storms or bleak weather to a percentage

almost shocking -to mention, but in many instances to as

low as twenty-five for every hundred ewes.

At various parts of the hill, or where there may be a stell,

small sheds should be erected for sheltering or penning up
any lamb or ewe that requires it. Such a shed, in shepherd’s

parlance
,
is termed a keb-house,—a “ keb ” being a ewe that

has lost her lamb, and the house the place where she may
be confined while being made to adopt another. There

should also be a large keb-house in one or both of the fields,

so that any weakly ewes and lambs can be put under shelter

when necessary in wet or stormy weather. In these sheds

several small pens are set apart for confining any ewe whose

lamb has died until another can be put to her. A twin

lamb is taken from some ewe that is least able to keep a

pair, the skin of the dead lamb put upon it, and the little

stranger placed in the pen with the ewe, when the foster

mother, as a rule, soon takes it. If there are no couples,

and a good ewe requires a lamb, it may be advisable to lift

a small gimmer’s lamb and put it to her.

The shepherd requires to go over his hill three times a

day during the lambing season. His first round should be

at early dawn, and his duties for the day end only with day-

light. He gets the assistance of a boy at lambing time, and

that is generally all the help allowed. But where there are

two or more “ hirsels
” on a farm, a lambing-man is em-

ployed, and he takes a share of the ground from each

shepherd. About twenty scores of hill ewes are sufficient

for a man to attend to. In going his round the shepherd

carries a bottle of new milk in his pocket, to help a newly-

dropped lamb when needful. After pouring a little of the

milk down its throat, it may be left with safety until he has
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seen the rest of his flock, knowing that it will not die of

hunger at any rate before he can more fully attend to it.

Lord Kames, in his “ Sketches on the History of Man,”

says, “ I have it upon good authority, that ewes pasturing in

a hilly country pitch early on some snug spot where they

may drop their young with safety. Hence the risk of re-

moving a flock to a new field immediately before delivery.

Many lambs perish by their being dropped in improper

places.” This statement is not wholly correct. There have

been instances known of mountain ewes selecting a particu-

larly favourable spot to lamb on, and very curiously the same

spot for consecutive years
;
but, as a rule, hill ewes seldom

lamb at or near the same place, even when they have the

opportunity to do so. Ewes, on either hill or low land, when

about to lamb, if undisturbed, will often become partial to

certain parts of their ground, and will be seen to keep near

to that place for a day or so before delivery, but generally

they will pitch on their favourite spot without consideration.

They all choose a spot from which they will not move until

they lamb
;
but, as Lord Kames says, many lambs perish

from being dropped in improper places, which is quite true,

as while some ewes will select remarkably secure and well-

sheltered places, others again consider the brink of a

precipice, or the bank of a stream, an equally safe retreat,

even although they have wandered beside these dangers for

many years. We have seen remarkable instances of wisdom

and care shewn by some ewes in leading their young from

danger, but sheep, as a rule, are only gifted with ordinary

intellect, while some of them are profoundly stupid, and will

heedlessly go astray.

The mountain breeds of sheep being active and hardy,

the young lambs, if all right, are soon upon their feet. Were

they to lie as long as the softer breeds of the low lands

before getting to their feet, they would soon be frozen to

death. For a chilled lamb that has lain all night in the
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cold, it is generally recommended to give a little “gin

toddy,” and most shepherds are averse to taking the lamb

to the house or away from the ewe if it can at all be avoided.

After a cold and rainy night in the lambing season, instead

of having the kitchens filled all day with drooping lambs, it

may sometimes be an advantage to dip them one by one

for five minutes into a tub of hot water, at the temperature

of an ordinary warm bath, when they will sooner be restored

to life and activity. But great care will afterwards be re-

quired with the lambs, and they will have to be kept warm
for some time, and gradually put out again into the cold.

When a young lamb first endeavours to suck,—which it

will do as soon as it is on its legs,—if the ewe repels it, the

shepherd must take hold of her and examine her udder. If

it be all right, and she is found to have plenty of milk, it

may be necessary to confine her for a day or two in a small

pen, to which the lamb has free access, until she becomes

reconciled to the nursing of it. It will sometimes be found,

however, that the ewe’s unkindness in refusing to let the

lamb suck is owing to sore teats. This is usually indicated

by an inflamed appearance. The remedy in such cases will

be to draw the milk from the teat by hand, until it begins

to flow freely, then allowing the lamb to suck. A little care

in this way is better than applying salves to the udder, as

they generally only prevent the lamb from taking hold of the

teats. If the ewe must necessarily be confined for some
days in the pen, she needs to be liberally fed on a cooling

diet. There are two distinct cases of deficiency of milk in

the ewe, from which the lamb may suffer equally. The
first is, where there is only a small appearance of milk, in

which case the lamb must be helped on with cow’s milk for

a day or two, until by more liberal and succulent food the

milk is brought upon the ewe. The second case is that

known as “ false udder,” when there is a good appearance

of milk, but in reality none. Here also good feeding and

constant sucking generally soon put matters right.
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Hill Herding.

Hill lambings terminate about the 26th of May. After

that the shepherds have a comparatively easy time, which is

chiefly devoted to herding the sheep. Castration and dock-

ing of the lambs takes place as soon as possible after the

finish of the lambing, and a full count made of all the lambs.

Between that time and the latter part of June, or beginning

of July, when the sheep are shorn, the shepherd requires to

be amongst his sheep early and late, so as to prevent any of

them from dying “ awald,” or rolled on their back and

unable to rise. There is a continual anxiety from this cause,

and even with the most vigilant care a few sheep may be

lost. Careful dipping is about the only preventative for

sheep rolling, so that when that work is being performed it

is well to have it done thoroughly, as it may be the means

of saving the lives of several sheep at this period.

Hill herding may seem a very simple employment, but it

is an occupation where much scientific skill can be displayed.

The shepherd who imagines his duties are merely the per-

formance of a few mechanical rules, widely mistakes his

calling. It is not by going round his hill once or twice a

day, to see the sheep move in from the heights in the morn-

ing, and out again in the afternoon, and picking up what

dead ones he may find, that constitutes the work of the

shepherd. That is not what he is there for at all. The

natural instinct of the sheep will lead them to accomplish

that by themselves, and the dead ones could be lifted

periodically much cheaper than by having a man constantly

employed for the purpose. The duties of the shepherd are

“ to lead his sheep, to herd them by the green places, where

they will get good—not evil—all the days of their lives.”

On a wide expanse of any mountain land there is a certain

amount of herbage, and a certain number of sheep, supposed

to be sufficient to consume or profitably subsist upon what

H
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food the said land is capable of producing. This, then, is

the shepherd’s work,—to herd his sheep in such a manner
so that they will consume a given quantity and quality of

food to the greatest benefit. Let the sheep have their own
free will of their pasture, and what will they make of it?

They will seek out the sweetest places, and leave uneaten
other parts, which would consequently bring disease and
min to the whole flock.

The successful herding of hill sheep consists in distribut-

ing them equally over their pasture, giving each and all of
them a variety of the existing grasses, and having them feed

such food as is most abundant at certain seasons of the
year, reserving other portions until the time when their use
becomes more valuable. Every flockmaster and every
shepherd should be familiar with every grass and herb that

grows upon his hill, its nature and feeding quality, its

season of growth, and the best time for pasturing. An
acquaintance with geological formations, and the influence

of soil on pasture and on the growth of wool and the

health of the flock, are equally necessary. Each farm has
its own peculiarities, so that no rule will apply to all

; but
a study of the botany and geology of a sheep-walk is one of
the first steps to successful herding. When the fanner or

shepherd has advanced that step, he will be able to divide

the hill into “ hirsels,” and the hirsel again into “ cuts,” so
that each division will contain a share of all the different

grasses sufficient to provide a suitable variety of food for

the sheep all the year round. On an occupation of this

kind, with which we are well acquainted, there were three

shepherds. When one of these shepherds went to that

farm he got the worst hirsel of sheep
;
but he was not there

many years until his sheep were the best on the farm. For
some reason or another he was then shifted to one of the
other hirsels, which had become the worst, and before long
the hirsel under his care again became the best. He did
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this merely by good herding. The breeding of the flocks

was under the farmer’s own personal charge, so there was

no partiality or different judgment used in that respect.

He had no advantage in the way of food for his flock that

the other shepherds had not, only he knew how to manage

his sheep so that they were always supplied with the best

grasses the hill provided at the proper seasons.

It is evident that the man who can most skilfully dis-

tribute or “herd” his flock, so that they find the most

nourishment at all seasons, will, by long odds, produce the

best sheep. That there is a great difference in the results

obtained by different shepherds is a fact, and we believe

that better results might be obtained generally, if the

science of hill-herding was better studied. How far fences

will enable us to pasture wide and variable sheep ranges, so

as to obtain from them their full value, is a problem

deserving of consideration.

Wintering Hill Sheep.

The winter management of hill sheep is attended with

much that is both interesting and difficult, and is not

altogether, as some may suppose, monotonous repetition

winter after winter. It is the season when the natural food

of the sheep is brown and bare, with comparatively little

nourishment left in the withered grass, and besides the

food being scant, the sheep have to contend against the full

fury of the winter’s blast, in wind, in wet, and snow. I his

is how mountain sheep are so much dependent upon a

mild or open winter for their welfare ;
and, owing to the

uncertainty of the weather, and the phases which it is wont

to assume, the wintering of hill sheep is ever a subject of

vital importance to the pastoral farmer. It is one, moreover,

which has connected with it a great variety of problematic

theories, many of which have been put into practice, and

the results obtained have been so conflicting, that the
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question of whether hill sheep should or should not be fed

every winter, is still among flockmasters an unsettled point.

With some it is the practice to feed every winter, mild or

severe
;
more, however, believe in feeding only in times of

a storm
; while a few act on the other extreme, and never

think of providing food of any kind, allowing the sheep to

subsist as best they can.

It is questioned whether our winters are as severe now as

formerly, and the belief is gaining ground that we have not
the same depth of snow and fearful drifts as used to bring

terror and ruin to many a mountain cabin. “ Storms,” says

Hogg, “ constitute the various eras of the pastoral life. They
are the red lines in the shepherd’s calendar,—the remem-
brancers of years and ages that are past, the tablets of
memory by which the ages of his children, the times of his

ancestors, and the rise and downfall of families, are invari-

ably ascertained. Even the progress in Scots farming can
be traced traditionally from these, and the rent of a farm or

estate given with precision, before and after such and such
a storm. Though the narrator is uncertain in what century
the said notable storm happened, ‘ Mars year,’ and the year
of the ‘ Highlanders’ raide,’ are but secondary mementoes
to the year nine and the year forty

,

—these stand in bloody
capitals in the annals of the pastoral life, as well as many
more that could be mentioned.” “ But of all the storms,”

he continues, “ that Scotland ever witnessed, or, I hope,
ever will again behold, there are none of them that can once
be compared with the memorable 24th January 1794, which
fell with such peculiar violence on that division of the south
of Scotland that lies between Crawford Muir and the Border.

In that bounds there were seventeen shepherds perished,

and upwards of thirty carried home insensible. But the

number of sheep that perished far outwent any possibility of

calculation. One farmer alone lost seventy-two scores, and
many others from thirty to forty scores each. Eskdale
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suffered severely in that storm.” Hogg says he witnessed

“ one particular instance on the farm of Thickside, where

twelve scores of excellent ewes were missing all the time the

snow lay, which was only a week, and no traces of them

could be found. When the snow went away they were dis-

covered all lying dead, with their heads one way, as if a

flock of sheep had all dropped dead coming from the wash-

ing. Many hundreds were driven into waters, burns, and

lakes, by the violence of the storm, where they were buried

or frozen up, and these the flood carried away, so that they

were never seen or found by the owners at all. The greater

part of the rivers on which the storm was most deadly run

into the Solway Firth, on which there is a place called the

‘ Beds of Esk,’ where the tide throws out and leaves what-

soever is carried into it by the rivers. When the flood after

this storm subsided, there were found at that place, and the

shores adjacent, eighteen hundred and forty sheep, nine

black cattle, three horses, two men, one woman, forty-

five dogs, and a hundred and eighty hares, besides a

number of meaner animals.” “ The mere mention,” said

the bard, “ of these traditionary stories and pictures of

desolation to an old shepherd on a stormy night, never

failed to impress his mind with a sort of religious awe, and

often sets him on his knees before that Being who alone can

avert such another calamity.” We have good and bad

winters yet, but they do not make such gaps as Hogg tells

us about. It was nothing uncommon then for whole farms

to be entirely divested of their sheep stock, in which condi-

tion they sometimes remained for many years. So low an

opinion was held of the high-lying grazings, that a lease

could be had for the rent of a grey coat and a pair of hose
,

for the same farms as are now let at £600 per annum. The

17th, 1 8th, and into the 19th century bear record of these

dismal events
;
since the latter period no such losses have

occurred. Now and again we hear of a shepherd being lost,
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and a score or two of sheep being “ smoored ” in the snow,

with occasional serious reduction in the condition of hill

sheep, which in spring are carried off, or are unable to bring

their lambs, but the wholesale destruction of entire flocks is

fortunately a thing of the past. Napier, in his “ Store Farm-

ing,” estimated the winter losses of hill stock during the last

century at 25 per cent.
;
whereas it will not now exceed

10 per cent., and in many years is much less even without

any particular care, which would indicate a more temperate

climate or better management, the latter being the most

likely.

Winter feeding hill sheep was introduced early in the

century, and as the practice gradually became known, so did

severe winter losses gradually pass away. Before that time

cattle were kept on hill farms in great numbers, and the

grassy spots on the hills were cut and made into hay for

their use only, and not for the sheep. Enclosed meadows

were doubtless first constructed about the time when it be-

came important to have a supply of hay for both sheep and

cattle. But even then it was found impossible to obtain a

sufficiency, and the sheep being the more remunerative of

the two, the remainder of the cattle, which at one time

pastured the most of the hills in Scotland, were displenished

in favour of the sheep. Improvements were looked upon

as innovations in those days, and so slow were any new

methods of management adopted, that it might be said the

old men died before the rising generation could put ad-

vanced ideas into practice. Progress, however, eventually

prevailed. Hay was provided for winter feeding in the time

of storms, and “ stells ” were erected at various parts of the

hills for sheltering the sheep, and these have proved a

lasting benefit in the preservation of our flocks. Then on

farms where little or no hay can be had, artificial feeding has

been used in assisting the sheep through trying times, and

the use of turnips for wedder flocks has become quite
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general. The latest advance in wintering hill sheep has

been made in ensiling the grass on the hills, when in wet

and moist seasons it is impossible to procure hay. 1 his

system is as yet a new one, and comparatively untried, but

it presents many favourable aspects for the solution of this

important question of wintering hill sheep. Removing the

flocks in winter to low country grazings is another of the

methods extensively practised on the highest lying farms,

and by adopting one or other of these methods no farmer

need now dread the consequences of the weather. Expense

in providing for emergencies will of course be necessary, but

on that every prudent man will calculate before undertaking

the management of hill sheep, d hose who trust to chance

or negligence in bringing their sheep through severe weather,

will even now-a-days, with milder winters, find themselves in

no better plight than those the Ettrick Shepherd so woefully

describes in the last century, and have graven on their

memories reflections of the disastrous day which came

at last.

It is universally admitted that hill flocks ought to receive

more attention in the way of winter feeding than they

usually do
;
but it is a very unsettled point how far this can

be done with benefit. Most necessary it is, however, where

hand feeding must be adopted, that it should be begun in

time, and not put off until the sheep have lost condition
;

and it is equally necessary, when the season is advanced,

that hand feeding, if once begun, should be continued until

there is grass, or, at all events, as long as the sheep look for

it. Cheviot sheep do not work in a storm with the energy

as blackfaced sheep do, hence they require to be sooner

hand-fed ;
and, again, some farms storm far easier than

do others.
. ,

.

Natural hay, or ensilage, made on the farm, is the best

provender for hill sheep, and it should always be largely

provided, otherwise great losses are sure to occur in severe
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seasons. A hay park, or meadow, should be set apart on
all hill farms and hained for this purpose, and all the better

if there is a field or two of this kind for each hirsel. In
moist summers, however, if the land is at all grassy, large

supplies of hay can be cut from the bogs and marshy spots

on the hills
;
but in dry summers it is seldom to the farmers’

interest to cut a great quantity of bog hay. Some flock-

masters make a rule of having always two years’ supply of

hay on hand, and the practice is to be commended for

several reasons
;
for when a winter of more than ordinary

severity or devastation occurs, the hay is not so liable to

run short, and, on the other hand, in a droughty summer
cutting may be dispensed with altogether for that year, and
the sheep allowed the full benefit of the pasturage. A
sheep is known to eat an equivalent of grass and dry hay

;

and as grass losses three-fourths of its weight by evapora-
tion, it follows that a sheep that eats 10 lbs. of grass will

consume 2I lbs. of hay. This multiplied by the number
of days in which hay feeding may be necessary, affords a
ready rule for calculating the quantity of hay which should
be provided.

The usual mode of feeding hay to hill sheep, is to scatter

it in handfuls on the top of the snow, and the sheep will

pick it up quite cleanly; but in windy weather this method
of feeding is wasteful. The most economical plan is to put
up a double line of wire netting, about two feet apart, on
stakes driven into the ground. The sheep will eat the hay
nicely through the meshes of the wire, which also prevents
the hay from being trampled upon, or blown away by the
wind. When feeding either fully or partially, it is well not
to have too large a number of sheep together at one place, not
more than two hundred if it can be managed. The greater
the number of sheep in a cut, there is just the less room for

them to feed on what bare ground there may be available.

When recourse must be had to more artificial measures
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for feeding hill flocks, supplies of cake and corn are best

suited for this purpose. If it be intended to use box food,

the sheep require to be trained to eat from the boxes when

hoggs, and for this purpose they are brought into the field

for a time. They generally soon all learn to eat, if they

are brought in early in the winter, while they are in good

heart and condition. They only require to be accustomed

to hand feeding, and then put back to the hill. In this

way all the sheep may be brought to know box-feeding, and

they will not soon forget it. But if circumstances should

compel box-feeding when the sheep are reduced in con-

dition, and they have not been taught beforehand, it will be

found of little benefit, and they will die of hunger rather

than take the corn or cake offered them. Box-feeding hill

sheep is, however, a practice that should only be attempted

when no other means are available, and care should be

taken not to feed too highly,—not more than from i lb. to

1 lb. per sheep daily. There are several who have fed cake

or corn, and who put great faith in the system, but from

what we know of it we would never practise it on a whole

flock. In the early months of the year a good plan is to be

always on the look-out for any ewe that begins to shew

signs of poverty, and have all such brought in from the

hill, and hand-fed with hay and corn if absolutely necessary.

But all those sheep that have been so treated should be

drafted the first opportunity, and not wintered again. That

is how to take care of the leanest of the flock, and for bulk

we would provide a supply of hay or ensilage to feed only

when the ground was stormed.

There should be more systematic management of the

feeding business than is generally the case. How far any

method can be carried on with profit, depends on the

conveniences the farm is provided with,—in meadows for

hay, in fences to confine the sheep where wanted, and some

of these things. If the farm cannot supply sufficient hay
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or ensilage, then some other course will have to be pursued.
But lacking a supply of hay, removing to low ground for a
time is about the next best and cheapest course to take.

The various phases which storms assume, and what can be
best done under the circumstances, requires a good deal of
experience, both in understanding when and where not to

feed, and how to handle the sheep while the storm remains.

SHEEP SORTINGS.

Washing.

Sheep-washing is generally considered an indispensable
operation in this country, although in some others it is not
much practised. The advocates for not washing, say that to

immerse sheep in cold water for several minutes is un-

natural and dangerous to their health, and that the handling
arid tossing about the animals get is injurious. With regard
to the inferior value of unwashed wool, we have heard it

said the extra weight (in dirt) compensates for the lower
price at which it is sold. We have our doubts on this point,

however
;
but even if the wool could be sold so satisfactorily

from the farmer’s point of view, we still hold with the time-

honoured custom of sheep-washing. It is hardly necessary

to state to a practical man, that a washed fleece is easier to

shear, and easier to do up, than an unwashed one. “ Shear-
ing in the dirt

”
is hard work, and the fleece falls to pieces

in a vexatious fashion on the table, especially if the sheep
has been fed for the shambles, or is naturally very yolky.
“ It is essential,” says a manufacturer, “ to the ready and
accurate sorting of a fleece into the half-dozen or more
grades to which it is ultimately assigned, that it should be
kept well together, and washing is a great aid thereto. It

should also be borne in mind, that wool is never so well

washed, and never washed with so little injury to the fibre,
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as when it is washed on the sheep’s back. Ihe increased

severity required to get dirty wool clean in the process 01

manufacture is injurious, and consequently reduces its

value.” It is not worth while to go the length of some non-

advocates of washing, who assert that the buyer cannot

classify wool as correctly when unwashed as when it is

washed. A genuine expert, though he may declare that he

likes the “ feel ” of washed wool better, can pronounce upon

the actual merits of a clip as well in one condition as

another. If not, he has mistaken his calling.

Nor do we believe in the injury to the sheep. Granted

that they will not plunge into the water like a duck of their

own accord, still we believe the bath is not displeasing to

them on a hot summer’s day. As to the handling, we have

seen thousands of sheep washed, and do not remember ever

seeing a sheep hurt therefrom. There is a right way and a

wrong in getting them into the water, and those who are

accustomed to handle sheep will not hurt them. Instead of

washing being hurtful to sheep, we have noticed quite the

opposite effects, and consider it highly beneficial. It will

invariably be noticed the lambs thrive and grow better after

the ewes have been washed, than they do during any other

month in the year.

The chief object is to improve the wool in quality, and

make it bright and clean. Wool buyers pay for lustre, and

they tell us that, however carefully we may breed our sheep,

and however superior the wool may be which they grow,

our returns will be disappointing unless the greatest atten-

tion is bestowed upon the washing of our clip. 1 he only

chance of obtaining full value for the wool is to have it well

washed. Still, on many farms, even where the facilities for

sheep-washing are convenient, it is omitted.

There are various methods of washing sheep. With large

flocks, all the sheep, before being shorn, are washed by

being made to swim two or three times across a running
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stream °r pool, as described so graphically by Thomson in
the Seasons ”

:

—
“ Or rushing thence in one diffusive band,
They drive the troubled flocks, by many a dog
Compelled, to where the mazy-running brook
Forms a deep pool ; this bank abrupt and high,
And that fair spreading in a pebbled shore.
Urged to the giddy brink, much is the toil,
The clamour much, of men, and boys, and dogs,
Ere the soft fearful people to the flood
Commit their woolly sides. And oft the swain,
On some impatient seizing, hurls them in.
Embolden’d then, nor hesitating more,
Fast, fast they plunge amid the flashing waves,
And, panting, labour to the farthest shore.”

.

P°ol-'vashtng is most general, and, all things considered,
is perhaps the best. Sheep do not wash clean in a running
stream. A stagnant pool is much better, as the yolk of the
wool, which consists of fatty acids combined chiefly with
potash, being left in the water, acts like soap, or better than
any soap in scouring and giving a bright lustre to the wool.
I he pool should be twenty-five yards long, five yards wide,
and at least six feet deep at the jump, gradually ebbing to
the point where the sheep can walk out on a well-gravelled
beach In a pool of this description the sheep can be
washed very clean, if they get a good high “ jump,” and are
put across two or three times. The jumping-stage should
be three feet higher than the water. The ewes soon learn
to jump into the water of their own accord, and are much
less liable to get injured than when each one has to be
pushed in. Sometimes the washing-pool is formed directly
acing the sheepfold, where the lambs are shut up for the
time being, and having the ewes looking straight in that
direction they then jump freely, and swim the pool to get to
their lambs.

.

The old saying, “ If ae’ sheep loup the dyke
a the rest will follow,” is very true, and many illustrations
of it are to be seen at the washing-pool.
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Tub-washing is sometimes more convenient for small

flocks, and is certainly preferable to driving the washed

sheep over dusty roads from some neighbour’s washing-pool,

if there is not one on the farm, as by the time they get back

ihey are often as dirty as before. “ Tubs ” can be made in

almost any form, the situation being the architect in that

respect. Many of them are somewhat novel, but a little

ingenuity will generally contrive a handy sort of bath.

Here is how an Irish farmer describes the course he has

adopted, with marked success in result and price of wool :

—

“ I wash by a clear running river about four feet deep.

There is a causeway at one side
;
here is set up my sheep-

dipping trough, which is kept full of hot water and soft soap.

Each sheep is taken by the legs and is soused on its back

four times in water and soap, then placed on the rack to

drip back into the tub
;
then the sheep is slipped into the

river. As soon as it rights itself a ring is put over its neck,

attached to the end of a pole. It is then guided swimming

twenty yards against the stream, and then let walk out. The
result is all that can be wished. One great benefit is that

no man need wet a foot, and no drink is required. We
usually wash 500 sheep in three or four hours

;
then the

pens are struck, and all hands go to a hearty dinner. We
never have an accident. My wool sells for id or id per

lb. more than inferior washed wool.”

Sheep washing usually takes place about the beginning of

June, a little earlier or later, according to locality and con-

dition of the sheep. As soon as the new wool begins to rise

the sheep may be washed
;

and in six or eight days after

washing they may be shorn. If the weather should become

wet so as to prevent clipping at the time intended, it may
be advisable in some cases to repeat the operation of

washing.

Foreign wools are noted for their cleanness and quality,

which is in a great measure due to the care taken in the
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washing of the sheep. It may not be amiss to give some
idea of the pains taken by the Germans and Australians in

some of the best districts to wash the wool before shearing.

I he process of washing sheep at Alcarth in Hungary, says

a Patent Office Report, is done under the roof, and accord-
ingly no sudden showers or rainy weather can interfere with
it. Before the shower bath is administered to the sheep,
their dirt and pitch have to be dissolved and loosened. For
this purpose a soaking vat has to be put up, which is

covered and tightly put together of strong planks or boards.
It is filled with hot water, equal to 84° Fah.

; the sheep are

then placed in two lines, and constantly handled until the
yolk and dirt are dissolved, which ordinarily takes from
fifteen to twenty minutes. The solvent effect of the water
is increased by adding a few pounds ofpotash

,
and also by

the lye arising from the natural oily matter of the wool.
I he sheep, after being well soaked, are placed under shelter,

where they have to wait their turn of the shower bath, in

order that the animal, now too much heated, may not pass
immediately from the hot soaking-vat into the shower-bath,
this being from 61° to 63° Fah. The water is let upon the
sheep through a hose with a strainer at the end. It falls

with considerable velocity, and is brought to bear upon all

parts of the sheep until the wool is of a snowy whiteness.
The sheep are then driven to a warm dry shed, and shorn
as soon as the wool is dry, generally about the sixth day.
On an average forty sheep are thus washed in an hour.

In Australia sheep farmers do not stick at ^1000 or
2000 for steam engine and washing gear. The sheep

wash at Mount Fyans is an excellent construction, and has
attracted the attention of many sheep farmers. The plan
adopted is to pass the sheep through a cold water tank over
night, which washes a good deal of the loose dirt off the
bellies and legs, and thoroughly saturates the fleece. They
are then packed pretty closely in a sweating house, with
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numerous subdivisions in it to prevent the sheep from being

smothered. By this means the points of the wool are

softened, and the work of cleansing the fleece is rendered

very much easier than it would be if the sheep were taken

into the wash without this preparation. The hot water tank

into which the sheep are put next morning has three

divisions, in each of which they are well crutched. At the

end of this tank there is a moveable floor, which is raised by

a lever, so that the sheep leave the tank without having to

struggle up a steep incline. The water is heated to about

108° or 1 1
6° Fah., and bar soap is used to soften it, and

render the process of cleansing the wool more easy. After

draining for a short time, they are passed down shoots to

the men at the spouts, where, on Sharp’s patent sheep rollers,

they are well spouted
;
and when the hot water has been

fairly driven out of the wool, they go on to the landing

stage, where they drain for a time, and are then allowed to

walk on the grass by a long battened stage. The water for

the wash is drawn from a large dam, which is kept constantly

full by a stream from the spring in front of the house.

Centrifugal pumps are used to throw up the water to a

height of twelve feet, and one spout will wash about five

hundred sheep a day.

Many of the foreign wool-growers wash their wool after it

is shorn. At the Wool Exhibition, held at the Crystal

Palace, London, in 1881, Messrs J. & W. M ‘Naught, of St

George’s Foundry, Rochdale, Lancashire, exhibited an

apparatus for this purpose, which appeared to do admirable

work. The wool was placed on a self-feeding table. It then

passed into a trough twelve feet in length, containing soap

of an alkaline character and water. In this trough the

wool is stirred with forks, worked by a most ingenious crank,

and carried forward to the far end. Here it is carried up
an inclined plane of glass, on which the greater portion of

the alkaline fluid drains and falls back into the trough.
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The mechanical contrivance for carrying the wool from the

trough consists in a double set of rakes, which act alter-

nately similarly to the action of the shakers of a threshing

machine, but of course the teeth of the wool-raker are at

the bottom. On reaching the top of this inclined plane it

is received by two heavy pressed rollers, where it is well

pressed, when it is passed into another trough of the same
length, and again agitated in another quantity of liquid.

Having been agitated by the same form of machinery in

this second trough, it is conducted at another inclined

plane by the same form of machinery, when it is again

passed between rollers. On leaving this second pair of

rollers it is met by a drum, which threshes it—-so to express

the opinion—into fine loose locks, when it is ready for the

drying machine which is attached. This drying machine is

simply a trough or box with a wire net covering, in which

are revolving the blast screws that circulate air rapidly.

This air may be heated, or of a natural temperature,

according as the wool is required to be dried rapidly or not.

Sheep Shearing.

Eight or ten days usually elapse between washing and

shearing
;
not that it requires so many days for the wool to

dry, but it takes about that time to recover “ yolk,” without

which the wool lacks lustre. The time it takes to recover

this depends much on the condition of the sheep, and the

temperature of the atmosphere. Fat sheep can be shorn

earlier than lean sheep, and the hotter the weather the

sooner will the yolk rise after washing.

In sheep farming districts it is commonly the practice for

eight or ten farms to unite their clippers, and shear their

flocks alternately. In this way only one gathering of the

sheep on each farm is necessary, and much time is saved in

other respects. The hands arrange to meet at a certain
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farm one day, and when that flock is shorn they go to

another farm, generally taking about two weeks to get over

them all. The farmers provide the shearers with food and
drink of the best, but clipping festivals are not the affairs

they were half a century, or even a quarter of a century ago.

In those days the farmer who supplied the best food and
the most whisky was accounted the best stockman, and the
“ herd ” who could perform the greatest feats in jumping
and wrestling was reckoned the best shepherd. Clipping-

time came only once a year, and the pastoral worthies made
the very most of it. Nowadays there is less merry-making

at these annual meetings, but something of the old spirit

still survives at the clippings on the hill farms.

On low land farms the clippings pass off more quietly.

Most of the work is done by hired hands, who are paid by
the day, or according to the number of sheep they shear.

When the latter is the case, the price varies from 3s to 5s

per score, according to the kind of sheep and their con-

dition. A good hand can shear eighty hill sheep, and from

forty to sixty low land sheep in a day. Sheep intended for

the fat market or for the show yard are done up in extra

style and cost a little more. The men in such cases are

employed by the day, or the shepherd does it himself.

The flock about to be shorn should be gathered by early

dawn, as the sheep are less liable to injury than when
brought into the pens with paunches full. When penned
the lambs should be separated from the ewes, then both

lambs and ewes counted, and the numbers entered in the

stock book. Clipping may then begin, each shearer going

to the catching pen for his first sheep, after that the catcher

or “ gripper ” supplies the shearers with a fresh sheep as

soon as he is finished. with the former. One man can

“ grip ” for about ten or twelve clippers: Low land sheep

are mostly shorn round the rib, but in many places it is

customary to shear lengthways, and when well done it looks

1
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as well as the other, and is quicker. The shearer gets a

longer cut the long way, and does not have so many turn-

ings. Heavy sheep should not have their legs tied “ all-

fours,” and should be shorn on the ground and not on

stools. Hill sheep are best shorn on the stools, as they are

easier to lift and turn, and not so liable to injury.

The “ buist
”

or brand mark is put upon every newly

shorn sheep, before the clipper lets it go. This consists in

marking the initials of the owner upon each sheep, immedi-
ately the fleece is off. The stamp or buist is made of iron,

and is dipped in boiling tar or pitch before applying it to

the sheep. On the clipped tegs, or shearlings, the mark is

put on the shoulder, to distinguish them from the older

sheep, the latter being buistedon the loin or rib. The draft

ewes, which are known by their ear mark, are also looked

out at this time, but instead of being buisted they only

receive a “ pop ” or dot of the same tar from a round stick

on the shoulder, so that they can be readily taken out from

the flock at any time they are required, and before being

sold receive a fresh buist, which looks better than when it

is put on at clipping time.

As soon as the fleece is off the sheep, it should be rolled

up. A boy or girl is usually employed to pick up the

fleeces as they are ready, and carry them to the wool-

winders. Women make the best winders, and it requires

two to do it well and expeditiously. This should be done
on a sparred table, so that all dust or dirt in the fleece may
fall through between the boards in the process of handling.

The fleece is spread lengthwise on the table, outside up.

One of the winders has a pair of shears, which are used to

clip off any dirty wool from the tail of the fleece
;
the other

in the meantime twists a rope out of the neck wool. Then
the sides are folded in till they meet, after which the whole

fleece is rolled firmly up, beginning at the tail end, and tied

with the neck band. After the fleeces are rolled, they are
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either packed in sheets on the spot, or carted to the barn

or wool store and piled up. The ewe and hogg wools are

kept separate, so as to distinguish them and afford the wool

buyers better facilities for examining them. Wool should

only be stored in good barns or houses. Vermin, dust, and

damp very soon render it an inferior article. If a good

store room is not available, it is best to pack it into sheets

as soon as clipped, when it will keep cleaner and brighter,

besides taking up less room.

The practice of shearing lambs is far from common in

this country, but it is on the increase. Shearing, in the

case of lambs, does not, or need not, take place until mid-

summer or later, when they do not miss the wool. Those

who have tried this practice say that, while it rather tends

to diminish the next clip, any loss in this way is counter-

balanced by the greater progress made by the sheep in the

interval. And how many hoggets are fattened off during

the winter and early spring, and never come to the shearing

of the following summer ! In all such cases the shearing of

lambs may be taken with advantage. If the fleeces are

small, the fine short lamb’s wool is the most valuable of its

kind. Lamb-shearing has long been an established practice

in East Cornwall and other parts. We find it repeatedly

mentioned in the reports of the Royal Agricultural Society’s

prize farms, and, from the lambs picking up much less mud,

in the wet season of winter and spring, great benefit is

found to be derived from the practice. At the end ofJune,

or early in July, Cotswold lambs are shorn on some farms,

and yield about 2J lbs. of fine wool.

In shearing it is essential to observe a few rules in the

execution of the work. “ Running,” or “ ringing,” in shear-

ing phraseology, is a practice to be discouraged. It is well

that the shearing be done rapidly, but it should not be

rushed in a careless manner, at the expense of cutting the

sheep or destroying the fleece. The master needs to insist
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on good clean shearing, and have it accomplished at a

reasonable speed. A man that cannot do his part in a

workmanlike style, and at a proper rate, without injuring

the sheep, should not be employed, or else made to work
at a slower pace, on a lower wage. All cuts or wounds
should be dressed with tar before letting the sheep go, and
any man noticed to turn a sheep away without tarring the

cuts, should be made to bring back the sheep. Make
every shearer notify the shepherd, or master, of anything

he sees wrong with a sheep,—such as a bad udder on a ewe,

when she should be marked the same as the draft ewes, or

a hoof or horn growing the wrong way, when it can at once
be pared or sawn off, which prevents further trouble. Do
not over-crowd the sheep in the pens, and especially after

being shorn, as they are then liable to crush each other.

Avoid dogging the sheep as much as possible, and let their

time in the yard be limited after they are shorn.

Large as some of our flocks are they fall far short of the

immense herds in the colonies, and we have only a faint

idea of the magnitude of the work which has to be got

through at shearing time. We do not imagine that any

sheep-owner in the United Kingdom shears more than 10,000

sheep in a season
;
what will then be thought of the shearing

of upwards of quarter of a million ? Yet some of the Aus-

tralian ranch-men shear as many as 250,000 sheep in a

season. Shearing takes place there in November and De-
cember. For such a flock 100 shearers, 50 “rouseabouts,”

and some 20 musterers are required. Shearers are paid a

sovereign for every 100 sheep, rouseabouts about an equal

sum per week, and musterers six shillings a day, the total

expense of the shearing, so far as labour is concerned, may
be calculated at ^2000. The yield of wool averages nearly

five pounds weight to each sheep, lambs included. The
gross weight of the clip from a single ranch being 1,250,000

pounds, made up into 2500 bales, and valued at probably
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^60,000. That one run should be capable of producing

some 500 tons of wool is indeed marvellous, and the fact

that 150 waggons are employed in conveying the clip to the

railway is enough of itself to shew the great amount of work

entailed by the ownership of upwards of a quarter of a

million sheep.

Shearing sheep by machinery has also been invented in

that country. A steam sheep-shearing machine was success-

fully used last season in Melbourne. It consists of a cutting

wheel geared to the shaft of a small turbine, about three

inches in diameter, and which is operated by a current of

steam conveyed from the boiler by an indiarubber tube.

In front of the cutter is a comb which serves as a guard

against cutting the skin of the sheep. The apparatus is

made of brass, something in the shape of a small trowel. It

is used in the same fashion as the shears, but cuts much

more rapidly and cleaner, without the least danger of injuring

the fleece or the sheep.

Dipping.

In all climates and on all soils, and under all kinds of

management, sheep are liable to become infested with para-

sites, the most troublesome of which are the ked, the louse,

the acurus or scab insect, and the maggot. To destroy and

prevent the attacks of these insects it is necessary to “ dip ”

the sheep once or twice every year. On this point all flock-

masters are agreed, but they are not all so decided in their

opinions as to what is the best preparation that will most

effectually kill all vermin, and do least injury to or promote

the growth of the wool. The old-time practice of “ salving ”

or “smearing” with tar and butter is now laid aside, and

not likely ever again to come into use. Smearing was

superseded by “ pouring ” with poisonous liquids, but that

method has also been abandoned in favour of dipping. It

might be supposed that oil would be an excellent material
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for waterproofing the fleece, but such is not the case.

Greased wool is of less value than white
;
and it is the

opinion of many practical men that sheep heavily greased
do not dry so soon after rain, nor thrive so well as those
with their wool free and unfettered. The grease makes the
wool clog, and shed or open in the very worst places, viz.,

along the back and about the neck
;
thus the rain penetrates

to the skin, and the outside of the fleece is so clogged that
the water will not run off, and the sheep cannot shake it out.
As, however, the addition of grease or oil is quite distinct
from the killing of the vermin, those who think it does good
may still continue to use it, from the idea that it waterproofs
the fleece. This is best performed by the natural yolk of
the wool, and that can be best promoted by good feeding
and keeping the skin of the sheep free from vermin.
Of patent manufactured sheep dips there are great abund-

ance, and as to their efficacy when used according to direc-
tions, they generally give good satisfaction. The greatest
fault farmers have to find with these patent dips is their

very high price. It may be possible that the manufacturers
sell at the lowest prices possible, but it is nevertheless a fact

that any farmer can procure the substances of a like material,
and mix for themselves, at a considerably less cost. The
patent compounds cost from 6s to 12s per 100 sheep

;

whereas a home made dip, which is equally efficacious, does
not cost more than 2s or 3s. We have not tested all of the
“dips” in the market, but have used both Bigg’s and
M'Dougall’s with very good results. For those who wish
to try a home-made article, we give several receipts, all of
which have been recommended by practical farmers :

—
No. 1.—1 gall. Carbolic Acid.

2 lbs. Arsenic.

4 lbs. Soda.
No. 2.-2 lbs. Arsenic.

I gall. Pitch Oil.

No. 3.—
1 gall. Pitch Oil.

4 lbs. Soft Soap.

3 lbs. Soda.

No. 4.— 1 gall. Carbolic Acid.

2I lbs. Arsenic.

1 gall. Spirits of Tar.
No. 5.—

1 gall. Carbolic Acid.
2 lbs. Arsenic.

3 lbs. Soda.

3 lbs. Soft Soap.
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The dips will all be best prepared by dissolving in boiling

water, and then added to about 80 gallons of water
;
which

will be sufficient for ioo sheep.

The use of more than 2 lbs. or 2\ lbs. of arsenic per 100

sheep is not free from danger, especially with young sheep.

An instance of arsenical dip having been too strong once

came under our notice. It was in the lambing-fold, and

all, or nearly all, of the gimmers has lost one or both teats.

It was a very serious affair
;
the teats were so destroyed and

sealed up that the young ewes could give no milk, although

the udders were quite full, and the lambs had to be re-

moved. Investigation led us to the conclusion that the

teats had been burned off by an overstrong dip, which they

had received when lambs. It was also remembered that the

lambs had not thriven well after that dipping.

If a dip kills the vermin and keeps the sheep’s skin clean

and healthy, it is all that is to be expected from it. There

is no such thing as a dip promoting the growth of wool; but

the man who can invent a dip that will in a measure water-

proof the fleece, without injuring the sheep or wool, will

confer a benefit on the flocks. M‘Dougall’s winter dip

comes the nearest to this of any we have tried. But dipping

with almost any of the dips in use very much improves the

fleece, and gives to a lot of sheep, especially lambs, a nice

buff colour and a uniformity which is very desirable. In

the sale ring let a lot of lambs which have not been dipped

follow a lot which have, and, although they may be of equal

quality, the latter will make one or two shillings a head

more, simply because they have a fresher and thriftier ap-

pearance.

The time to dip must be regulated by the kind of flock

kept, the conditions of climate, and other circumstances.

Most flockmasters make a practice of dipping all their sheep

at least once a year, but this is not sufficient where there is

a regular stock to deal with, even assuming it to be in a
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per ectly healthy state. Two dippings at least are necessary
if the sheep are not to be the prey of vermin at one season
or another; the first of these should take place soon after
shearing, and the second after the stock has been made up
for the winter, and the saleable lambs and draft ewes have
been disposed of. It costs less to dip the sheep when they
have been newly shorn, and the dipping is more effective

;esides, summer dipping goes a long way in preventing the
attack of maggots and flies generally. Some dip the lambs
only, maintaining that all the ticks fly to them as soon as
the old sheep are shorn. This is correct so far, but it never
suffices to thoroughly cleanse a flock from vermin. Dry
weather is very essential, both immediately before and after
dipping. If the weather be wet, the fleece is already full of
moisture and absorbs less of the dip than it would do when
dry; while a heavy ram after dipping, washes most of the

effect

0” °Ut °f thC W°01 bef°re k haS exercised its

I he description of dipping trough most suitable for theoperation will be subject to the size of the flock. For small
eXpenS,VC aparatUS wiU ^dly pay, and therefore,

n such cases, a small tub with a simple dripper will be all
at is necessary. For large flocks a more expensive con-

struction wih be required. A trough made to accommodate
sheep at a time will be plenty big enough for a flock of500 sheep

; and ,f the size be calculated at the same ratio
r every 500 sheep, the work can be overtaken in a singleday

h

But taking 1000 sheep as an average flock, the size
the apparatus may be something like the following di-
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t0 Wa'k °Ut ' 11 is ver^ essential

at the bath be made with an entrance slope, although a
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good many dipping apparatus, are made so that the sheep are

all to be hand-lifted into the bath. It is, however, not good
for the sheep to be dragged from a pen and forcibly hoisted

over the end of a tub, by sometimes not too gentle hands.

It costs no more to make a grade for the sheep to descend,

than the one at the opposite side for ascending
;
and it will

besides save a considerable amount of hard work, especially

when the sheep are newly shorn, and little but the skin for the

“ gripper ”
to hold by. Another advantage of a sloping en-

trance is found in the case of ewes heavy in lamb, as they can

then be dipped without the least injury. The material best

adapted for making the tub of a dipping machine is con-

crete. It can be made of wood too, but the rays of the

summer sun and the winter frost very soon make it leaky,

which both wastes the dip, and makes it very uncomfort-

able for the men who have to stand low down by the side

of the trough. For a permanent construction concrete is

much to be preferred, and on a sheep farm the dipping-

trough should be always the landlord’s property, and a

fixture. The dripper of a bath consists of a couple of

pens capable of holding from thirty to forty sheep, set upon
a water-tight floor. A small gate at the exit of the bath

directs the sheep into either pen desired, and while one pen
is filling, the sheep in the other will be dripped sufficiently,

so as not to drop any material quantity of dip on to the

ground after being let out. The floor of the dripper is

pitched so that the water which runs from the sheep will all

flow back into the tub. With a convenient catching or

entrance pen, the operation of dipping is rendered simple

and easy for both sheep and men.

1 he selection of the site for to set up a dipping machine
requires due thought. In the first place it must be placed

near to a plentiful supply of water, which can either be sup-

plied by hose or carried by hand. In the latter case it takes

a deal of work if the distance is anything great. Next, the
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machine should be built on dry ground, and if it be on the

slope of a bank so much the better, as the whole surround-

ings can then be kept cleaner and more comfortable. It is

also an advantage to have it convenient to the regular

“ sorting folds,” in fact it should be part and parcel of the

same if possible. The whole apparatus, complete, will cost

from ^5 to ^10, more or less according to size.

Castrating and Docking.

Castration is usually performed when the lambs are from

two to four weeks old. The younger the lambs the less

risk. But it is still more important that the lamb be in a

healthy condition at the time it is operated on, and that the

weather be mild. It should only be done when there is a

prospect of a fine evening
;
and the shepherd should be

frequently amongst the lambs for a day or two afterwards,

gently stirring them up, as they are better for moving about

at intervals until all fear of inflammation is past. AVith these

precautions, it is seldom that any casualty results. The
operation is usually performed by the shepherd. It should

be done as gently as possible. One person holds the lamb
with its back pressed against his left shoulder, and a hind

and fore foot grasped firmly in each hand. Then the

shepherd with a sharp knife cuts off the lower part of the

scrotum, and starts the testicles by pressing both hands

against the belly of the lamb, afterwards drawing them

away with his teeth. The operator then pulls the lamb’s

tail sharply two or three times, to replace the chords

and vessels which have been so violently disarranged.

AATere the lambs are older and stronger, the testicles should

not be entirely drawn, but cut away with the knife when the

spermatic chord is reached. Searing is not recommended
for young lambs.

Before the lambs which have been castrated are let go,
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they should be docked or have their tails cut. Docking is

necessary to the health and comfort of the sheep that have

to be folded, and therefore it requires to be performed on

ewe lambs as well as others. The operation is, however,

often rendered needlessly severe, by shortening the tail too

much, and causing excessive bleeding. The different

breeds have their own style or length of tail, which seems

to be pretty generally adopted. The Down breeds, for

instance, have their tails entirely cut off
;
then some other

breeds have about a couple of inches left on
;
while in the

case of mountain sheep, the tail is not shortened above the

hock, merely cutting away the fleshy part of the tail below

the last joint of the vertebra;.

Sheep Marking—Ear Marks.

The flock mark, the age mark, and the pedigree mark, are

all put on the ears of the stock lambs at weaning time.

The markings are sometimes tatooed, but the more general

plan is to mark by clipping a small snip or bit out of the ear

by means of the ear-nippers. The marks made are of

different kinds and shapes, as well as differently put on.

The main thing is to have the marking as simple and dis-

tinguishable as possible, and not to disfigure the lamb. A
“ cropped ”

or a split ear looks extremely bad. A small hole

in one of the ears answers very well for a private flock mark,

and every sheep, of all ages, belonging to the same owner,

should have this mark on the same ear. The barbarous

practice of branding on the cheek with a hot iron is now
abandoned by all except a very few old flockmasters, who
are opposed to every change in the system they were taught

when young. The age mark is of course different every

year. If the flock is drafted at five years old, then there
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must be five different age marks to use in turn. For
example :

—

Age Mark of Ewe Stock. Lambs. One
Shear.

Two
Shear.

Three
Shear.

Four
Shear.

Draft
Ewes.

Back bit near ear

Back bit far ear

Fore bit near ear
Fore bit far ear

Double back bit near ear
Back bit near ear

iSS 1

1SS2

1883
1554
1555
1556

1882

1883
1SS4

1885
1SS6

1553
1554

1885
1SS6

1884
1885
1886

1SS5

18S6
1886

1

Thus in the present year 1886, the ewe lambs take the

same mark as the draft ewes. Some prefer to have their

lambs marked the same as the oldest age of keeping ewes,

considering the difference between the hogg or teg and the

old ewe sufficiently distinguishable without the aid of a

separate mark. This plan does away with one of the stock

marks, and for the above number of ages kept, four instead

of five marks will only be required. But the former method
is the more satisfactory of the two, because at drafting-time,

if the flock happens to be all in one lot, the shearlings have
an altogether different mark from the draft ewes, and the

latter can be drawn out more readily without trouble or

mistake. If the shepherd is allowed a “pack,” then of

course the “pack sheep” have marks totally different from
the flock.

The pedigree is indicated by some other mark that can be
easily registered in the pedigree book of the flock. With a

large flock there is some difficulty in having the marks
simple enough so as to avoid mutilating the ear, and yet

perfectly plain in recognition. One very good plan is to

have all the ewes in a flock belonging to a particular tribe

tatooed with the letter B on the near ear, then the individual

ewes of this tribe must be numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., so that

their names would stand thus, Bi, B2, B3, &c.
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For example :
—

Ewes—Gaity’s Tribe.

“ Fore bit far ear.”

Year of Birth. Name. Sire. Dam.

1882. B3. Guido. N6.

The rams have the same tatoo marks as their dams.

A Canadian plan of recording pedigree without having to

tatoo,—which, by the way, is expensive and difficult,— by

simple punch marks only, can be readily seen from the ac-

companying figures :

—

The above diagram denotes what a mark in a certain part of

the ear signifies. Thus

:

—To number a sheep 333, make two

semicircular nips in the under side of the left ear, and a

hole through near the top part of the right ear, as shewn

below

:

—

The snip and hole are used alternately, to designate with

more certainty the exact part of the ear intended to be

marked. This system does not require more than three

marks till 500 is reached, after which by adding another

mark the numbering can be carried on into thousands.
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Buisting.
—The ear-marking, it should be observed, only

applies to the ewe lambs kept for stock
;
but at weaning

time, likewise, all the lambs are marked on the wool with a

stamp or buist
,
which sometimes combines the initial letters

of the owner of the farm, the iron being dipped in boiling

tar or pitch before being applied. This work should be

done on a dry day, particularly with the lambs for sale, as if

the wool is wet the tar spreads in it and disfigures the lamb.

Indeed much care and judgment is needed to buist lambs

properly. If the letters used are too large, the buist detracts

in appearance, from the size of the lamb
;
and if not

judiciously put on, it has an equally bad effect. The
wether lambs are buisted on the off side, and the ewe

lambs on the near side. The older sheep on the farm are

buisted at shearing time.

Keel-Mark.
—On a hill farm, some days after dipping, and

when the stock has been made up for the year, the whole

flock are usually “ keeled ” or ruddled. As with the stock-

mark, every farm has its own keel-mark. The keel-mark

being more distinguishable at a distance than the buist even,

is of much use to the shepherd. The keel is put on various

parts of the sheep, farmers in the same district studying to

have them all different, such as a mark round the left hip,

down the off rib, or across the shoulder. Each farm having

its own keel, strayed sheep can be readily detected from a

distance and brought back
;
whereas without such a mark

there would be difficulty in finding sheep that have wandered

amongst others. In some parts of the country the marks on

the sheep of each farm are registered, and an annual meet-

ing advertised at some appointed place, to which all found

sheep are taken, and those who have any missing attend to

claim what they have lost. In the north of England there

is a record of stock-marks, compiled and published by Mr
Gate of Keswick. The register displays the ear-marks, the

buist, and the keel-mark on illustrated diagrams, together
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with the names and addresses of the owners of the sheep

bearing the respective marks. By this means any strayed

sheep can at once be identified by referring to the guide.

“Keel” is a paint composed of red ochre mixed in oil,

which prevents it from washing out. A nice keel consider-

ably improves the appearance of a flock. At weaning time

the sale ewe lambs in hill flocks are also keeled on the neck

to distinguish them from the wether lambs.

Scoring Numerals.

“ Probably few are aware,” says Professor Wrightson in

the Agricultural Gazette,
“that there are such things as

1 sheep - scoring numerals.’ They exist, however, and the

subject certainly struck me as novel when I first met with it

in that delightful work of Mr Joseph Lucas, ‘Studies in

Nidderdale.’

“ Dale shepherds, it seems, have a way of their own of

counting their fleecy charges, but this way savours of high

antiquity. I went to my own shepherd at once, but was

disappointed to find that, saving for a slight difference in

pronunciation, he counted his sheep much as most of us

would count them.

“ In Nidderdale and Swaledale, in Yorkshire, Wasdale,

Borrowdale, Man, Cornwall, and other places where the

Celt long lingered, an old form of scoring, it appears, exists,

closely related to what is found in Sanscrit and Hindustani,

Old Welsh, Modern Welsh, and Gipsy (Romany). This is

a most important philological fact, and must be of interest

to all who add a taste for antiquities to their love of agri-

culture. The fact strikes me as strange, and as highly

creditable to the person who unearthed it.

“ Perhaps some of the Agricultural Gazette readers may be

able not only to confirm what is known of these sheep-

numerals, but also to add other forms as modifications of

the same. As an example I will first take Nidderdale num-
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bering. ‘Vain’ evidently stands for one; but what are we
to think of the remaining numerals up to twenty, which run

on as follows ?—
Yain. Tayter. Yain-dix. Yain-o-bumfitt.

Tain. Later. Tain-dix. Tain-o-bumfitt.

Eddero. Overro. Eddero-dix. Eddero-o-bumfit.

Peddero. Coverro. Peddero-dix. Pedero-o-bumfitt,

Pitlo. Dix. Bumfitt. Jiggit, or Giggit.

“ The Eskdale numerals are thus given

:

—
Yaena. Hofa. Yaen-a-dec. Yaen-a-bumfitt.

Taena. Lofa. Taen-a-dec. Taen-a-bumfitt.

Teddera. Seckera. Teddera-a-dec. Tedder-a-bumfitt.

Meddera. Lekera. Medder-a-dec. Medder-a-bumfitt.

Pimp. Dec. Bumfitt. Giggot.

“At Knaresborough, Yorkshire, the corresponding nunie-

rals are :

—

Yah. Teezar. Yah-dick. Yah -de-bumper.
Tiah. Seezar. Tiah-dick. Tiah-de-bumper.

Tethera. Catterah. Tether-a-dick. Tether-de-bumper.

Methera. Horna. Mether-a-dick. Mether-de-bumper.

Pip. Dick. Bumper. Jigger-

“ At Middleton, in Teesdale, the score is thus told :

—

Yan. Sezar. Yan-a-dik. Yan-a-bum.

Tean. Azar. Tean-a-dik. Tean-a-bum.

Tether. Catrah. Tether-a-dik. Tether-a-bum.

Mether. Horna. Mether-a-dik. Mether-a-bum.

Pip. Dik. Bumfit. Jiggit-

“ In (arder to show the Celtic origin of these expressions,

the old Welsh numerals are also given :

Un. Chwech. Un-ar-dec. Un-ar-pymthec.

Dau. Saith. Deu-dec. Deu-ar- pymthec.

Tri. Wyth. Triar-dec. Tri-ar-pymthec.

Pedwar. Naw. Petuarar-dec. Petuar-ar-pymthec.

Pump. Deg-or-dec. Pymthec. Ucent.

“A study of the Sanscrit, Hindustani, and Breton forms of

numerations, shows clearly that these curious old methods

of counting are the actual remains of an ancient language
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once spoken over ancient Britain, then confined to the

remoter portions, and finally only discernible in such fast-

dying relics as the above.”

RAM BREEDING.
For a century or thereabouts ram breeding has been an

important branch of sheep farming, and now exceeds in

magnitude the traffic in all male stock of every other breed

of animals put together. The name of Mr Bakewell is

associated with the earliest efforts in the trade. Marshall,

in his “Rural Economy of the Midlands,” states the hire

of tups, prior to 1780, to have been from one guinea to ten

for the season
;
at which latter price Bakewell, in that year,

let several. His stock from that period rose rapidly in

value, from 10 to 100 guineas, and in the year 1786 he let

two-thirds of one ram to two breeders at 100 guineas each
;

thus valuing the entire service of the animal at 300 guineas.

Ffom thence to 1789 the prices still kept rising, until the

sum of 400 guineas was repeatedly given for a single ram.

In that year Bakewell received 1200 guineas for three, and

for his whole stock of rams, 3000 guineas
;
and several

other breeders made from 500 to 1000 guineas each. The
spirit of enterprise kept increasing so fast that 500 guineas

were occasionally paid for the hire of a single tup
;
and in

three seasons one ram produced to its owner the enormous

sum of 1300 guineas. That Bakewell succeeded in pro-

ducing a marked advance in the sheep world, was evident

by the appreciation and wonderful prices he was able

ultimately to command for his stock. Within a period of

thirty years he raised the value of his rams from 15s to as

high as 500 guineas a-piece. His success was remarkable,

and is yet unequalled in live stock history. He raised, we
might say, at a jump, an animal from the lowest grade to a

perfection, which, after the lapse of a hundred years, has

hardly been improved upon, and which still stands un-

it
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rivalled amongst our breeds of sheep. The monopoly he

held was no doubt the secret of the high prices he obtained,

still he must have been a rare shepherd, and well deserved

the honours he lived to enjoy. To him is due, also, the

example of improving all our other breeds of stock.

Codings and Bates copied from his laws in developing the

shorthorn, and all other improvers which followed only

turned the ball which Bakewell set a-rolling. Shepherds

are often accredited with more than ordinary intelligence,

but we have here an example of it, which has proved a

blessing to the world.

The history of the ram trade from Bakewell’s time till

now would indeed be interesting, but from the scattered

nature of the business, and the many different breeds now

involved, the difficulty in obtaining information from so

many sources, prevents a complete record of the trade

being compiled. About all we annually learn on the

subject, is the average and highest prices made by a few of

the principal lots disposed at some certain sale, and a mere

catalogue of these would be uninteresting. What we want, is

a complete record of the number of rams sold of every

breed, showing the highest and average prices obtained,

and giving the totals both in numbers and value. Such an

account would be not a little startling. Last year we com-

piled an article for the Scottish Agricultural Gazette

Almanac on the ram sales for 1885, showing what the

extent is of the trade in Scotland. Of English sales we

can only record a few of the highest and average prices

received last year. For Shropshires, Mr Joseph Beach s

33 rams averaged ^37 8s. At the Uffington sale one ram

sold for 200 guineas. Mr T. S. Minton’s average for rams

was £z$ 9s. For Oxfordshire Downs, Mr Druce’s rams

averaged £14, as compared with £19 ns in 1884. Mr

Brassey’s rams averaged £14 IOS 6d, against £ij 10s Sd

in the previous year. Mr Treadwell’s average was £22
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os 9d. Mr C. Howard’s averaged ^12 9s 2d. A loss to

the Southdown world was the dispersion of Lord YValsing-

ham’s Merton flock. Eighty-one rams averaged 19s

4d, the highest price being 155 guineas. Mr Gorringe’s

rams averaged 12 guineas; Sir W. Throckmorton’s, 10

guineas. For Hampshires, Mr James Read’s Homington

rams averaged £22 10s 6d ;
Mr F. R. Moore’s ram lambs

averaged ^12 14s. Cotswolds did not realize such good

prices as in 1 884. Lincolns made some good figures
;
Mr

Charles Clark’s 100 rams averaged ^1 1 9s 3d; the

Owersby rams averaged £\ 2 . Mr Robert Wright’s thirty

shearlings averaged ^17 14s 6d.

In Scotland the total number of rams sold publicly in

1885 was 10,637, with an aggregate value of ,£43,401

8s id. Blackfaces are the most numerous, but Border

Leicesters outstrip them in value. It will be understood

that the blackfaced rams are not used for crossing with

other breeds, while the Border Leicesters are nearly

entirely purchased for this purpose. The Cheviots rank next

in value and numbers, then the various Down breeds make

up a considerable number, while the half-breeds and a few

long-wooled sheep, locally dispersed, complete the balance.

On the whole the sales of the year were unsatisfactory to

breeders.

The following is a detail of the several breeds :

—

Border Leicesters.
Where Sold. Nos. Highest. Average. Total.

Kelso 947 £82 00 ,£8 15 9= £8322 6 3

Edinburgh 669 21 o o 4 16 2= 32I 9 : 3 8

Perth 826 30 o o 3 12 8= 3001 2 8

Perth (Lambs) ....... 100 2 17 o 1 13 6= 167 15 o

Dumfries 300 14 5 o 5 10 0= 1650 o o

Castle Douglas 300 10 12 6 5 10 0= 1630 o o

Lockerbie 150 10 15 o 5 7 6= 806 5 o

Reston 200 15 10 o 726= 1425 o o

Hawick 300 12 o o 51 7= 1523 15 o

Inverness 200 1176 4 7 0=: 870 o o

Totals 3992 £82 00 £5 13 4= £2.2,635 17 7
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Blackfaced.
Where Sold. Nos. Highest. Average. Total.

Edinburgh 477 £31 00 £5 15 6 = £2756 11 2

„ (Lambs) 156 300 01874= 145 16 3

Perth 919 26 o o 38 84= 3157 12 4
Glenbuck 7 42 o o 20 15 S4 = 145 10 o

„ (Lambs).. 374 16 o o 201= 749 12 5

Oban 1100 20 o o 21 ioJ= 2303 11 11

Inverness 37 13 10 o 230= 79 1 6

Ballymenach 12 18 15 o 8 10 o = 102 o o

„ (Lambs) 100 600 1 10 o = 150 o o

Lanark 200 9 10 o 3126= 725 o o

„ (Lambs) 130 500 126= 133 15 o

Ayr 345 17 6 o 3 8 n = 11S9 o 11

,, (Lambs) 524 5 10 o o 10 7 = 486 19 4

Totals 4381 £,6,2 00 £2 15 4 = £12,124 o 10

Cheviots.
Where Sold. Nos. Highest. Average. Total.

Edinburgh 200 £20 00 £382= £681 15 9

Hawick 937 39 » 0 3 '4 1 = 353 * H 1

Inverness 100 7 10 o 2176= 287 10 o

Totals 1237 £39 00 £3 12 9 = £4500 19 10

Half-Breds.
Where Sold. Nos. Highest Average. Total.

Kelso 361 £21 o o £4 13 3 = £1683 3 10

Shropshires.
Where Sold. Nos. Highest. Average. Total.

Kelso \

Edinburgh
I 580 £10 10 o £380= £1701 16 4

Perth

Inverness /

Oxford Downs.
Where Sold. Nos. Highest. Average. Total.

Kelso
'

Edinburgh - 133 £12 50 £4 16 5 = £64! 10 6

Perth
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Hampshire Downs.
Where Sold. Nos. Highest. Average. Total.

Edinburgh 23 £5 0 O £3 17 10 = £89 II 8

COTSWOLDS.
Where Sold. Nos. Highest. Average. Total.

Kelso 10 £5 8 9 £2 12 6 = £24 7 6

Summary.

Rams Sold. Nos.
Highest
Price.

Average
Price.

Total Amount.

Border Leicester .. .. • 3992 £82 0 O £5 13 4 = £22,635 i7 7

Blackfaced . 4381 42 O O 2 15 4 = 12,124 O IO

Cheviot • 1237 39 0 O 3 13 9 = 4,50° 19 IO

Half-Bred 361 21 O O 4 >3 3 = 1,683 3 IO

Shropshire . 500 IO IO 0 380 = 1,701 l6 4

Oxford Down 133 12 5 0 4 16 5 = 64I IO 6

Hampshire Down... 23 5 0 0 3 17 10 = 89 II 8

Cotswold IO 5 8 9 2 12 6 = 24 7 6

10,637 £4 1 7i= £43.401 8 1

The business of breeding pure-blooded rams for sale has

certainly been somewhat overdone of late
;

still it will have

a beneficial effect in weeding out a good many of the inferior

sheep. It is a frequent complaint, too, that these sale rams

are injured, and in many cases rendered useless by over-

feeding. But we see less of this year by year. Breeders

are beginning to understand that it is to their interest to

have their sheep prove well. Getting them up for the sale-

ring is all very good, but they must be got up to stay. The

way to secure buyers, is to give them sheep with sound con-

stitutions, that will thrive on good plain keep. Besides, an

over-fed sheep never shows to the best advantage in the

ring; at least never so well as when it moves freely and

easily.

The increasing number of ram lambs now offered at these

sales is a very recent departure in the ram trade. And one

of the most remarkable points in the lamb trade, is shewn by
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the number of these now sold amongst the blackfaced breed,

—the breed which is noted above all others for its hardiness

and slow maturity. But buyers say they find the lambs

quite as serviceable as shearlings, while the former are far

less liable to be spoiled from over-feeding. The Royal

Agricultural Society of England, in 1884, offered premiums

for ram lambs, and for ewe lambs of the Shropshire breed

;

by way of special encouragement, we presume, to the native

breed of sheep in the district (Shrewsbury) where the meet-

ing was held. The offer of prizes for lambs on that occasion

brought out 25 pens of lambs, 10 in each,—in all 120 ram

lambs, and 130 ewe lambs,—and they were about the most

interesting part of the Shrewsbury Show. The Highland

Society, also, at its centenary meeting at Edinburgh in 1884,

had a class for ram lambs of the blackfaced breed, and at

both shows these premiums have been continued, and also

extended to some other breeds. There is a great diversity

of opinion whether it is wise to use ram lambs, some claim-

ing that it will ultimately lead to the ruin of the flock; while,

on the other hand, it is stated that by using ram lambs many
breeds have been immensely improved, rendering them

more susceptible to early maturity. Since the use of ram

lambs has been attended with good results in the case of

some breeds, there is good reason to think that other

breeders, who have not yet tried the system, -would do well

to follow the example.

In establishing a flock for ram breeding, those con-

templating the business should make mature calculations

beforehand. It is asserted that the thoroughbred horse,

the shorthorn, and some other animals, can be reared with

equal success and to the same perfection, regardless of soil

and elevation, other things being equal. This we doubt

very much with horses or cattle, at least it is not the case

with sheep. Most of our breeds of sheep are indigenous to

locality
;
and a location which is well adapted for one breed,
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would be altogether unsuited for another. Therefore, in

commencing a flock, which it is intended to bring to the

very highest state of excellence, it is well to make sure the

breed is adapted for the situation. Never attempt to raise

a Down sheep where a Cotswold would be better, or a

Leicester where the Cheviot would succeed. The soil and

climate are the two influences which determine the size, the

quality, and the constitution of sheep. The Down breeds are

known to thrive best on light dry soils, in not too cold a

climate
;
and the long-wooled breeds have the reputation of

being most suitable for heavy soils. Then as we ascend to

higher situations, the mountain breeds only can be profitably

kept. Having made certain that the situation is every way

adapted for the breed, the next point is the selection of the

ewes to breed from. There are wonderfully few specimens

in a flock that are fit to fill this bill, and even after securing

the best, they will not be faultless. However, do the best

possible, but never think that success will be achieved by

careless selection. The ewes should have the characteristics of

the breed clearly defined in every point. They should be equal

in size, have heads alike, wool alike, and all symmetrical, with

plenty of style and quality. Type is a great thing in a flock

of sheep
;
but, unfortunately, we cannot describe what is the

true type of any one of the breeds. There is no standard

guide, or scale of points, drawn up for our direction. What

would seem to be a favourite type in one district, is different

in another
;
and, in fact, this local fancy has drifted so far as

to result in the creation of new breeds,—for instance the

Leicester and Border Leicester. These two breeds were of

the same origin, and are now the Scotch and English types,

which each country considered the correct one to cultivate.

This proves the necessity there is for a recognised type in

all our breeds. No one who has attended a ram sale where

several different breeders were represented by the same

breed of sheep, but must have been struck by the diversity
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of character displayed by each of the lots. But since there

happens to be no standard basis to guide us in selecting a
certain type, each one must depend upon his own judgment,
and the nearer that coincides with public opinion, the
greater will be the success. Have a model in view, and
strive for it at every move. It takes years of patient breed-
ing to form a character, which the sheep will maintain, and
great perseverance is required to gain even a very small point,

The ram to use is the next consideration. No ram,

however valuable or good-looking he may appear, should be
put to ewes without first having been proved. In his first

season a few ewes should be selected likely to suit him, and
then a careful examination of the progeny will reveal his

true worth better than any outward signs can indicate.

The strictest care must be taken on that point, or a valuable

flock may be ruined by the indiscriminate use of a single

ram. In choosing a ram, pick only from well-known healthy

flocks. Let him be masculine and healthy in appearance,

having a frame as nearly perfect to your ideal as is possible,

and specially good on the points where the ewes are most
defective. He should have plenty of bone, with a straight

back, strong loins, wide ribs, deep chest, heavy quarters, and
good on his legs. The latter point is highly essential in a

ram. Then in wool he should possess the exact texture and
quality of the breed, covering his body evenly and on all

parts where the wool ought to grow. A ram that is imper-

fectly wooled on the under parts of the body should be
avoided, and any superfluous growth generally indicates a

coarse bred sheep. For every stud ram in the flock select

the ewes weak in the points he is strong, and keep each lot

separate during the breeding season. Mark the rams and
ewes with colouring of different shades, and make a correct

entry of these in the breeding-book, so that when lambing

takes place the sire of every lamb can be given. It may
also be necessary to mark the lambs by the different rams
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with a small snip in the ear, as a pedigree mark, as soon as

they are dropped. An extra good ram should not be

allowed to run with the ewes. If he be confined in a yard

and well fed, and the ewes brought in to him morning and

evening, he will serve about double the number he would

otherwise do, if allowed to remain with the ewes all day.

As to the price which may he given for a good ram there

is no rule. A J~5o ram may get better lambs than one

costing four times that money, yet it as often happens that

the highest priced sheep are the cheapest in the end.

When a ram can be found that appears to be what is

wanted, and proved himself suitable, he is cheap at any

price, as his progeny should sell at a similar rate if they are

properly brought out. It would, however, be a mistake to

suppose that because ^200 had been given for a sire, his

progeny are worth a corresponding value. That entirely

depends whether the ewes to which he is bred are equally

valuable, and the flock has a public reputation of being pure

and of the very choicest blood.

Ram breeding need only be attempted under the most

favourable circumstances, on good land, and where high

feeding can be carried on profitably. Much as buyers decry

overfed rams, it generally happens that the fattest sell best,

so that the breeder cannot very well help himself. If he

brings out his sheep lean they sell in proportion, conse-

quently a certain amount of feeding is indispensable for

success. High prices are only made by sheep of known

character, and such as are endowed with special qualities

which they have the power of transmitting to their progeny.

For gaining a reputation, it is now essential that the flock

should have an authenticated pedigree.

The average price at which it will pay to breed young

rams for sale, will of course be found to vary greatly in the

case of different breeds,—such as the Down breeds for

instance, as compared with the Cheviot or Blackfaced. Any
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breeder can settle that to his own satisfaction, as it largely

depends on the expense of rearing. The cardinal point,

as already observed, is not to lower the average by re-

taining too large a lot of ram lambs. Select them care-

fully, and start with the best only, and the result is sure

to be satisfactory, if the same watchfulness is displayed

throughout.

PREPARING SHEEP FOR SHOW.
The sheep department of the show-yard never fails to

attract a large share of interest. In some districts, indeed,

the sheep are more closely inspected and admired than any

of the other classes of stock. There are comparatively few

farmers who have not got some interest in sheep, and

whether they are judges of them or not, all enjoy the

pleasure of examining them at the shows. Amongst
exhibitors of sheep, as well as their attendants, keen rivalry

always prevails. Let the show be great or small, there is

sure to be something lively and instructive going on

amongst the sheep men. It cannot be denied that the

sheep stocks of this country have been greatly benefited by

show-yard competition
;
and, taking them all in all, our flocks

are probably in a more improved state than either our horses

or cattle.

There may not be more direct profit in showing sheep

than other descriptions of stock, but there is at any rate

more room to clear expenses. Extra care and feed ought to

give an increase in wool, and the lambs will also be better

than those of the ordinary flock
;

so that these helps,

together with the opportunity of selling the show sheep fat,

or for breeding purposes, gives the sheep exhibitor an

advantage that others do not have. We do not mean to

say that, as a rule, sheep can be shown with profit, but

when an exhibitor can lay hold of the premiums he should
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do more than clear expenses. Great time and labour are

required to fit them up, and they take the best of the food

from the other sheep. Still, those who can bring their

flocks into notice can well afford to show, for the better

prices they can obtain for rams or ewes that they may sell to

other breeders ;
and besides the pecuniary benefit, there is

always an honour attached to it, which is worth a good deal.

The worst feature some think in showing sheep, is its

effects upon the remainder of the flock. The best being

taken, it reduces the average quality
;
and when a cast lot

comes to be sold, the want of the top is severely felt. How-

ever, if the show sheep clip more wool, rear better lambs,

and sell for more money, they may more than counterbalance

this discrepancy, even without the premiums. So long as

the show sheep pay their own way they do very well, without

making up any shortcoming of the bulk. The fact of the

top being awanting does not alter the value of those that

remain. They are only worth so much whether they be

sheltered at the side of a good one or not
;
and if the value

of the one is raised with the help of the other, we must also

remember the value of the best is correspondingly lowered.

Every famous flock has had to prove its merits in the

show-yard, and but for its success in the ring it would

probably never have acquired its celebrity. Moreover,

many breeders, who in the first place were at great expense

and trouble in bringing out their sheep for the shows, are

now resting on their oars, and reaping ten times over any

preliminary outlay they incurred in the show-yard. Nor

have any a better right to rest on their laurels than those

who have won fame by actual test. We like to hear the old

enthusiast recount his battles won, and although the open

game may be left to others, the same shrewd care in breed-

ing is pretty certain to go on at home. Each year never

fails to bring back former buyers, and many new ones, all

confident that the once successful exhibitor will still preserve
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his flock in their former purity. This is where the profit

comes in. But those who have earned such reputation

know full well it was not gained without an effort. Every

point was made a study, and success was only achieved after

many attempts to win. But for every one that maintains

his reputation after leaving the show -yards, there are a

hundred never more heard of
;
so that when the show-yard

is chosen as a field to gain a name in, it is not every one

who can keep that name. At any rate those who count on

after success must make sure they deserve it.

In breeding sheep for show, besides the attention re-

quired in mating, we must not forget that the soil and

climate exert a powerful influence on the character of the

stock, and over which we have little or no control. The

adaptability of the sheep to the soil is, however, sufficiently

powerful, either to advance or retard all other efforts.

When any special breed is favourite, and wished to be

reared, we have to consider the conditions under which

their best properties have been acquired, if the fullest

success is to be attained, or even an ordinary profit assured.

Take any of the breeds we please, and examine the descrip-

tion of soil on which they are found in greatest perfection,

and it will become plain that in breeding sheep of the most

perfect type, we will have to regard very closely the nature

of the soil on which they are reared before we can succeed.

It makes no difference what experience or skill a man may

have, he cannot alter the character of the sheep further than

the quality of the soil will allow
;
so that in breeding or

showing, it is in the first place necessary to have a farm

with a soil and climate well adapted for the purpose and

breed of sheep.

If a few breeders have failed in improving their flocks

even after having taken prominent places in the lists, it is

no reason why the showing of sheep should be deprecated.

If they have not done well, it was not from the fact of their
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having exhibited. It may rather have been caused through

injudicious feeding and breeding. Many a time we have
seen breeding sheep fed to their ruin, and as often have we
seen wrong selections in mating, all through trying to raise

something for the show. Success might attend the effort as

far as show sheep were concerned, but then the system

pursued, and the result with the regular flock which had
been similarly bred, turned out to be a vast failure, merely

because the sheep were bred for one single purpose,—the

show-yard. They had been bred without an eye to general

utility, and thus the whole were ruined. Instances of this

kind have been common amongst Cheviot breeders, who
raised fine show sheep, but which were hardly fit to roam
the hills; and thus the show was blamed for the evil. No
doubt it was, so far, but then the real error was a want of

forethought, and failing to see the ultimate result. Let the

lessons of the past be a future guide, and where no mis-

guided notions are pursued good results are sure to follow.

Selecting Show Sheep.

It is scarcely possible to expect to buy show sheep, or

even advisable to do so. A good ram can sometimes be

purchased, but it is very seldom any other sheep of a suit-

able age are to be found for this purpose. At any rate

there is more honour and satisfaction in showing those

of our own breeding. The exhibitor will have to breed and
rear them on his own account. Having selected the best

ewes in the flock, and mated them with the best ram, their

progeny may be expected to be good, and most likely they

will be the best obtainable. It is to be regretted that the

sheep-men of Great Britain do not draw up a scale of points

for their respective breeds. The Shropshire breeders are

in advance of the others in this matter. It would be well

if there was a standard to guide the inexperienced regard-
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ing the points of all the various breeds. It is very annoying

when a long price has been paid for a sheep, to find that

when transferred to another quarter it is not the fashion of

that district, merely because of some very trivial point. Tn

the absence of a recognised type or fixed standard, every

one is free to indulge his own fancy about the points of any

particular breed.

Selecting lambs for show is not always an easy matter.

It may be simple enough to tell which are the best lambs,

but it is more difficult to say positively which will be the

best sheep. There are many things to consider besides

present merit in the lamb. The owner will know how his

lambs have been bred, and a lamb that is well “ corned

may eventually be worth more and prove better than one

that is not so well bred, although the latter beats the other

at the start. Then there are lambs with some remarkably

good points, but having say a bad head, or some other

prominent fault. Such are not desirable, and neither are

those that do not appear to be growthy. The best and

most likely lambs to come out well are those with a head

rather long and wide, a strong neck, thick lengthy body,

heavy quarters, and strong bone. These qualities, along

with fine symmetry and carriage, a good coat of the right

kind of wool, and a pleasing head and ear, are indicative of

lambs likely to make show sheep. When a number are

required for a pen, get them as much alike in size and

character as possible. “Like as peas” goes a long way

towards making a good pen, even although the lambs have

some faults. Having them all exactly alike in shape and

quality of wool, is also very essential when prize-taking is

the object. Single lambs will generally be stronger and

more suitable than twin lambs, although the latter may in

the course of a year make good their deficiency at the start.

There are very few ewes able to nurse twins to the same

weight that they can a single lamb, and for this reason the
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single lambs are the best. The same rules apply in select-

ing older sheep.

Feeding Show Sheep.

Show lambs need attention from the day of their birth.

Milk is the first and most important agent in rearing lambs.

No matter how well a lamb may be bred, unless it is well

nursed it will never do for the show-yard. To produce the

milk, the ewe must be literally fed
;
and it is better to feed

the ewe, than to try and cram the lamb at this early stage

with grain or other concentrated foods, and especially if the

lambs are to be carried on for a future showing or breeding

purpose. The ewes will require, besides good pasture,

about one pound of artificial food from and after lambing.

The lambs themselves will begin to eat at the boxes at

about a month old, and it will then be necessary to

gradually increase the allowance of cake or corn to the

ewes. If the ewes and lambs are folded, lamb creeps can

be brought into use, and the lambs allowed to run over the

ground ahead of the ewes; they can then also have a

trough for cake or corn to themselves on the opposite side

of the hurdles. From about the third month half a pound
more grain or cake may be given, and finally, when the

pasture begins to fail, the daily ration of box food for ewe

and lamb may amount to from 2 lbs. to 3 lbs., and this

will be sufficient to make them both fat. If a change from

grass pasture to rape, cabbages, or turnips can be given

them, that quantity will scarcely be required.

With fat lambs or wedders for Christmas show, that are

to be then slaughtered, no respect need be paid to the

ultimate results of feeding, making good lambs at any cost

being the sole object. The lambs may then be encouraged

to eat as soon as possible by giving them plenty of trough

room. Supposing both ewes and lambs are intended for
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fat stock shows, too much care and art cannot be devised

for heaping on fat. They will need from two to three

pounds of grain per ewe daily, and should be fed this at

twice, morning and evening. Plenty of change and variety

of food, with regular feeding, is the way to make them grow

;

and they should also be confined to moderately close

quarters, not having to go in search of their food.

It is not necessary to wean fat lambs at all. They may be

allowed to run with their dams up to Christmas, or as long

as may be found suitable.

Feeding cannot be commenced too early, no matter

whether the show be two months or twelve distant. It takes

every day in the year to fit sheep for show, but generally

from six to eight months will be sufficient if the sheep are in

average condition to start with. When they are well kept

all the time very little extra condition is required, which can

easily be put on in the last three months. The way to make

real good shearlings, is to commence early with the lambs, and

keep them growing, never having them fat, though next

door to it all through winter. Steady progress is far cheaper

and much better for the constitution of the animal than

attempting to rush the feeding a month or two before

the show. No sheep can be fully developed by irregular

feeding. They must be gradually grown, not standing still

one week and making up the next. It is easy enough to

fatten sheep in three months, but having them fat is about

the last object any breeder should aim for. Their whole

frame needs building up, and three months extra keep will

fail to develop all their points. It can only be done by

regular feeding, and that never at any time too heavy. A
mistake often made in feeding young sheep is getting them

ready too soon. It is not always easy to find suitable food

the year round, and at certain stages they would seem to

make but little progress. This is sometimes on account of

the feeder not knowing the real strength ofthe food supplied.
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The food should be arranged so that every change is for the
better. It is not all times easy to keep up improvement in
the quality of the food, but it is well, at any rate, not to
consume the best first.

If the lambs intended to be brought out the following
summer or autumn are weaned about the beginning of
August, they will do very well during that month and
September if they have the run of a good aftermath or
f°ggage. If they have been accustomed to grain along with
their dams they will still require it, but if they have never
previously had grain they need not just yet receive any. As
long as the aftermath lasts the lambs should keep growing
for the next two months, but as soon as there is any sign of
the pasture failing they should be allowed some grain.
Begin them with a quarter pound each, and as soon as they
get accustomed to the troughs, and have also acquired a taste
for turnips or cabbages, the grain ration should be advanced
to halfa pound per head. With this and plenty of cut turnips
or other green food and a little hay, they ought to go on well
until the New Year.

January and February are generally cold, and less growth
will be made during these months. It is not advisable, how-
ever, to augment the grain ration. If the lambs are fed much
grain in the winter they will not develop so well in summer.
Rather, if possible, provide better shelter, and give a fuller

supply of roots and hay three times a day. About March
the roots and hay become rather stale food, still, if nothing
better be at hand, they will do well enough. When the wool
assumes a dry appearance in the spring months about
March the grain may again be increased, and the best food
at that time is linseed cake or oil meal. The lambs should
not previous to this time of year receive linseed, and its use
then has a wonderful effect in keeping their wool from
becoming loose and open. To the half pound of grain

already given add a quarter pound of linseed cake. This

h
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then brings the artificial food up to three-quarters of a pound

per head daily at the beginning of March, and will be

sufficient for the next three months if a fair supply of roots

or other green food is available. The grass will by that time

be forward, and will be an acceptable change. The box

food may then be increased to one pound per head. The

better the pasture is, the better it will be for the sheep ;
and

when an extra push is required, the next resource is summer

green crops of rape, lucern, &c. Should the pasture or

summer grazing be only medium quality, from one to one

and a half pounds of cake may be allowed to each sheep.

On such fare they may be brought to shearlings in good

healthy condition, not by any means over-fed, and their

breeding powers uninjured, while at the same time they will

be in first-rate show condition.

With older sheep for fat stock shows, the feeding may be of

much the same description, only in larger quantities. About

double the quantities named may be given full grown sheep,

but we warn those who feed much heavier than recom-

mended that they cannot do so with impunity. It is the

practice with some to feed just as much as the sheep will

eat. This may be allowable with fat sheep, but it is waste-

ful, and in any other case it would be a mistake to ruin

valuable sheep for the sake of a prize, when rational measures

may be employed to secure the object.

A great many show sheep are fed almost exclusively in

sheds, and there is little doubt that, with a few sheep and

nice roomy sheds, greater progress can be made in fattening

;

or in other words, sheep can be fattened to greater weights

in sheds than they can in the open field. This, however,

only holds good under certain conditions. If the sheep

are not well attended to, regularly fed, and kept thoroughly

clean, they will do better outside. Sheep that are in pre-

paration for a Christmas show may be housed, but breeding

stock are better not confined
;
and in any case the sheep
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should not be kept in sheds all the year round. If they are
kept in good order at all times, three or four months is

is about as long as they will require to be housed. They
need not be hindered to get out into a yard, and the exercise
will do them good. Let them always have access to plenty
pure water, and a supply of salt within their reach. Give
them cabbages all the time if they can be had, turnips and
mangolds in their season, and as much clover and green pea
straw as they will eat up clean. Well made hay will be a
good change, and the dry food may consist of a variety of
grains, such as bran, oats, maize, peas, linseed cake.

Shearing and Trimming.
This may be termed the shepherd’s fine-art. The sheep

should be clipped as early as possible, but not before they
can be shorn on the new wool. Blocking them out on
the old wool is often done, but it should be remembered
that any old wool left may disqualify a winner.

Begin by making a sheep stand in a perfectly natural
position, letting it be held the while by an assistant. Then
proceed to cut into the wool at the tail head, level with the
back. Clip along the centre of the back, making it as level
as possible, and not too bare. Then the point of the shears
may be turned down the sides, commencing at the head,
and working from head to tail gradually down to the belly,

which last it is best to shear first, turning up the sheep for

the purpose. The shearer must thoroughly understand the
shape a perfect model of the breed he is dealing with should
be, and ever keeping his hand and eye in concert, will make
good or bad work according to his skill in the art.

Trimming is the modelling or clipping from time to time
of the already rough shorn sheep. They may be trimmed
once a fortnight up to the last, when they may get an extra
or final trim, a month or a day, according to the breed,

before the show. Before they are trimmed they should be
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washed; but too many washings are not advisable, as it

takes the lustre out of the wool. Two washings are as

much as are necessary, and for some breeds one is sufficient.

Choose a bright forenoon for washing, and then there is no

fear of giving the sheep a chill. Soft soap and water slightly

tepid may be freely used, rinsing off with clean water.

Three or four days should elapse between washing and

trimming, so as to give the wool time to set. If trimmed

too soon there is a danger of cutting holes in the fleece,

which can never be taken out again without much hurt.

The first trimming should only be to mark or cut out the

block in rough shape; as the wool grows, opportunity is

afforded to give the final mould and polish.

To be able to trim well it is necessary to be a good judge

of sheep, but the quickest and surest way of becoming a

good judge is to practise trimming
;
and unless a man can

trim, and understands trimming, he is not by any means fit

to be a judge. There are some very dexterous hands with

the shears, and the art they can display is very fine.

Colouring is the art ofpainting the wool on the sheep’s back,

so as to give the animals a better or a more characteristic

appearance. The sheep should not be too highly coloured,

—just sufficient to make them all alike. If this is done we

see no objection to colouring; for, as is well known, the

colour of the soil gives a certain hue to the fleece, and sheep

from different parts of the same farm even will sometimes

shew a great want of uniformity in colour when they are

brought together. The colour, if any be used, is best put

on with a fine syringe, and rubbed in with a brush. Ihe

substances used for colouring are usually red or yellow

ochre and burnt amber, dissolved in water.

Light cotton sheets are useful for covering the sheep

while in transit to the shows, so as to keep the wool from

being soiled
;
and if they are waterproof they are sometimes

of further service in keeping the sheep dry on wet show days.
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Judging Show Sheep.
There can be no fixed rule for judging all breeds, but a

few general points may apply in judging sheep as well as

other animals of the same kind.

First take note of the character or type of the sheep. No
matter how good they may otherwise be, they must shew
plainly the characteristics of the breed in size, shape, colour,

and staple of wool. Every breed has its own peculiar

features, and unless these be prominent and clearly defined,

the specimen should be passed over.

Then their mutton qualities may be examined. This is

done by handling. The hand will at once reveal the amount
of mutton the sheep carries, or is capable of carrying. In
male sheep the neck should be strong and thick, not flat

and long. The shoulders should be broad, and scarcely

perceptible to the touch, from being nicely rounded and well

filled. The ribs should spring evenly, wide from shoulder

to loin
;
and the hind-quarters should come out lengthy and

well rounded, not pointing behind. The back should be
level and evenly covered with meat, the bone nowhere pro-

jecting
;
the breast wide and deep

;
the underline straight

;

and the thighs full, and well shaped.

In breeding sheep, frame and bone should count for more
than fat. Then the wool, which in some breeds is para-

mount, requires careful scrutiny. Whatever the breed, the

wool should be particularly noticed as to length, fineness,

evenness, and strength of staple. But not only is it im-

portant to have the right staple, it must be growing in the

right place. Some sheep may shew a good coat on back
and sides, and yet be very inferiorly clad below or in other

parts. They should be well covered from head to hock
with an even compact fleece.

Then the head, ears, legs, and general symmetry have to be
observed. Constitution and quality are strong points in favour

of animals possessing them, as well as beauty and carriage.
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PREPARING SHEEP FOR MARKET.
In preparing sheep for market, the object should be to

have them look to the very best advantage, and any extra

work incurred in this not only pays, but affords an oppor-

tunity for displaying skill and taste in sheep management.
The more equal in size, quality, type, colour, and age a lot

of sheep are, the better they will sell. Of course, the sheep

cannot be remade,—the aim is to make the most of them.

In the case of fat sheep, 'the best of the lot are frequently

picked out week by week, and sold as they are ready. But
take the case of a large lot that have to be cleared out at

once.

Having brought the sheep together into a large pen or

yard, commence by catching out the worst ones, and while

drafting is being done, if the lot be ewes, do not hesitate

about sending off all that are considered bad specimens of

the breed, no matter what their age may be. Sell every

sheep, in fact, that has any unhealthy signs present, either

from accident or natural causes, and only keep those that-

are likely to thrive and rear a good lamb. Rather keep a

good over-age ewe than a bad young one. After the worst

have been drawn, it can then be seen if what remains are fit

to go as one lot. If they still appear unequal, it is often

better to divide them again, making a top lot, a second, and

a third. There are buyers for all the classes, so that each

lot will sell for what it is worth
;
and the average obtained

in this way will generally be better than if the whole had

been sold in one lot.

After the lots are arranged, any superfluous wool on the

head or legs is pulled or cut off, to give the sheep a more

uniform character. Formerly ewes and wedders were sent

to the market with wool in its natural state of growth, but

now almost all of them are trimmed or dressed with the

shears, the same as’show sheep. The wool on their backs
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is cut level, and their sides are nicely rounded off, so as to

give them a trim appearance. This does not, of course,

benefit sheep that are to be kept on for further feeding or

for breeding purposes. Clipping the ends of the wool on

the back, making it stand erect, is not what nature intended,

for naturally the long ends of the wool hang over and carry

the rain off the sheep’s back
;
whereas, by clipping the back

wool short the rain goes straight to the skin. Whatever

pecuniary advantage it may bring to the seller is certainly at

the buyer’s expense, except when the sheep are sold for

slaughtering, and even in the latter case there is a damaged

fleece.

A lot of sheep can be improved in appearance by colour-

ing. This may be done by dipping, or by showering any

coloured liquid over the sheep’s back with a syringe or

otherwise.

The different lots are next marked, each of the three lots

bearing the same mark, but on different parts of the body.

The top lot may be marked on the near side, the second on

the far side, and so on. Ewes and ewe lambs are marked

differently from the wethers. The former are generally

marked red across the loins, wethers on the shoulders, or in

many cases the latter are only buisted. In different markets

the marks for distinguishing ewes from wedders are very

variable.

Sheep and lambs for the fat market are generally marked

with colour in red or blue. The less of this, however, the

better, especially for lambs. A great blot of red or blue

on a lamb’s neck makes the animal look smaller than it

is, and other marks of the same kind are all more or less

open to the same objection when applied to lean sheep or

lambs. On fat sheep and lambs a little colour, if neatly

applied, improves their look. A thin streak along the back

is perhaps the best style of putting it. This shows out the

length of a fat sheep, and does not diminish its appearance
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otherwise. But it is only very large sheep that look well
with a strip of colour drawn the whole length, from the
crown to the rump. Smaller sheep and lambs shew better
when the line is drawn from the shoulder top as far back
only as the hinder rib, or at most not more than from the
shoulder to the rump.

EWE MILKING.
Ewe milking, at one time general on all sheep farms, has

during the present century gradually fallen out of practice.
From time immemorial the milking at the ewe-bughts was
considered a kind of annual holiday or festival. It came
when the mornings and evenings were balmy and inspiriting,
and the pleasures of the season have been handed down in
old songs in almost all languages. The poets have enume-
rated among sylvan pleasures “ the lilting at the ewe milk-
ing," and the lover’s pride in singing “ I’ve nine milk ewes,
my Marion,” which he would present to her on her bridal
day. Hogg alludes to the milking when he says,

—

“ When o’er the hill, the eastern star,

Tells bughtin’ time is near, my jo !

”

Burns also mentions it in many of his songs, and there is

little doubt but that it was quite common in his time. Be-
sides the two quotations of his above, he sings,

“ The salt sea we’ll harry, and bring to our Charlie,
The cream from the bothy, and curd from the pen.

”

Again,
“ Hark the mavis’ evenin’ sang
Soundin’ Cluden’s woods amang,
Then a-faulding let us gang,

My bonnie dearie O !

”

Ewe milking is one of the old institutions now exploded,
where systematic thrift was a main essential to success.
Our ancestors had many ways of gathering small things,
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which we now-a-days do not consider worth stooping, for

;

and ewe-milking was one of these pickings. Time is no

doubt money, but it is often not in taking sufficient time

about a thing that fails to pay.

About the beginning of this century farmers began to

milk the ewes less, not considering it judicious management,

and as a general principle they were perfectly right. It was

not to be expected that ewes, after rearing a lamb to full

size, could afterwards give sufficient milk to pay for milking.

In former days a man’s time was of comparatively little

value, and it then probably did pay to milk even for small

returns. But doubtless ewe milking was kept up for many

years after it was understood to be no pecuniary advantage

,

it was one of those inherited practices, handed down from

generation to generation, and persisted in by sheer force of

habit or custom. It was believed to be essential and

humane, until some far-seeing genius discovered that it was

about the same thing to let the lambs suck a little longer.

There is now about two months difference in the time of

weaning, since ewe milking was abandoned. We have not

the least intention of advising a return to the old practice,

but wish to point out a system by which ewe milking might

be very profitably pursued. At the present value of mutton

and lamb, it is not to be imagined that ewes can be spared

for any other purpose than nursing their lambs ;
but where

the system of rearing early fat lambs is practised, ewe milk-

ing seems to suggest a way of overcoming the greatest

obstacle to that system,—viz., very long keep of the eves

for very short service. When the lambs are sold fat early

in the season, just at a time when there is abundance of

succulent food forthcoming, it is difficult not to believe that

the ewes might be milked a few months without injuiy,

when, as we will presently shew, the practice can be turned

to good account.

Ewe cheese is richer than cow-milk cheese, and used to
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be counted a great dainty
; but the home-made article is not

now obtainable except at an extravagant price. In France,
however, the industry is carried on on a large scale. In the
district of Roquefort there is a factory where the milk of
some 250,000 sheep is made into cheese of that name, and
the amount turned out averages from 3000 to 3500 tons
annually. It is also said that many of the choicest Conti-
nental cheeses owe their fine flavour to the presence of a
proportion of ewe-milk. Considering the new energy that
is now being infused into dairying, it may be worth suggest-
ing that the ewe is capable of contributing very materially to
the making of fine cheese.

We do not, however, recommend ewe milking for the
purpose of assisting in the production of a fine-flavoured
article of diet only. We recommend it as a business com-
plete in itself, the same as an ordinary cow dairy,—with this
exception, that every ewe would have to nurse her lamb for
a short time. As already mentioned, the only disadvantage
that attends the rearing of early fat lambs, where the ewes
are not fattened and sold off fat also, is the heavy expense
of bringing the ewes into condition for rearing fat lambs,
when they have to run barren for the remainder of the year.
It stands to reason that the ewes most suitable for making
fat lambs would naturally have good milking capacities, and
would therefore be the best for dairy purposes. We hope,
some day before long, to see early lamb and ewe cheese
being turned out from the same farm, and those who keep
sheep near to large towns may find this scheme more re-

munerative than any other they can adopt.
We are not in possession of any test giving the compara-

tive yield of milk by different breeds, yet there is evidence
enough to prove that some of the breeds of sheep milk very
heavily, and would easily, by selection, give sufficient to
satisfy even the most sceptical. In Iceland they milk the
ewes for six weeks after the lambs are weaned, and from
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100 well-kept sheep, easily realise from 12 lbs. to 15 lbs. of

butter daily. If this can be done with the small Iceland

sheep, what ought we not to expect from some of better de-

veloped breeds? At Roquefort each ewe is estimated to

produce 24 lbs. of cheese in the year, besides suckling her

lamb for two months. Now taking three months as the

average milking period of the ewes after rearing an early fat

lamb, and allowing 1 gallon of milk to 1 lb. of cheese

reckoning on the same total as above, the daily yield of

milk would be something like two and two-third quarts per

ewe. The milk made into cheese might be expected to

command is per lb. or even more. How far the Roquefort

estimate could be exceeded we will not predict, but we have

little doubt that there are milk ewes in this country that are

capable of averaging three quarts of milk daily.

WOOL GROWING.
Wool is not only a source of wealth to the farmer but to

the nation. It is a provision of nature to supply heat and

wealth to its producers, and to be afterwards used as cloth-

ing for man. Its mode of growth on the sheep’s back is

exceedingly simple. Beneath the skin are a series of small

cells, from one of which each fibre of wool emanates, so

closely packed together that the whole surface is completely

covered with a dense growth, which varies according to the

climate and breed of sheep. Like every other organic

structure, it needs suitable nutriment upon which it may

feed, and from which it may extract the materials required

in building up its framework. This nutriment is secured

by the small cells by which the wool is rooted beneath the

skin, which absorb all that the wool requires from the blood

circulating beneath them. If the blood does not contain

the materials required for the wool, it is simply impossible

for any growth to be secured.
r

l he cells cannot absorb the
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necessary supplies if not presented to them in the blood.
It therefore becomes evident, that unless the animal’s food
is of such a character as to supply the nutriment required,
its growth must cease. On the other hand, a liberal supply
of proper matter promotes a rapid growth, and gives it a
strength of texture considerably greater than is obtained
from inferior food, whilst its softness is fully preserved.
The food required for promoting the growth of wool

differs but little from that usually given under any liberal

system of feeding. The special requirement is a supply of
sulphur, which it usually secures from such green crops as
clover, vetches, peas, &c. The influence which these have
on wool has been frequently observed, and we have in this

fact an explanation of much of the softness of texture which
is thus produced. Wool appears to require other materials
for growth, but only such as are necessary for the production
of the other parts of the body. In addition to the ordinary
supplies of food, if we give the animal some variety of the
leguminous crops named, or feed more directly a quantity of
sulphur, there is no doubt but that the growth and quality of
the wool can be greatly promoted. In this country the
practice of feeding the sheep a mixture of salt and sulphur
is little practised, whereas in America no sheep farmer ever
thinks of allowing his sheep to be without a constant supply.
1 he condition of the skin has a most important influence
upon the character of the wool. It acts as a sort of gauge,
regulating the size of the fibre. Any circumstances which
enlarge this guage produce an opening for the growth of
coarser wool, and the opposite result is secured by any
agency which decreases the size of these apertures, thereby
producing a finer fibre. It is essential to the character of a
good wool, that there should be an evenness of staple.
Irregularities in the size of the fibre are always undesirable,
causing weaker portions, which do not withstand equal ten-
sion, and consequently decreases the general strength of the
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wool for manufacturing purposes. This arises from the in-

fluence of the skin in contracting or expanding the pores,

and usually originates in a change of food or temperature.

Excessive heat naturally opens the pores, and favours the

production of coarse wool
;
any great severity of cold con-

tracts the pores, and makes the wool small in the fibre
;
and

the same effects are caused by abundant or short supplies of

food. It is generally noticed that when the growth of wool

is rapid and of a healthy character, there is not only an

abundance of yolk in the wool, giving it a soft greasy feel,

but the skin has much the same condition. This is never

found upon sheep which are badly fed and in poor condi-

tion. Under such circumstances the blood is naturally free

from any oily matter, and consequently the roots of the wool

cannot get their supply, neither can the skin maintain its

soft and greasy condition. A liberal supply of good food,

and shelter from extremes of heat and cold, are therefore

essential for the production of the best quality of wool.

The influence of food does not end here, for a regularity in

the supply is almost as important as the quality. Any

period of short supplies, or of inferior food, leaves a clear

record in the fibre of the wool, producing a harsher and

weaker structure, which is readily distinguished from the

growth produced when the animal is well fed. These por-

tions are of necessity less able to stand the strain of manu-

facturing processes, and the value of the wool is decreased.

Large quantities of wool are thus injured by irregular sup-

plies of food, which would have been materially increased if

some additional food had been given at the time when

the ordinary supplies were insufficient. These cases un-

fortunately occur more frequently at a time of the year when

the severity of the cold increases the damage
;
but, on every

principle of economy, they should be very carefully guarded

against. A climate that is cold, yet not too cold—that does

not know a range of temperature ranging from excessive to
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extreme frigidity; that knows neither a torrid sun, nor severe

and long-lasting storms of frost and snow,—is certainly the

most favourable for the production of the best wools.

The soil also exerts a great influence on the growth of

wool. The best wool of the United Kingdom comes from

sheep fed on open downs or marshy lands, both of which

are much colder than many of the enclosed counties where

the wool is not of so much value. This leads us to think

that it is the soil and the grasses that affect the quality of

the wool, rather than the warmth of the climate. We have

heard it said, that a flock of sheep brought from Norfolk

into the rich warm enclosures of Essex or Herefordshire do

not retain the quality of their wool for one year, and that

the longer they are kept there the more is the difference

observable. At all events, the countries which produce the

finest wool do not always afford the finest pastures. The
downs about Hertford, in Norfolk, Salisbury, and Marl-

borough, and the pastures of Cotswold and Leominster,

have nothing peculiar to them that is not to be found in

other parts of the kingdom, and yet the wool of these places

is superior to that grown in most other parts of the country.

Sometimes we find that richness of pastures and excellence

of wool go together, as in Lincolnshire and Romney Marsh,

where the sheep are fed on rich deep grass, and yield

fleeces of a fine quality, for length of staple especially. But

this is not generally the case, for in Buckinghamshire, where

the pasture is equally rich, the -wool grown is of a much
coarser quality. This proves that the soil, or the mineral

matter contained in the herbage it produces, is an important

factor in determining the quality of wool grown. The soft-

est wools are grown on an argillaceous or a silicious soil

;

whilst a calcareous soil, whether limestone or chalk, pro-

duces wool remarkable for its harshness in touch. Not only

is the quality of wool in regard to its softness affected by the

soil, but even its colour undergoes a change from the same
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cause. In Gloucestershire, for instance, it acquires a deep
yellow. In Hertfordshire, Warwickshire, and other counties

possessing a similar soil, the wool partakes of the same hue,
inclining to brown. In Lincolnshire and Cambridgeshire,
the fenlands communicate a dark brownish tint. On a
chalky soil the wool is distinguished by its whiteness

;
on

heath and peat lands the colour is more blue
;
and thus, in

every district, the colour of the fleece evinces the action of
the soil, either by insinuating its particles into the fleece and
its fibres, or chemically uniting with its surface

; and it is

remarkable that the colour thus obtained is indelibly fixed in

the wool, so that no washing or other method can remove it,

nor can its whiteness be quite restored by any artificial pro-

cess hitherto discovered.

It is interesting to note the differences in the quality of
wool as exhibited in the different breeds of sheep. Whether
all the present diversities of the sheep race are descended
from one original pair or not, we may take it for granted
that in progress of time a variety of circumstances was
sufficient to have created a variety of races. The original

sheep in most countries where improved species are now
found, were invariably fine wooled, and by cultivation and
crossing of the different tribes the wool has in many
instances become both longer and coarser, having altered

to a greater extent than even the form of the sheep them-
selves. However, the properties for which wool is most
valuable, is not so much in variety of breed, as in the true-

ness of breeding. In a true bred sheep the staple of the

wool is of an equal length and texture on all parts of the
body. It will not be fine on one part of the body and
coarse and shaggy in another, and the more even it is the
more valuable it becomes. In ill-bred sheep the variety

of wool found renders the article unsuited for the manu-
facture of fine cloths, and, consequently, its value is

diminished. Hairy wool, or what is better known as
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“kempy” or dead hairs, is another kind deprecated by
manufacturers. These “ kemps ” vary in length and coarse-

ness according to the breed of sheep. They appear to be
fibres of wool, which have been killed, by some cause or

other, so far as power to grow beyond a certain length is

concerned. But they still continue to grow in thickness

and hardness, till they become glazed and hairy looking

;

and, owing to their horny qualities, they resist the substances

of the dye. They never alter in the process of carding,

combing, or spinning, nor do they unite with the rest of the

wool to form the thread, but lie on the surface, only held

down by other fibres of wool which may be wrapped round
over them. It should be the object of every breeder of sheep
to diminish, if possible, these very kempy varieties of wool.

To grow wool without fault or flaw in its fibre, it is

necessary that the sheep be kept in uniformly good and
thrifty condition every day in the year, and not exposed to

extreme degrees of heat or cold, and most especially to wet
in cold weather. The sheep must not be overfed or under-
fed at any time, so as to fever the system or to allow it to

become debilitated, as either condition is likely to weaken
the fibre or make it brittle. If the sheep are allowed to

get out of condition, or to lose flesh, the wool deteriorates

in direct proportion, and there will be a weak place in the

fibre, no matter if their condition is afterwards improved.
It is a fact beyond dispute, that the flockmaster has the
making of the quality of the fleece almost entirely in his

own hands, and if his clip of wool is not first-class he has
only himself to blame.

The quantity of wool which each breed of sheep will

produce cannot be given with any degree of accuracy.

Individual specimens have been known to shear as much as

30 lbs. to 40 lbs. of unwashed wool, but the average fleeces

of such breeds under ordinary treatment may not weigh
more than 8 lbs. It entirely depends on how the sheep
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are fed, and whether the soil is adapted to the particular

breed. The following table gives the actual clip of wool

from thirteen different breeds, at the shearing in June

1882 on the Cirencester College Experimental Farm :

—

Breed of Ewes.
Weight of
Fleece.

Price of
Wool
per lb.

Remarks.

Lincoln
lbs. oz.

13 2

8 6

s. d.

I O Long in staple, bright and silky.

Cheviot I O A wool of medium length, soft

Shropshire 7 5 , j

and rich.

Longer in staple and more lustre

Border Leicester 6 13 I 0
than other Down wools.

Not so soft and silky in staple

Oxford Down ... 6 10 I oj
as Lincoln.

Equal to Shropshire in quality.

Leicester 6 6 I 0 Similar to Border Leicester.

Blackfaced 4 S 0 9 Coarse and long.

Dorset S 6 I O Longer in staple and not so fine

Hampshire 5 2 I O
as the Downs.

Short wool very similar to South

Herdwick 5 0 0 9

Down, but longer in staple

and not so fine.

Coarse and long.

South Down 4 5 I oi A short, small-haired wool.
A long stapled wool or mediumExmoor 5 0 0 II

Cotswold 8 0 I 0
quality.

Long, and rather coarse lustre.

The above figures represent the average of three ewes of

each breed. The sheep of each lot were all fairly equal,

and the treatment of all the lots during the previous winter

and spring had been exactly alike. All the ewes, also, had

reared one or more lambs during the summer. It is more

than likely, however, had the trial been made in another

district, with a soil and climate different from that of

Gloucestershire, there would have been more or less varia-

tion in the results. According to the best calculations, the

average weight of fleece is in England and Wales 5^ lbs.,

in Scotland 4§ lbs., and in Ireland 6 lbs.; but the average
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may vary as much as from a quarter to half a pound pet
fleece, according to the season.

British breeds of sheep are chiefly cultivated on account
of their mutton qualities, their wool-bearing properties not

being considered of sufficient importance to warrant special

attention. For this reason 90 per cent, of all our British

fleeces belong to the class technically described as “long-
haired ”

or “ lustre
”
wool, and consequently, foreign wool,

where mutton is considered of no account, being grown for

a single purpose, is of a much finer quality. The finest of
all wools—the only wool, in fact, that can be used for the

finest broadcloths—comes from the Merino sheep
;
and an

inspection of these animals will show at the first glance how
distinctively a wool-producing breed they are. Compare
this species with the British breeds, and it will not need' the

lecture of a naturalist to define the marked distinctions

between the wool-producing and the flesh-producing species.

Wool and mutton productions in sheep are exactly similar to

milk and beef propensities in cattle, from no one breed can
the highest quality or value of either product be obtained.

And as the British farmer finds the mutton producer the
most profitable, the supply of fine wools is left to other
countries.

While speaking of fine wools, it reminds us of a very good
story we have somewhere read of a distinguished agricul-

turist, whose enthusiasm for rural pursuits had always been
more than a match for any skill he possessed in them,
who was once betrayed into a mistake of a ludicrous nature'

It was at the time when the merits of the Merino breed
of sheep divided the suffrages of the wool-growers of
England. The gentleman alluded to, who was an advocate
for the superiority of the Spanish fleece, brought in his

pocket to a meeting of fleece amateurs a sample of Merino
wool grown under an English sun, with the intention of
making an eloquent speech in praise of the foreign breed,
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and then, by way of proof, exhibiting the sample, to the

utter confusion of the partisans of the Blackfaces and South-

downs. A friend of the Southdowns got a hint of the

gentleman’s design, and being as much of a wag as a wool-

grower, he hit upon a very amusing expedient of putting the

real knowledge of the Merino advocate to the test.

Previous to the meeting he contrived to abstract from the

sample of wool in the gentleman’s pocket a good handful,

which he silently transferred into his own. When the party

were all assembled the gentleman made his speech in favour

of the Merino fabric,—a very confident and a very warm

one,—and concluded with drawing it forth, saying :

—

“ But, gentlemen, I don’t want you to take my word on the

subject ;
here is a specimen of the wool itself. Only look

at it, and be convinced. Was there ever so fine a wool seen ?

The sample being handed round, the sly purloiner begged

to put in a word for the Southdowns.

“ He was,” he said, “ no speechifier, but a plain matter-

of-fact man ;
the Merino wool might be all that they w ere

told, but he had a handful of wool in his pocket, which he

had shorn that morning from the back of a Southdown

wether, which he thought quite as fine, and he would appeal

to the judgment of the company if it was not.”

On this he exhibited the stolen handful of Merino as

genuine Southdown. Most of the company were of opinion

that it was every whit as good as the Merino ;
but the

Merino grower himself, seizing it, eagerly exclaimed,

“ That he could not sufficiently express his surprise, that

gentlemen with their eyes open should talk so ;
the differ-

ence between the two wools was as obvious as the difference

between black and white.”

He went on in the same strain till the witty hoaxer stopped

him by letting out the secret, to the great amusement of the

company, and the inexpressible confusion of this nice dis-

criminator of rare products.
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The Wool Trade.

The import of wools from foreign countries has, within

the past hundred years, assumed enormous dimensions, and

has completely overpowered British markets. Australasia is

virtually the kingdom of sheep and wool, and from that

quarter of the globe comes the greatest quantity. The pro-

gress of the sheep industry in these colonies has been rapid

and remarkable. In 1788 New South Wales had only 29

sheep, and the first wool exported was in 1807, when she

sent away 245 lbs. The wool grown prior to that date was

probably worked up by the inhabitants of the colony to

supply their own requirements. Tasmania first appears on

the list in 1816, when she had 97,492 sheep. For many

years her exports of wool were included in those of New
South Wales, but a separate return was given in 1822, when

she exported 157,467 lbs. In 1835 Victoria appears on

the scene with 1400 sheep, . though her name is not on

the exporting list till 1837, when she exported 375,081 lbs.

In 1848 South Australia had 28,000 sheep, and exported,

wool to the value of ^770. In 1850 Western Australia

exported 334,720 lbs., and in the same year New Zealand

exported 480,640 lbs., the total exports in that year amount-

ing to no less than 59,664,627 lbs., equivalent to about

170,000 of our present bales. Since then the trade has

yearly increased. The following table shows the importation

of colonial and foreign wool into the United Kingdom for

the last four years :

—

Bales.
1885 1884 1883 1882

Australasian 1,027,723 1,084,355 99°,792 999, 73 1

Cape of Good Hope 182,168 189,377 187,368 191,113
East India and Persian... 93,699 97,741 86,194 92,006
German 9,700 10,045 16,138 10,297

Spanish 97 1 63 393 i,oSo

Portugal 7.634 7,435 10,290 9,769
Russian 63,368 48,635 56,212 44,201

Sundry 132,871 161,979 85,178 138,972

Total 1,517,260 1,592,730 1,432,565 1,487,169
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The depreciation in the value of wool which exists at

the present moment, is accounted for in the remarkable

increase of the world’s clip. Taking into account all the

changes which have occurred during the last hundred years,

the prospects of wool ever regaining its former value are

extremely doubtful. The restricted domestic system of a

working master, with a few apprentices and one or two

journeymen, regulated by statute, and the hours of labour

and the rate of wages determined by the justices of the

peace, has given place to the factory system and aggregation

of vast numbers of men and wealthy employers. A century

ago the great inventions of the mule and the power loom

were but being brought into existence to add enormously to

the power of production. A century ago the value of

English lustre wool of good average quality was almost

exactly 14s 6d per tod ;
and the value appears to have gone

on increasing until 1791, when 20s per tod was reached.

Prices subsequently fluctuated very much, and a backward

movement reduced prices to 16s 6d per tod in 1797, as

against 24s per tod in 1792. Several rises and falls took

place in succeeding years till 1802, when an upward bound

brought values to 31s 6d per tod, which must at that time

have seemed a very excessive price. Prices again fell, but

a revival taking place, rates were maintained at 28s to 33s

per tod up to 1813. But next year, .1814, a sudden bound

took place, and values rose to 44s
;
and in 1815, 50s per tod

was touched, a remarkably high point, owing to the French

war. The relapse came no less suddenly, for next year,

1816, 32s per tod represented the value of good grown wool.

After these fluctuations a period of calm attended the prices

of wool, and from this time up to 1832 the value was little

altered, the range being from 28s to 30s
;
but in the autumn

of 1839 another upward bound was experienced, when wool

jumped up suddenly to 46s per tod, and the value remained

above 40s for a considerable time. But in 1843 a great
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drop took place, and at midsummer of that year only 25s 6d

could be secured for excellent wool. The next three years

brought up the level of prices to between 30s and 32s per

tod, but during the years 1847 and 1848 a fall brought rates

to 27s, while in 1849 the extraordinary low limit of 22s per

tod was reached. Next year 26s was secured, and in 1851

30s was made of wool, increasing to 37s in 1853. In 1863
an upward movement brought prices suddenly to 52s, but

in 1864 the rates touched 65s per tod, being the highest

price reached in the century for wool. The succeeding

year brought back values to 59s per tod, and in 1866 they

had fallen to 43s 6d; and the fluctuations were but little

marked until 1870, when it had again dropped to 36s.

Recovery was quick, for next year the figures were 47 s, and

in 1872, 58s per tod. From that time, with the exception of

1880, when a rise of 7s took place, the wool market has

been one of gradual decline, until in 1885 the price is 22s

per tod. From the highest point of 65s in 1864 to that of

22s in 1885-86, there is represented a startling decline, and

the difference in the value of the clip of English wool at

these widely varying prices is somewhat remarkable. Esti-

mating the wool produce at 5,500,000 tods per annum, the

value of the produce in the year 1864 was ^17,554,166;
whereas the same quantity in 1885 represents a value of

^6,050,000,—that is taking the mean average price in

1864 at 63s rod per tod, and at the present time at 22s

per tod. The difference in value between the produce of

these two years is thus no less than ^11,504,166, a sum
which indicates the shrinkage in the value of this por-

tion of agricultural produce in the course of about twenty

years.
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The following table shows the annual prices of English
wool per pound during the last seventy-five years :

—

Year. s. D. Year.
1S1 1 0 1849
1812 oi 1850
1813 2 1851 1 0*
1S14 7 1852 1 ii
1S15 IO 1853 I 4
1S16 4 1854 1

1817 3 1855
1S1S I 1856 1 4
ISI9 O 1857 1 8J
1820

5 1858 1 3i
1821 4* 1859 1 6i
1822 2 i860 1 8
IS23 O 1861 1 7*
IS24 11* 1S62 1 84
1825 O 1863
1826 si 1864 2 3!
1827 I 1865
IS28 1 Si 1866 1 ill
1829 II 1867 1 7
1830 O 1S68 1 Si
1831 n* 1869
1832 0

i

1870 i S
1833 2 1S71
1834 3 1872 2 i|
IS35 3i 1873 2 oi
1836 4 1874 1 9
IS37 I 1* 187s 1 8
1838 2 1876 i 6
1839 7* 1877 1 41
IS40 2 1S7S 1 3
1841 oi 1879 I oj
1842 0 1880 I 3
1843 IO issi 1 oi
1844 II 1882 I 0
1845 I iss3 0 iil
1846 I 1884
1847 0 1885 O ioi
1848 0

The extremely low figure to which the price of wool has

fallen, and the absence of any immediate prospect of an im-

provement in the state of the markets, is causing consider-

able anxiety to all classes interested in wool-growing
;
and
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doubting eyes are naturally turned in the direction of those

countries which are the principal centres of supply. The
movement which has been started in Australia for opening
up the markets of China and Japan, and inducing those

countries to become larger consumers of wool, is attracting

considerable attention. Of course if the object can be
achieved, the effect will at once be apparent in the increased

activity of the home looms, whence for a long time at any
rate such demand for woollen fabrics as may be stimulated

in the far East will have to be supplied. The ordinary

course of trade will not be changed; South America and
Australia and the rest will continue to send their raw
material to England, whence it will be despatched, in a

manufactured state, to the markets of Asia, which will thus

take the place of the markets of Europe, now almost closed

to us. But to develop among a race so essentially con-
servative as the Chinese any considerable taste for woollen
fabrics will be a work of time. Even in Japan—progressive

as the people are in their ideas, and eager to adopt European
fashions—it will take a long time to cause such a demand
for woollen goods as appreciably to affect the wool markets;
and it will not do, therefore, for wool-growers to build any
hopes of a speedy improvement in prices on this movement,
nor, indeed, from any other prospect at present visible.

The trade in wool, or in woollen manufactures, is in a
large measure ruled by the freak of fashion. If lustre

fabrics are out of fashion the demand for home-grown wool
diminishes, the price falls, and farmer and manufacturer
both suffer from the depression. This is virtually what has
happened. The fashion of the day has not been favourable

to British-grown wool, and in consequence we come into

the market with an article which, at best, takes second
place, and have to be content with a second-rate price. We
can scarcely hope that a freak of fashion will ever again
materially raise the price of wool in this country, and as we
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cannot produce wool to equal what is grown in finer climates

than our own, nothing but energy and skill will enable the

British farmer to keep his place in wool markets.

THE COLLIE.

The name of the collie has at different times assumed

various forms. Chaucer writes of “ Colle-our-dogge;”

Ramsay spells it “Colly;” Fergusson, “Colley;” and

Burns, “ Collie.” The latter term,which is of comparatively

recent date, now being the form usually written. The

meaning and origin of the word collie has also been a

subject of controversy, and it is still doubtful whether the

proper derivation of the name has yet been defined. One

writer asserts that the shepherd’s dog is called collie, because

it has a fox-face; and a fox being a false, cunning, deceitful

beast, it was in some places called a coll, or a false animal.

Another suggests that the name is derived from cole, meaning

marked with black, which is said to have been the prevailing

colour in the early days. The author of a dictionary avers

the term describes 'the dog as it was the custom to treat it.

l"he tail apparently had been thought an encumbrance, and

was commonly docked; hence collie means, according to

this authority, neither a fox-faced, nor a black and white, but

a bob-tailed dog,—cole being the Scotch equivalent for

cutting off an- appendage. These definitions are, however,

contradicted by one who says, “ Collie has nothing to do

with either the colour of a dog or with his tail. I lived some

years in the Highlands; I heard there all young dogs called

collie, until they had some individual name given them

;

collie, then, is equivalent to whelp.” A more probable defin-

ition than either of these is given by one who says, “ 1 he

word collie is the Sassenach corruption of the Gaelic words,

“ Cu,” “ luth,” — the th silent—hence “ Cu-lu,” collie.

“ Cu ” in Gaelic means “ dog ;
” and “ luth,” “ active endur-
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In considering the origin of the dog it is still ,n „
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buted to its stealthy nature, than to its inability to carry it

curled
;
as with animals in the domesticated state, when fear

or distrust is betrayed, the tail is always lowered. In those

countries where the canine race has not been so thoroughly

reclaimed from the savage state as in Europe, the domestic

dogs have a striking resemblance to the wolf, the jackal, or

wild dogs which inhabit the regions. Darwin’s opinion was,

that the domestic dog is descended from one or other of

these species, and there is every reason to credit his belief.

From whatever source the collie may have been descended,

the present types or specimens of the race are extremely

diversified in form and colour, which would suggest a vast

co-mingling of strange blood at one period or another. The

different kinds of dogs—we cannot call them breeds—now

employed by shepherds in tending their flocks, entirely

baffles description. They are of every size and colour, rough

and smooth coated, soft and hard haired, mostly representing,

faintly or strongly, a dash of nearly every known breed of

the canine species. This great diversity of type may be

accounted to the common influences of carelessness in

breeding and crossing with other breeds. In nearly all the

varieties, however, are to be found sheep-dogs of superior

intelligence; and to this fact, perhaps, may be ascribed

the cause of so much indifference amongst shepherds in

cultivating any particular sort. Still, it cannot be denied,

that while an occasional good dog is found among the cross-

bred species,the great majority of the best and most useful

collies are bred from recognised pure strains.

In days gone by the collie was considered as a represen-

tative of all that is mean and servile ;
but within the last ten

or twelve years he has been raised above the plebeian level,

and adopted as a fit companion for lords and ladies of high

degree, and has become an essential member of the fashion-

able establishment, more so as an ornament than for any

special services he is expected to render. This rage among
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fanciers has given rise to special attention being devoted to
cultivating pure strains

;
and now, at agricultural shows, as

well as at special exhibitions of dogs only, the collie is
usually Le-chien-du-jour, the dog of the day.

Jo describe what is at present considered the true type of
collie, the following scale of points, drawn up by the Collie
Club in July 1885, will best fulfil the purpose
The skull of the collie should be quite flat and rather

broad, with fine tapering muzzle of fair length, and mouth
the least bit overshot, the eyes widely apart, almond shaped
and obliquely set in the head; the skin of the head tightly
drawn, with no folds at the corners of the mouth

; the ears
as small as possible, semi-erect when surprised or listening
at other times thrown back and buried in the “

ruff.”
The neck should be long, arched, and muscular, the

shoulders also long, sloping, and fine at the withers; the

h h

St^ be
u
de<

^
and narr°W in front

> but of fair breadth
behind the shoulders.

The back to be short and level, with the loin rather long
somewhat arched, and powerful. Brush long, « wi> upward
swirl at the end, and normally carried low.
The fore-legs should be perfectly straight, with a fairamount of flat bone

; the pasterns rafher long, springy and
slightly lighter of bone than the rest of the leg; the’ foot
with toes well arched and compact, soles very thick.

frnm
h

fu

hl

R

dTarterS
’ dr0°PinS slightly, should be very longom the hip-bones to the hocks, which should be neither

turned inwards nor outwards, with stifles well bent The
hip-bones should be wide and rather ragged
The coat, except on legs and head, should be as abundant

as possible; the outer coat straight, hard, and rather stiff;

.

c°at furry> and so dense that it would be difficult
to find the skin. The “ruff” and “ frill,” especially, should
e very full. There should be but little “feather” on theore legs, and more below the hocks on the hind legs.
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Colour, immaterial.

Symmetry.
—The dog should be a fair length in the leg,

and his movements wiry and graceful
;
he should not be too

small
;
height of dogs from 22 to 24 in., of bitches from 20

to 22 inches.

The greyhound type is very objectionable, as there is no

brain room in the skull, and with this there is to be found a

fatuous expression, and a long powerful jaw.

The setter type is also to be avoided, with its pendulous

ear, full soft eye, heavy feathered legs, and straight short

flag.

The smooth collie only differs from the rough in its coat,

which should be hard, dense, and quite smooth.

Scale of Points.

Head and expression, ... ... ... ... IS

Ears, ... ... ... ••• ••• m
Neck and shoulders, ... ... ... ... 10

Legs and feet, ... ... ... ... ••• 15

Hind-quarters, ... ... ... ... ••• 10

Back and loins, ... ... ... 10

Brush, ... ... 5

Coat with frill, ... ... ••• 20

Size, ... ... ... ... ••• 5

Total, ... ... ... 100

Note.—Point judging is not advocated, but figures are only

made use of to shew the comparative value attached to the

different properties
;

no marks are given for “ general

symmetry,” which is, of course, in judging, a point of the

utmost importance.

Our frontispiece illustration of the late champion collie

Carlyle, owned by Dr James, Kirby Lonsdale, will be recog-

nised as a handsome representative of his race. Having

retired from the practice of his profession, Dr James finds

pleasure in breeding collies, for which purpose he rents the
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Lime Kiln farm, where his stock now numbers upwards of
forty head. A complete set of kennels have been erected, and
the doctor delights in keeping everything in perfect order.

One building is devoted to the preparation of the food for the
dogs. Next there is an Irish patent kennel, with every
convenience as to water, facility for feeding, ventilation, &c.
In another and larger one, the centre is composed of a
railway passenger coach, the seats forming the beds for the
dogs, with smaller iron kennels at each end. Each com-
partment has a yard railed off, about five yards by three,

with concrete floors. The premises are kept scrupulously

clean, the dogs being bedded with clean straw, and both
kennels have an extensive grass run surrounding them, for

exercise, being enclosed by walls of corrugated iron some
six feet high. These again have circular-topped iron railings,

which makes the fence altogether about ten feet high, so that

it would require a wonderful jumper to escape.

At this establishment the collies comprise both smooth
and rough coated, the latter being more numerous. The
prevailing colours are black-and-tan and sable, the latter

colour predominating, as being at present the most fashion-

able. Amongst the smooth-coated beauties in the kennel are
“ Lady Help,” never yet beaten, and “ Gazelle,” also a very

choice young bitch. Of rough-coated collies “ Highland
Chief” is certainly a gem of the first water, of rich sable

colour, with splendid white frill
;
he has won many prizes.

“Joe Mills,” now owned by the doctor, has won two first

prizes at the Alexandra Palace sheep-dog trials, in splendid

form, and also cup for penning in shortest time. He is sired

by that noted dog “ Tweed II.,” a winner of numerous
prizes, and one of the best dogs on sheep ever known.
Working entirely by motion of hand, he will divide a flock

of sheep into two parts, and keep them so. Since he was
exported to America he has won for his owner over _£200
and five cups. Some of the other well-known prize winners
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•lire “Our Friend,” “Clover,” “ Lingo,” and “ Wolf.” In
bitches “Marigold,” “Flounce,” “Slyne,” “ Tony Lass,” and
many others too numerous to mention, and mostly for sale,

are all of the choicest strains.

In the north of England great interest is taken in the
breeding and training of the collie. Several years ago the
leading landowners in the district, acting upon the initiative

of the Countess of Bective, formed the Northern Counties
Association for the Improvement of Sheep-dogs. Under the
auspices of this society, working trials are held alternately

in Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancashire, and Yorkshire,
at which handsome money prizes and silver cups are
awarded. At these trials it has been demonstrated that the
pure bred collie, from its vast intelligence, is better adapted
for work than the ordinary cross-bred strains. The shepherds
have been partially convinced of this fact, and are now
bestowing greater care in selecting their dogs than they
formerly were wont to exercise. Sheep-dog trials ought to

be a branch of every agricultural society in sheep-farming
districts. They would not only be interesting to many, but
would materially assist in perfecting the best type of dog for

this special purpose. One half of the sheep-dogs in actual

work are very unfit for their position
; and, besides, are often

a source of much annoyance to the farmer, from the abuse
they not unfrequently inflict upon his sheep. It is well
known that there are certain strains of the collie which take
to work much more readily than others, are easily trained,

and more careful of the flock. Now, were a little more
attention given by farmers and shepherds to securing only
those naturally possessing these traits, instead of retaining

mongrels and curs of every sort, there is no doubt that both
would be well repaid for their trouble. Working trials are a
far better means than shows for promoting enthusiasm in a
business of this kind, and they ought to be encouraged by
every one who is dependent on the services of the faithful

collie.
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Dogs are best studied at work
;
and a day spent among

the hills with the shepherd and his dog, is fraught both with

interest and instruction to an intelligent observer. Sitting

on a hillside, looking across a wide glen, the sheep of an

adjoining proprietor are observed crossing the boundary line

in search of richer pasture. The shepherd addresses a few

words to his dog, which darts off like a greyhound. We
watch him spanking across the glen, now clearing a wide

ditch at a bound, then fording the stream, half wading, half

swimming. He waits but a moment to shake the water from

his coat. His master calls to him. He raises his head and

ears to listen to the order which is repeated, and nimbly he

threads his way up the distant acclivity. He now comes in

sight of the sheep, and, in getting ahead of them, takes a

wide, circular course. The sheep have taken the alarm and

commence to run, but “ Tyne ” is too swift for them, and

presently he appears clear in front. The shepherd, by a

sharp whistle on his fingers, stops his dog, which, at the

moment, happens to be on a patch of thick heather
;
and

were it not for the splashes of white about his neck and

breast, his whereabouts would not be easily made out. The

sheep are slow to retreat; but, upon receiving another

command, “ Tyne ” moves smartly up behind them, and in

a few minutes the poaching flock is sent scampering back to

their own proper walk. The dog is seen leisurely retracing

his steps. He quenches his thirst as he re-fords the stream,

and, returning to his master’s side, sits down composedly,

turning his keen eyes towards the opposite hill as if to make

sure he has fully completed his task.

Such is a simple performance of the collie
;
yet it serves

to shew how quickly and well he accomplishes a piece of

work which, without him, would have occupied the shepherd

many hours. The sheep may be scattered miles apart over

a wide range of hills, and he will collect them in shorter time

than could a score of men. Alone he will drive the flock to
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any part of the hill, or bring to the shepherd any sheep he
may want. Distance is no object to a well-trained collie

;

and, although he may be a mile away, a motion of the hand
is sufficient to command him when oral directions cannot
be heard.

W orking at hand, he is equally expert, and will fetch, take,
or keep the sheep wherever wanted, in the gentlest manner
possible. The shepherd goes to a field where the flock he
wishes to collect are grazing, and, giving a quiet word or look
his dog darts off around the field, following the fence to
make sure that not a single sheep will be left. After getting
fairly around the sheep he retraces his steps, and thus he
runs, backwards and forwards, every time reducing the circle,

until he gathers the flock to the point from which he started.’

During this time the dog has been running fast, but he keeps
a wide distance from the sheep, which have all the while
been moving no faster than a walk. When the sheep are
collected, by the aid of his dog the shepherd can separate
out any he may want

;
and should the flock be divided into

two or three different lots, the active collie will keep them
thus apart without allowing one to mix. In penning, the dog
works closely to the sheep; and when much forcing is

required, if his near presence is ineffective in driving them
forward, he barks lustily at their heels. In such cases some
dogs are often tempted to bite

;
but the well-trained animal

will not do this, although we have occasionally seen a dog
which could “ heel ” them quite harmlessly in his endeavours
to urge on the sheep. To drive a lot of newly weaned
lambs is sometimes a rather difficult task, and severely tries

the skill of the dog. Indeed it not unfrequently happens,
when the lambs are determined to break, that they will

completely get away from the very best collie. When the
lambs burst off in every direction, a single dog has no chance
to restrain them, as by the time he stops one point he is

wanted at another
; and so fast does the running become,

N
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that the willing dog, although he puts forth his utmost speed

and efforts, is sometimes fairly overpowered. ''hen a

sensible collie gets beaten in this fashion, it is truly ludicrous

to see how ashamed of himself he looks. There are not

many dogs, however, that can govern lambs ;
and unless

they have the art of turning quick, and know the exact point

to attack, the runaways will have it all their own way. At

this work a small dog has less command over the sheep than

a large one, which comes round with a heavy swack, working

close° to the sheep. A collie should always wheel with his

face close to the sheep, as one which turns the opposite way

takes double the time, and has far less power in keeping them

together.

The well-trained collie is able to perform not merely one

or two such points as we have mentioned, but to do and act

in a thousand different ways known only to those whom he

serves. He is ever on the alert, and always ready promptly

to fulfil the commands of his master. His whole mind is

devoted to his work; and, when fully experienced, his

sagacity tells him what work is required, and he anxiously

awaits permission to be allowed to perform it. But it must

not be supposed that every collie is thus endowed with a

sense of their duty. On the contrary, there are many with

equal opportunities that never acquire a great liking for work

among sheep. They are fonder of, and have a desire for,

other pleasures,- some preferring cattle, others various

employments, such as following a cart. But these fancies

are generally influenced by the surroundings of their puppy-

hood ;
and, whichever circumstance predominates, that they

will invariably follow. As previously remarked, there are

certain strains which take more readily to work than others

but at the same time, even those naturally so inclined, before

they can become skilled performers, must undergo a thorough

training for the business. Shepherd dogs are not picked up

here and there of any age, and put to work in a single day-
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They are best bred on the farm, and the instruction begins
with the pup. A full course of training occupies, at the very
least, two years, sometimes longer, according to the smartness
of the animal. To educate a dog properly, one should
commence before his powers are fully developed, and carry
11s education, along with the development of said powers
so that when age advances he is a satisfactory performer and
a credit to his owner.

I he pup should have one master and one only
; all the

other members of the family should be strictly forbidden to
give him orders or cultivate his affections. This applies
especially to the children

;
they will eventually make a fool

ofany dog. At six months old the young dog may be allowed
to accompany the shepherd in his daily rounds. If left
about the house at this age he is apt to fall into bad habits
especially if in the company of other idle dogs. The first
step in the training of the pup is to gain his affection, and at
the same time learn him obedience,—to come to heel —and on
no account must he be allowed to hunt. A dog that will
break away from his work in pursuit of a hare or rabbit is of
no account, as he may be absent at a time when his services
are urgently needed. The pup should be allowed to work as
soon as he has acquired strength and speed of foot to run
easily around or past the sheep. If he lacks speed in racing
a sheep, he is certain to acquire the bad habit of running
straight when he ought to take a wide circuit in getting to the
front. Some dogs begin to run very early, at six or nine
months, and others again do not commence until they are a
year old or more. But the age at which they commence to
run has nothing to do with what the dog will eventually
become

;
it often happens that those which show the least

intelligence to begin with, turn out the best dogs in the end.
In his first attempt at working the young dog generally

tries to imitate an older one, and, reasonably enough, will
make some sad mistakes

; but for these he should not be
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punished. Rather encourage him to run even although he

may go wrong, and very soon he will acquire such a liking

for the work that it is difficult to prevent him. After

becoming fond of running, chastisement will not discourage

the dog, and there will be times when severe punishment

must be given. The master should always give his orders in

an even, calm voice, devoid of passion, so that the dog

cannot tell from his tone whether he is to be scutched or

not The best of dogs is greatly tempted to run away when

he knows from the angry.beUowing of his master that he is

to be chastised. But some dogs are of such a sullen or

nervous disposition that they cannot stand a whipping, anc

the trainer must study the temper of the animal he is dealing

with There are dogs which require, and will submit, to a

sound flogging every day ;
but, on the other hand, there are

some that must not be whipped at all.

A collie cannot be properly trained where only a few sheep

ire kept. He must be constantly employed every day, anc

have nothing to divert his attention from duty. Plent >' 0

hard work is the best way of bringing him to understand his

business
;
and if that cannot be given, the training must

necessarily be more tedious, and probably it will also be less

satisfactory. When the young dog has fairly begun to work

he should occasionally be well tired out, and he will then

show whether he is likely to be of any good. His training

afterwards only needs careful attention, to see that he

performs his work in an expert and steady manner.

A well-trained and experienced collie excels in sagacity all

others of the dog family. His was not the intelligence of

the trick dog; one look into those “grey wise” eyes, will

tell you that for antics or pranks like those of the showman s

troops of canine artistes, your collie has the supremest

contempt. A dog’s life is to him quite too serious to be

wasted in such frivolities ;
his mission is hard work ;

he has

duties to perform, as had generations before him. His one
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particular task is to care for flocks of sheep
; and because he

oes this, and does it well, he may take rank as the most
useful of all dogs. “ Without him,” writes Hogg, the Ettrick
Shepherd, “the mountainous land in England and Scotland
would not be worth sixpence. It would require more hands
to manage a flock of sheep, gather them from the hills, force
them into houses and folds, and drive them to market, than
the profits of the whole are capable of maintaining.”

Anecdotes, telling of his deeds of daring and faithfulness
to mankind, are known around the world. For herding and
driving cattle and many other kinds of animals, including
goats and ostriches, the collie has been found of signal value,
but it is to the sheep-farmer he renders the greatest benefits!
Certain writers have also lately been extolling his great merits
as a sporting dog, ranking him, for this purpose, equal to the
setter and retriever. Such work for the collie, however, is
taking him from his path of duty, and ought to be dis-
countenanced by all shepherds. A sheep-dog with a strong
olfactory nerve is useless, and one that inclines to retrieving
is invariably a fool among sheep.
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I.—Composition of Foods.

Foods.

Bean Meal

,, Pods

,,
Straw

„ forage

Brewers’ Grains

Carrots

Clover, Red, forage

„ » hay....

,,
Cowgrass, forage

„ ,,
hay

,,
White, forage

,, „ hay

, ,
Yellow Trefoil, forage. . .

.

,,
hay

Comfrey, Prickly, forage

,, .. hay
Cottonseed

„ Cake, undecorticated

,,
decorticated....

Cow’s milk

Ensilage, clover

Gorse
Grasses, mean of 18 species-

forage

hay
meadow hay
pasture

Rye Grass, Italian, forage

„ ,, hay..

e 1 »
O «

•£2

>
.Ao
<

rt
<3*

-c

14*5 25-5 1.4 44.0

i 5 -° 10. s 1.2 34-6

16.0 10.2 0.5 35-2

S7.2 2.8 0.2 5-2

76.4 5 -o 0.4 9.4

85.0 1.4 0.2 II.

O

7S.0 3-2 0.8 9-5

15.0 14.2 3-1 37-2

77-4
15.0

2.2

8-3

0.9

3-3

10.0

37-6

80.0 3-3 0.8 7.2

16.0 15-7 3-6 36-7

80.0 3-5 0.5 8-5

16.6 14.6 2.0 36.2

8S.4 2.7 6.8

16.0 19-5 49.1

7-7 22.8 27-3 11.

7

11 .

3

24.5 5.5 14.0

10.0 34-3 10.0 17.0

86.8 3.9 3-8 4.6

79.0 2.2 10.5

72.0 3-2 I. I 8.2

68.8 3-4 0.9 14.

1

15.0 9-4 2.6 38.8

16.6 13-5 1.2 43-1

80.0 3-5 0.4 10.0

73-2 3-6 0.4 12.4

1

14-2 I 1.2 1.4 41.4

3-°

5-5

4- 5
1.0

1.2

0.9
1- 7

5- 7

2- 7
IO.I

2.0

6.9
i-5

6.0

i-9

13-7

7-7
6- 3

7- 7
o.8

i.8

2.0

5-7
6.0

2.0

2.7

7.8
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Composition of Foods—Continued.

Foods.

G rasses,Rye grass, Perennial, forag

11
.

11 ii hay
,, Timothy, forage

ii ii hay
Meath
Kohl-rabi, leaves

,, bulbs
Lentils, seed
Linseed, cake

„ meal, pressed
Lucern, forage

11 hay
Maize, grain

„ forage

11 hay
Mangold-wurzel, leaves

,, ,, roots

Mustard, forage

Oats, .seed

,, straw
Oats and Vetches, forage
Palm-nut meal, pressed

,, cake
Peas, seed

, , straw
Plantain or Rib Grass
Potatoes

Rape cake
Rice meal
Sanfoin, forage

• • hay
Seakale
Turnip, leaves

,, Swedes, bulbs

„ Yellow, ,,

„ White
Vetch or Tare, seed

,, forage

ii hay
Wheat, seed

,, bran

,, straw

Water. Albumin- oids.

e 70.0 3.6

14.4 10.2

70.0 3-4
14.4 9-7

54-7 3-7
85.0 2.7
86.0 2-3

14-3 24.0
n .7 28.3

9-7 34-2
69.9 3-8
16.7 16.0

14-5 10.0

82.1 1.2

15.

°

5-7
90.8 i -9

S8.0 I. I

86.3 2,8

14-3 12.0

14.0 3-5
84.0 2.4

9.0 1S.5

9.0 16.3

14.4 22.4
16.0 6-5

84.7 2.

1

75.0 2.2

15-0 30.3
10.6 11

.

5

80.0 3-2

16.3 13-3

93 -o 2.4
86. s 3-2

89.4 1.4

87.2 2.S

92.0 1.0

14.0 27. s
82.0 3-5
16.4 14.0

15.0 13.0

13-3 14.0

14-5 3-o

Fats.

Carbo-
hydrates.

<

0.3 12.3 2.0
0.8 35-2 6.4
°-5 15.0 2.2

1.4 43-4 4.4
1.0 iS -5 3-7
0.4 7-4 1.8
0.2 8.9 1.0

2.2 46.5 3-o

9.0 29.0 7-7

3-9 29-3 7-3
0.8 13.6 3-o

0.9 31.0 6.7
4.8 57-8 i -5

o-S 10.0 I I

2.3 4-7 S-2
0.2 4.0 1.8

O. I 9-i 0.8

0.4 4.0 2.0

4.8 41.8 2.7
1.4 37-6 4.0
0.2 7.0 i -4

So 33-3 3-9

3 .o 33-3 3-6
1.6 50.0 2.4
°-5 33-5 4-5
0.6 6.0 i -3

0.3 20.3 0.9

7.7 18.7 7-5
8-5 39 -

S

9.6
o-3 8.0 1.5
1.6 36.0 6-3

3-6 0.6

4-3 1.

8

0.2 7 -i 0.6

4.0 1.8

0.

1

5*2 0.6

2.4 44.0 2.7

0.3 6.6 i.S

i -5 32.5 S.4
1.2 63.1 i -7

3-5 37-5 5-3
0.4 32.0 4-5
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II.—Albuminoid Ratio.

Ratio between the nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous con-

stituents in the digestible part of the principal foods :

Total
Nitrogen
reckoned.

j

Amides,
&c. f

not
reckoned.

*

Cotton cake, decorticated i i -5

D®. undecarticated 1 I 1.8

Linseed cake I 2-3

Beans 1 2.4

I 2.9
1 : 7-0Wheat bran I 4.2

Oats - I 5-5

Maize I 9.0

Barley I 7.6

1 : 12.4
Clover hay
Meadow hay

I

I

5-9
8.0

Swedes I 5-9 1 : I 3 - 1

Turnips I 6.2

8.0 1 : 3 1 - 8Mangolds I

Potatoes 1 I 10.6 1 : 17-7

Oat straw I 14.7
?Wheat straw I 64.4

The following tables show the different proportions of the

same ingredients which are digested by sheep or cattle .

Food.

Digested for ioo of each Constituent

supplied. Albuminoid
Ratio of
Foods
actually
used.

Total Organic
Matter.

Albumin- oids. &
Soluble

Carbo-

hydrates.
Fibre.

Linseed cake. So 84 90 78 ? I : 1.7

Beans 90 ss 93 93
? I : 2.

1

Oats 7 i 79 84 76 24 I : 6.5

Barley 81 77 IOO 87 ? I : 8.2

Maize 88 79 85 91 1 : 7-9

Wheat bran 67 75 50 70 37 1 : 4-5

Meadow hay 59 56 47 62 57 I : 9.2

Clover hay 59 55 56 69 44 1 : 6.2

Lucern hay 59 76 38 67 40 1 : 2.8

Oat straw 5 i 38 3° 43 6 l 1 : 14-7

Wheat straw 46 20 36 39 56 1 : 44.

1

Bean straw 5° 51 55 60 36 1 : 6.2
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Digestive Powers op Sheep.

Food.
Total

Organic
Matter.

Proportion of each C
digested for ioo s

Albumin- r.

olds,
j

Fat '

onstituen
applied.

Soluble
Carbo-

hydrates
Fibre.

Pasture grass 75-s 73-3 65.4 75-7

•

79-5
Meadow hay (very good)... Si -7 66.6 54-5 65.6 63-5

Do. (ordinary) 5«-7 57.2 44-3 5S.7 59.S
Lucern 59-i 72.8 29.7 67.9 43.6
Oats 72.9 85.5 S4.S 77-7 26.1
Beans S9.6 S7.1 84.

2

91.2 7S.5
Maize 88.5 78.5 84.6 9 i -3 61.9

IV.—Food Equivalents of 10 lbs. of Hay.

lbs.

Hay 10
Clover hay 8 to io
Green clover .._ 45 ,, 50
Wheat straw 40 ,, 50
Barley straw 20 ,, 40
Oat straw 20 ,,40
Pea straw to ,, 15
Potatoes 20
Old potatoes 40
Red carrots 25 „ 30

White carrots

lbs.

45
Mangold
Turnips 50
Cabbages 50
Peas and beans s
Wheat 6
Barley 6
Oats
Maize
Oil cake 2 „ 5
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V.

—

Weight of Fat Sheep.

The offals of sheep weigh in ordinary cases, as follows

:

—

Skin, without fleece, from 6 to io lbs.

Tallow 5 >> J 4 >>

Head 4 >> 6 >>

Feet n 3 »>

Pluck 4i >) 6 ,,

Stomach and entrails 9 >> *8 ,,

Blood 4 u 6 n

Loss by killing >> 3 ><

Fleece 3 >i 6 >>

Horns 2 >> 4 >i

The following table will lead to a tolerably close approxi-

mation to the truth in a majority of cases to which it may

be applied :

—

Live weight
in lbs.

280 to 300..

260 ,, 280..

240 ,, 260..

220 ,, 24O..

200 ,, 220.,

180 ,, 200.

l6o ,, l8o.

I40 „ l6o.

120 ,, I40.

IOO ,, 120 .

80 ,, IOO.

60 „ 80.

Per cent, of Mutton.
In Wool. Newly Shorn.

.71 to 72 to 75

.69 7° 73 .. 74

„ 68 7 i » 73

„ 66 69 „ 70

,, 64 67 ,, 6S

.6l ., 62 „ 66

>> 60 65

•58 „ 59 64

57 62 „ 63

„ 56 60 ,, 61

54 58 „ 59

.. 52 .. 57

Another rule is—weigh the sheep alive, to ascertain

weight in stones (14 lbs.)
;
double the number of stones

which the sheep weighs, will give pounds weight per quarter

if the sheep is fairly fat. Thus a sheep weighs alive 9

stones; 9 multiplied by 2 = 18, or 18 lbs. per quarter.
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Paragraphs per line, Is.

Advertisements for ensuing number should reach the office on Saturday
morning to ensure insertion. No advertisement can be “altered” or
“stopped” after Monday morning’s post. Advertisers not having a
regular account are requested to accompany their advertisements by a
remittance. All letters to be addressed to the Publisher, 26 Catherine
Street, Strand, W.C.

AGRICULTURE can be obtained from any of Messrs
W. H. Smith & Son’s Bookstalls, of all the Wholesale News
Agents in the United Kingdom, or direct from the

PUBLISHING OFFICES, 26 Catherine Street, Strand, •

LONDON, W.C.
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THE SCOTTISH FANCIER
AND RURAL GAZETTE,

An Illustrated Journal, devoted to the Breeding, Management, & Exhibition of

Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons, Cage-Birds, Rabbits,

And other Pet Stock.

Splendidly illustrated, and contains articles written by practical writers, who

know what they write about. Among its contributors are Veuo Shaw,

Hugh Dalziel, “Blackhall,” James Huie, George Ure, “Crawnestie,

and a host of others. Full Show Reports and Prize Lists. Sample copy

gratis on application.

"

JAMES P. MATHEW & C0„ PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS, DUNDEE.

Works published at the Office of the “ Scottish Fancier:’

POULTRY AILMENTS and their TREATMENT,

AN INYAILIABLE HANDBOOK HOB, POHLTBY KEEPERS.

Containing Plain Instructions for the Treatment of all Poultry Diseases.

Bv D. J. Thomson Gray (“ Psyche ”), Editor ‘VScottish Fancier and
Rural Gazette."

Crown Svo, Price Is.; Post-free, Is. Id.

JAMES P. MATHEW & C O., PRINTERS AND PUBLIS HERS, DUNDE E.

MAD DOGS AND HYDROPHOBIA.
Historical Notes, Popular Fallacies, Present State of Knowledge, Symptoms,

Curative and Preventive Measures, The Dogs Act, Suggestions for

Amendment and for Preventive Measures.

By Hugh Dalziel, Author of “ Britisli Dogs,” “Diseases of Dogs,”

“Diseases of Horses,” “ Training Dogs,” &c.

Price Is.; Post-free, Is. Id.

JAMES P, MATHEW & C0„ PRINTERS AND PUB LISHERS, DUNDEE,

OUR FANCY PICEONS,
ASH RAMBLING NOTES OF A NATURALIST.

A Record of Fifty Years’ Experience, by George Ure, Dundee.

Illustrated with finely executed Engravings of Representative Birds bred by

the Author. The volume will be found a refreshing departure from the usual

tvne of Pigeon-boolc, being full of interesting and original matter, written m
a racy and eminently readable style, and containing most valuable informa-

tion on the selection, mating, and rearing of all the higli-elass varieties.

Price 6s.; Post-free, 6s. 6d.

JAMES P. MATHEW & C0„ PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS, DUNDEE.



ADVERTISEMEN TS.

t|e Jarmmf fcette
(ESTABLISHED 1842).

SUBSCRIPTION—£1 per annum, or 1 5s. if paid in advance, Post-free.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY.

The Farmers' Gazette is the oldest agricultural journal
published in Ireland, and has always been recognised as the
leading exponent of scientific farming, and the most reliable
authority upon every question affecting the agricultural interests
of the country.

Practical Farmers and Gardeners, experienced writers on
Agricultural and Horticultural subjects, are regular weekly
contributors to the Gazette ; and Veterinary Questions are
answered by a fully qualified practitioner of eminence in his
profession, and, in cases of emergency, that opinion can be
had by return of post, by simply enclosing a stamped addressed
envelope to the Editor.

PURDON'S VETERINARY HAND-BOOK.
264 pp. 8vo. Price 2s. 6d.; by Post, 2s. gd.

Treats on the Symptoms, Cause, and Cure of all Diseases,
in Cattle, Sheep, Swine, Dogs, and Poultry.

HINTS TO HORSE-BUYERS.
(By Caractacus.)

54 PP- 8vo. Price is. id., Post-free.

TO BE HAD FROM

THE “FARMERS’ GAZETTE,”
23 BACHELOR’S WALK, DUBLIN.

Cheques and P.0.0, payable to JOHN PURDON, Managing Director.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE

South Hmedcan Journal
ESTABLISHED IN 1S03,

Is the oldest existing newspaper published in England, repre-

senting the interests of South America, and is continually

receiving cordial commendations from the local Press, besides

which its views upon South American Politics are frequently

re-copied into the local organs, and its influence generally is

freely recognised. The support accorded by the respective

Governments secures for it a high position amongst those

interested and largely occupied in the trade of South America.

It is the recognised authority upon all matters connected with South

America, and contains, besides the ordinary Leaders in connection with

South American objects,

Reports from the Leading Commercial Cities of that Continent

;

also of Meetings of Public Companies on this side, together with the

Prices of Stocks and Shares on the London Stock Exchange ; A
Commercial and Monetary Review, General News, &c. &c.

THE SOUTH ilME11ICAN JOURNAL
Is Published Fortnightly (every alternate Saturday), and gives

publicity to all matters affecting the great South American Continent,

especially embracing
Monte Video. Bolivia.

Lima. Paraguay.
Santiago. Venezuela and

Valparaiso. Central States.

Rio de Janeiro.
Bahia.
Pernambuco.
Buenos Ayres.

•PUBLISHERS—BATES, HENDY, & CO., 37 WALBROOK, LONDON, E.C.

LA GACETA SUD AMERICANA Y DE ESPANA.
Issued monthly ,

Printed in the Spanish Language.

This Tournal was established with the view to promote an extension of

British Trade with Spain and her Colonies. A minimum monthly circula-

tion of 5000 Copies is guaranteed in all parts of Spain and .south

America. La Gaceta Sud Americana is undoubtedly one of the most

convenient and satisfactory means at the disposal of manufacturers, for

bringing their wares rapidly and effectively under the notice of the leadn g

buyers in the Spanish speaking Countries.

All Communications to be addressed to the Publishers

BATES, HENDY.r, *»*-“**-*)

37 WALBROOK,
& CO.,
LONDON, E.O.



ADVKRTISf.MF.NTS.

TLhc XaitbHgents’lRecorb
ESTATE NEWS. LAND VALUES.

Established 1878.
Saturday Sixpence; Annual Subscription in advance, £1, 8s.

The Land Agents’ Record is the only recognised Class Tourna
of Land Agents and Surveyors. 1 1 numbers amongst its subscribers
the leading Agents of Noblemen and the principal Landowners inEngland and Wales, Conveyancing Solicitors, and all the besthrms of Surveyors and Auctioneers in London and the Country.

i he Land Agents’ Record every week contains carefully-written
special reports of land arbitration claims, an entirely original feature.
It devotes special attention to law cases affecting land management,
sale and transfer. It criticises recent decisions, employs writers of
literary capacity to describe important estates in the public market,and gives all Estate News. It is the same size as the World.

esides much general information, all cases and awards under
the Agricultural Holdings Act, since it came into operation in
j anuary i have been reported and commented on in the LandAgenis Record; and the future development of the Act will be
closely watched and technically criticised and explained by com-
petent legal and practical writers.
A special feature is also made of such Bills, Reports, and Acts

as deal with Land. These are reported and criticised legally and
scientifically from a higher standard than that attempted by any
merely agricultural newspaper.

1 he alphabetically-arranged list of all important forthcoming
Estate bales throughout the kingdom is found invaluable to Land
speculators and investors in Real Property, whilst its authorised
reports of realised values are equally necessary and reliable.
All the leading London and Provincial firms of Auctioneers

continuously send their Advertisements of Estate and Farm
Sales to the Land Agents’ Record, and front the exceptional
high-class circulation it possesses, its columns are equally suited to
Advertisements referring to Pedigree Stock Sales, Notices of
Agricultural Societies’ Meetings, &c.
Her Majesty’s Government, the Corporation of the City of

London, the London Metropolitan Board of Works, and the
Surveyors’ Institution, insert Official Notices in the Advertising
Columns of the Land Agents’ Record.

SCALE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
line

G°Vernment and 0ft’ cial Not 'ces
r Companies’ Announcements, &c., One Shilling per

insertion i=

b
#: i"?'

0” and P,
j.
vate Contract, one insertion, Ninepence per line

; threeinsertions, each Sixpence per line.
Special positions will be charged special rates.

Offices—75 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.



advertisements.

THE

Estates <5a3ette
AND

IMWMSl'MEM' !«©«©
(.ESTABLISHED 1858).

A JOURNAL DEYOTED TO LAND AND HOUSE PROPERTY.

Contains Articles and Notes relating to Land

and the Land Market.

An Important Feature of the Paper is the

Accurate List of Forthcoming Sales, and

the Results of such Sales,

Publishedwith the sanction ofthe CommitteeoftheEstateExchange

RESIDENCES AND FARMS TO BE LET OR SOLD,

Single Copy, Price 3d. Annual Subscription, 16s, (prepaid).

Office for Advertisements

—

6 FETTER LANE, FLEET STREET,

LONDON.
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BOOKS BY JOHN WALKER.

THE COW AND CALF:
A Practical Manual on the Cow and Calf in Health and Disease.

PRICE Is. 6d.

« £
a
,P
ita ' and exhaustive.”—Agriculture.

ull of practical hints of a kind useful alike to amateurs andprofess,onal cowkeepers.’’-^/** Agricultural Gaze™
-BortTrAdv^r °

fthe kmd C°U ‘d hardly be had or desired.”

^, CaP'.tal> sensible little book.”-ANottingham Guardian.the hints it contains will be of service not only to the vounir
n,any ye“' "peri““ ™ ">«

raderjd"X!?
!S^™,nmen‘ilnS " “ “8*“"“™'

render theagriculturist material assistance"

HerM
earneStl >' comi»end Mr Walker’s manual.”—Afcr/A Devon

THE BOTFLY OF THE OX
(tISTRUS BOVIS):

Their History, Life, Prevention, Destruction, and Losses sustained
thereby, computed at £2,474,195 annually in Great Britain.

PRICE 6d.

suh“ Jf

h
?J

U
a
h°r is vvel > known to us

; he does not write upon any

BconomBt. "0t thorouShly understand.”- The Agricultural

I

'r
e

,,

a ')le exposition of the author’s views show a correct know-ledgeofthe mat er treated upon.”-A«,7« and Home_

KrnJr lh
PM

niph 'et by John Walker is most important
;
everyfarmer should order a copy at 6d.”— Waterford Standard.

i f
le o'Story, life, prevention, destruction, and losses sustained

ad™S

dh
nd

-
St0Ck

ri
Wner 3re aU with in this little worklna clear and business-like manner We recommend theabove work to our readers.”—Agriculture.

i. 1 1 !

e
f
acts

j
n the pamphlet are exceedingly important and

OmllSS&"der the n°tiCe °f 3,1 °WnerS of stock-”~ 77ie

LONDON : THOMAS C. JACK, 45 LUDGATE HILL.
EDINBURGH

: GRANGE PUBLISHING WORKS.



ADVERT'SEMENTS.

HOOKS BY JOHN WALKER—continued.

THE SHEEP AND LAMB,
Uniform with “The Cow and Calf.” Price is. 6d. Shortly.

ERGOT AND ITS MALIGNANT INFLUENCES,

Price 6d. Shortly.

London and Edinburgh : Thomas C. Jack.

How to Farm with Profit Arable and Pasture Land:

A Practical Manual on Preparation of Soil, Harvesting,

Breeding and Rearing of Stock ;
with work laid out

for every Month of the year. Price is. 6a.

“This book is practical, matter of fact, and succinct.” Illus-

trated Shorting and Dramatic News. ... .

“We consider the advice given respecting the treatment of

diseases to which animals reared on the farm are liable as the most

valuable part of the book.” Montrose Standard.
“ The information is given in a remarkably clear and concise

manner.”—Rugby Advertiser. . , . • i

“ Mr Walker’s treatise is what it professes to be— a practical

manual on modern agriculture’—though in a small compass. The

Scotsman.

Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., Stationers’ Hall Court, London.

THE FARMER’S VETERINARY ADVISER

:

A Guide to the Prevention and Treatment of Disease in Domestic Animals.

By JAMES LAW,
Fellow of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons ofGreat Britain uthor of

J
“ General and Descriptive A natoniy ofDomestic A timials.

In one 8vo Volume with numerous Illustrations, cloth, price 12s. 6d.

«

i

n this ‘Adviser’ we find everything necessary to be known by

the amateur of the more common, and even some of the rarer,

forms of disease, as well as the accidents to which quadrupeds and

poultry are liable—the whole being brought up to the most advanced

standard of veterinary science. We know of no work on the su )ject

in any language which, in the same space, embraces so much.

While the technicalities of science are interpreted in words which

must be intelligible to the meanest understanding,and the whole book

is written in a terse attractive style, nothing is omitted which pertains

to the most recent investigations and discoveries. We certainly

have no other book like this.”— The Veterinary Journal, London.

London and Edinburgh: Thomas C. Jack.
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Growth 'of fool much Increased

MCDOUGALLS’ dip.

FLEECES NOURISHED
MCDOUGALLS’ DIP.

SCAB & ALL INSECTS EXTERMINATED

MCDOUGALLS’ DIP.
For 66Wintering ” Sheep,

Tn I’mrppt frr\ni Cnlrl on/1 Wot

MCDOUGALLS’ DIP.
FOOT ROT IN SHEEP READILY EXTERMINATED

MCDOUGALLS’ DIP.
A Reliable and Soothing Remedy, vastly superior to burning caustics

and acids. Used more extensively than any other.

Flockmasters employing Professional Dippers should instruct that
McDougalls’ Dip he used.

Sold in 200 lb. Casks at 100/; ioolb., 50/; 5olb. Drums, 25/; 2olb
Drums, 11/; 10 lb. Cans, 5/6; 5 lb. Cans, 3/ each.

BY

PERFECT SAFETY. FREE from POISON.

B Y

BY

By passing the Sheep through troughs containing Solution of

PATENTEES & SOLE MANUFACTURERS

LONDON, MANCHESTER.

FROM CHEMISTS AND DEALERS.
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HORSE, CATTLE, AND SHEEP MEDICINES.

DAY & SONS’
“
ORIGINAL” UNIVERSAL MEDICINE CHEST
No. 13, Price £2. 4s., Carriage Paid.

Including Easy Guide, “EVERYDAY FARRIERY.”

FOR ALL ALL GOODS

CARRIAGE

PAID.

DISEASES

HORSES,

CATTLE,

oM, & sons’"'
ORIGINAL v

^niversav-
MEDICINE CHEST— NS 13

SHEEP.

USED

NEARLY

50 YEARS.

The CHEST, price £2. 4s., contains the following matchless preparations :—
Bottles Purified Driffield Oils, for Wounds, Kicks, Cuts, Bruises, Difficult Lambing, &c. £o 5

for Colic, Scour, Blown, Debility, See., in all Animals
for Cleansing after Calving, and Milk Fever - o

for External Injuries, Weak or Swollen Joints, Sprains, &c. o
for Coughs, Colds, Sore Throats, Blood Ailments in Horses o

for Fevers, Colds, or Chills, &c.; to prevent Milk Fever o
for Foot- Rot in Sheep, and Foul in the Feet of Beasts o

for Husk or Hoose—a most successful remedy o

1 Can Aromatic Chalk Mixture, a rare Antacid and Stomachic, for Scour, Sec. - * o

1 “ Everyday Farriery,” giving Symptoms, Treatment, and much Information - - o

6 Bottles Black Drink, -

8 Red Drink,
1 Bottle White Oils,

1 Dozen Alterative Powders,
1 Dozen Ewe Drench,
1 Bottle Foot Rot Oils, •

3 Bottles Husk Draughts,

CHEST, value 6s.. GRATIS. £.40

Any Medicine may be had separately, and will keep good many years.

AWARDED GOLD AND SILVER PRIZE MEDALS.
Middleton - 1873 Crewe - - - 1875 Rochdale - 1877

]
Derby

Crewe - - - 1873 Crewe (Local) 1875
j

Crewe - - 1877
;

Nantwich-
Warrington - 1874 Stockport- - 1875 i

Southport - 1878 Altrincham
Macclesfield - 1874

|

Preston - - 1876 !
Crewe - - 1878

j

Derby -

Manchester - 1874 Chester - - 1876
|

Knutsford - 1878 I Crewe -

Middleton - 1874
|

I
Altrincham

GREAT DAIRY SHOW, LONDON, 1878,
Two Medals and Special Certificate of Merit.

Day & Sons’ Work, " EVERYDAY FARRIERY,” price Is. 6d. or by Post

for Twenty Stamps.
This IVork has had an enormous Sale

,
and received high marks ofapprovalfront the leading

Agriculiural Press. Sendfor Prospectus.

CAUTION !—Insist on Day & Sons of Crewe, or you may be
disappointed; and note our ON LY ADDRESS,

Oil r d? SONS, CREWE.





UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, SOUTHAMPTON
THE LIBRARY

This book is to be returned to the Library on or before the

last date stamped below

H 28043
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The No. 2 CHEST contains the following; Matchless Pr2parations :

—

The CHEMICAL EXTRACT, for Strains and Sprains, Kicks, Cuts, Wounds, Bruises,
Sore Udders, all External Injuries, and Ewes Lambing.

1 he GASEOUS ILUID, for Fret, Colic, or Gripes in Horses, the Scour and Debilitym Cattle and Sheep.
Ihe RED DRENCH, for Cleansing after Calving and Lambing, for Yellows, Fevers,

Epidemics, and all Inflammatory Disorders.
The RED PASTE BALLS, for Coughs and Colds, Conditioning Horses, and imparting

a mcle like Sleekness of Coat.
for Husk and IIoosc in Sheep and Lambs; and theGASEODYNE,” “CARMINATIVE CHALK,” “ALCOHOLIC ETHER,” &c.

Price of Chest, complete, including “ Key to

Farriery,” £2. 16s. 6d.

Sent Carriage paid. Each Article can be had separately in Coxes.

CAUTION.—Beware of Imitations, and see that
the name of DAY, SON, & HEWITT is on all

tf.m Bottles and Packets.

DAY, SON, AND HEWITT,
22 DORSET STREET, BAKER STREET, LONDON, W.

;
& WANTAGE, BERKS.

HORSE, CATTLE, and SHEEP MEDICINES
^JESTY %

'% IRogal Appointment.
? o

DAY, SON, & HEWITT,
/nventors and Proprietors of the Original

STOCK BREEDER'S MEDICINE CHEST,
FOR ALL DISORDERS IN HORSES, CATTLE, CALVES, SHEEP, l LAMBS.

Patronised by Royalty, and used for over 50 years by the principal Stock Breeders, Horse
Proprietors, and Agriculturists of the British Empire.
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